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CHAPTER 1 

Solid state and solvent inclusion properties of 

pharmaceuticals 

Introduction 

During the development of a new pharmaceutical entity the solid state properties of 

the drug is an important factor to consider. The pharmaceutical solid can either be 

crystalline or amorphous. Crystalline solids have molecules that are packed in a 

specific arrangement. The smallest repeating unit in a crystal, a unit cell, defines this 

arrangement. The molecules are held together by various forces, including hydrogen 

bonding and Van der Waals interactions (Newrnan & Byrn, 2003:898). Amorphous 

solids are non-crystalline implying that there is no specific arrangement of the 

molecules in these solids (Newman & Byrn, 2003:898). A distinction should also be 

made between polyrnorphs, pseudopolymorphs (solvates), and desolvated solvates. 

A pharmaceutical solid displays polymorphism when it crystallises into different 

crystal packing arrangements with the same elemental composition. I t  exhibits 

pseudopolymorphism when it  forms solvates. This is when the drug substance 

incorporates a solvent (water in the case of hydrates) into the crystal lattice in either 

stoichiormetric or non-stoichioit?etric amounts. Desolvated solvates form when a 

solvate is desolvated and still maintains the initial solvated crystal structure (Byrn et 

a ,  1995:946). All these solid forms will be discussed in more detail later in this 

chapter. 

To ensure that no undesired effects occur during the manufacturing and storage of 

pharmaceutical products, care should be taken to fully characterise and analyse the 

crystal forms of the drug and its behaviour. These undesired effects could occur due 

to polymorphic transition (including desolvation of solvated forms) that could affect 

the product performance and stability. These undesired effects might include 

changes in solubility, tableting properties, and chemical stability. A number of factors 

could lead to polymorphic transition, including grinding, exposure to high relative 



humidities, exposure to increased temperatures during storage, or manufacturing 

processes such as wet granulation or milling (Zhang eta/., 2004:377-380). 

The solid state properties of active pharmaceutical ingredients (API's) should 

therefore be studied and fully characterised during preformulation, to prevent 

stability related problems due to polymorphic transformations. Furthermore, the 

most appropriate form should be chosen for manufacturing to ensure product 

stability (polymorphic and chemical stability) during manufacturing and storage of 

the final dosage form. 

1.1 Molecular Basics 

1.1.1 The solid state 

Most drugs exist as solids at normal room temperature and pressure. These solids 

consist of molecules held together by intermolecular forces (Buckton, 2002:141). 

Pharmaceutical solids can be either crystallie or amorphous. The molecules in 

c/ystalline solids are packed in a defined order that is repeated throughout the 

crystal (Buckton, 2002:142). This repetition of molecules, also called structural units, 

leads to the formation of a single crystal (Byrn eta/., 1999:s). 

Amorphous solids have no discernible crystal lattice or unit cell and consist of a 

disordered arrangement of molecules. Short-range order is possible due to the short- 

range intermolecular forces. However, no long-range order is possible and 

consequently the amorphous solid has no crystallinity (Grant, 1999:8). The 

difference between the molecular packing properties of crystalline and amorphous 

solids is illustrated in figure 1.1. 
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Various methods are available in the pharmaceutical industry t o  prepare crystalline or 

amorphous solids (Byrn eta/., 1999:15). Some of these methods are listed in table 

1.1. 

Table 1.1 Common methods for the preparation of solids in the pharmaceutical 

industry (Byrn eta/., 1999:16) 

1 Evaporation (including spray drying and slurry fill) 

1 Cooling a solution i 

Seeding a supersaturated solution with crystals of the desired form 

Freeze drying (including from mixed solvents) 

Addition of antisolvents 

Salting out 

Changing pH 

Addition of reagent to produce a salt or new compound 
I , Deliberate phase transitions during slurry, washmg or drying steps 
I I 

I 

Simultaneous addition of two solutions 

Factors that may influence the crystallisation process should be considered during 

the preparation o f  a pharmaceutical solid. These factors include: 

a. Concentration (degree of supersaturation) of the API/solute. 

b. Temperature and cooling profile of the solution. 

c. Seeding and agitation. 

d. Interconversion of solid forms. 



e. Composition, polarity, and pH. 

f. Presence of additives and impurities (Byrn eta/., 1999:461). 

All these factors play a very important role in the crystallisation of a solid and should 

therefore always be taken into consideration. 

Crystal formation usually occurs from a supersaturated solution. This requires the 

formation of a critical number of ordered molecules, or unit cells, into nuclei. This 

process is known as primary nucleation. Formation of unit cells below the critical 

number does not lead to crystal formation, as these unit cells tend to dissolve again. 

Only assemblies above the critical number lead to growth of a recognisable crystal. 

The reason for this is that only when an assembly becomes larger, the internal bonds 

become more significant than the external forces. Thus the forces holding the crystal 

together become more pronounced than the forces pulling it apart, and crystal 

growth is possible (Byrn etal., 1999:16-17). 

Secondary nucleation may also occur. This is the process where further crystallisation 

occurs after the initial crystals are formed. This is not always desirable because it 

often leads to a large quantity of very small crystals (Byrn etal., 1999:17). 

I f  the crystallisation process is not strictly controlled i t  is possible for the polymorphic 

system to contain mixtures of crystal forms. This occurs when nuclei with different 

structures forms and coexists in one system (Byrn et  al., 1999:18). This concept is 

illustrated in figure 1.2, showing that either form I or I1 of the solid can crystallise 

individually, or a mixture of the two forms can be obtained. To avoid the formation 

of an undesired form or a mixture of forms, the abovementioned factors such as 

seeding, additives and temperature should always be well controlled. 
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Figure 1.2 Uncontrolled crystallisation in a polymorphic system showing the 

different polymorphs (top panel) or the mixture of polymorphs (bottom panel) that 

can result (Byrn eta/., 1999:18). 

The characterisation of a solid as either crystalline or amorphous refers to the 

internal structure of the solid, where crystalline soiids have a repeating packing order 

forming a lattice, and the amorphous form have no long range order in its internal 

structure. However, a fufiher differentiation can be made between the internal and 

external structure of the crystal. This includes distinguishing between different 

crystal habits and polymorphism or pseudopolymorphism (Buckton, 2002:148). 

1.1.2 Structure of the API 

When studying the various properties of a crystal and the influence thereof on 

product development, i t  is important to distinguish between the external and internal 

structure of the drug. Figure 1.3 provides a schematic characterisation tool that may 

be utilised to classify pharmaceutical solids: 
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Figure 1.3 Classification of an API according to structure (Haleblian, 1975:1270). 

1.1.2.1 External structure - Crvstal Habit 

The crystals of a solid can vary greatly in their shape and size depending on the 

solvent and method of recrystallisation used. The habit (external structure) in 

different samples may resemble needles, rods, plates etc. These differences in shape 

of the cnptals are referred to as differences in morphology or habit This could be an 

indication of polymorphism, although different habits don't necessarily indicate 

polymorphism. Further studies should be done to determine whether i t  is just 

different habits or if polymorphism exists in the system (Byrn etal., 1999:12). 

Byrn e t  a/. (1999:13) defines different crystal habitr as samples having the same 

chemical composition and the same crystal structure (i. e., the same polymorph and 

unit cell), but displaying different shapes. The crystal shape is a consequence of the 

rate at which the different faces of the crystal grow. The packing geometry of the 

molecules in the lattice determines how many polar or non-polar functional groups 

are exposed on each face of the crystal. The growth on each face will then depend 

on the relative affinities of the solute for the solvent and faces of the crystal. If, for 

example, the crystals were grown from an aqueous solution, growth would occur on 



the non-polar faces, making the polar faces dominate (Buckton,2002:148). This

concept is illustratedinfigure1.4.
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Figure 1.4 Demonstrationof growth on faces 4 and 6 of a hexagonal crystal,

resultingin the formationof a trapeziumshaped crystal(Buckton,2002:148).

Aspirin is a drug substance that displays different crystal habits. It was recrystallised

from various solvents and each product displayed differences in morphology, as can

be seen in figure 1.5. However, with further investigation it was revealed that these

were all the same polymorph. These differences could be explained as different

crystal habits of one polymorph (Byrn et al, 1999:13).

hexane benzene acerone

ethanol chlorofonn

Figure 1.5 Aspirincrystals grown from different solvents (Byrn et al, 1999:13).

Differencesin crystal habits usually lead to altered drug properties. Important

differencesin the dissolutionrate of the drug can occur ifthe surfacearea to volume

ratio is altered. Dissolutionrate is directlyproportionalto surfacearea, and therefore

a needle shaped crystal, for example, woulddisplaymuchfaster dissolutionthan a

sphere shaped crystalof the same volume.Otherpropertiessuchas powderflowcan

7



also be altered by different crystal habits (Buckton, 2002:148). For example, sphere 

shaped crystals will exhibit better flow properties than needle shaped crystals. It 

should therefore be stressed that both the internal and external crystal structure 

should be taken into consideration when selecting the most suitable crystal form for 

pharmaceutical manufacturing. 

3.1.2.2 Internal structure 

The internal structure of API's is determined by the orientation and configuration of 

the molecular units and may thus be classified as: amorphous or crystalline. 

Crystalline solids may be classified as polymorphs or pseudopolymorphs. The 

classificatiog of crystalline pharmaceutical solids will now be discussed in greater 

detail. 

Many drug substances can exist in various polymorphic forms. Byrn etal. (1999:13) 

defined polymorphism as two crystals having the same chemical composition but 

different internal structure or molecular packing. Figure 1.6 illustrates this concept, 

showing two polymorphic forms (a) and (b), of a crystal consisting of the same 

structural unit. 

Poiyrnorphism of molecule - 

Figure 1.6 Representation of two polymorphic forms [(a) and (b)] of a crystal 

consisting of the same molecule (Buckton, 2002: 142). 



The various polymorphs of a drug substance usually exhibit different physical 

properties. These differences are a result of the different dimensions, shape, 

symmetry and void volumes of the unit cells of the various polymorphs (Grant, 

1999:5-8). A list of some common properties that differ among polymorphs are given 

in table 1.2. 

Table 1.2 List of physical properties that differ among various polymorphs (Grant, 

1. Packing properties 

a. Molar volume and density 

b. Refractive index 

c. Conductivity, electrical and thermal 

d. Hygroscopicity 

2. Thermodynamic properties 

a. Melting and sublimation temperatures 

b. Internal energy 

c. Enthalpy 

d. Entropy 

e. Thermodynamic activity 

f. Solubility 

3. Spectroscopic properties 

a. Electronic transitions (ultraviolet - visible absorption spectra) 

b. Vibrational transitions (infrared absorption spectra) 

c. Nuclear spin transitions (nuclear magnetic resonance spectra) 

4. Kinetic properties 

a. Dissolution rate 

b. Rate of solid state reactions 

c. Stability 

5. Surface properties 

a. Surface free energy 

b. Habit 

5. Mechanical properties 

a. Hardness 

b. Tensile strength 

c. Compactability, tableting 

d. Handling, flow 



Differences in any of these properties could ultimately lead to differences in product 

performance and should therefore be identified early in the drug development 

process. 

Solvent molecules can be included into the various crystal forms. This is called 

pseudopo/ymorphism (Byrn et dl., 1999:13). If the solvent that is included into the 

crystal lattice is water, this crystal form is called a hydrate. If a solvent (other than 

water) is included, it is called a solvate (Buckton, 2002:144-145). I n  hydrates water 

usually reside in specific crystallographic sites in the solid, although it is also possible 

for the water to be located in tunnels within the crystal. Such hydrates, where the 

water is included in tunnels within the crystal, are easily influenced by changes in 

relative humidity and the water content may vary accordingly (Byrn et at., 1999:23- 

24). 

Hydrates or solvates can also exhibit polymorphism. This is true for hydrates or 

solvates that has solvent incorporated in the same stoichiometric proportion, but 

displays different crystal structures (Khankari & Grant, 1995:62). 

Practically any laboratory solvent can be involved in soivate formation (Byrn etal., 

1999:236). Table 1.3 lists some commonly used solvents in solvate formation. 

Inclusion of specific solvent molecules in a crystal lattice can stabilise the structure. 

This is achieved by improving either the packing or the intermolecular bonding, 

especially hydrogen bonding. However, some solvents don't hydrogen bond and 

these solvents can only serve in a space occupying capacity. Usually the hydrogen 

bonding capacity of the included solvent molecules are fully exploited (Byrn etal., 

1999:234). 



Table 1.3 Solvents used in solvate formation with drugs and organic compounds 

(Byrn et at., 1999:236) 

Water 

Methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol, isopropanol, 1-butanol, isobutanol 

Acetone, methyl ethyl ketone 

Acetonitrile 

Diethyl ether, tetrahydrofuran, dioxane 

Acetic acid, butyric acid, phosphoric acid 

Hexane, cyclohexane 

Benzene, toluene, xylene 

Ethyl acetate 

Ethylene glycol 

Dichloromethane, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride 

Pyridine 

Dimethvlsulfoxide 

Currently there are various classification schemes available for solvates. Mostly 

solvates are classified by structure or energetics. One such structural classification 

scheme is given in table 1.4. Here the crystalline hydrates are divided into three 

classes, which can be distinguished by the commonly available analytical techniques 

such as differential scanning calorimetry, thermogravimetric analysis, x-ray powder 

diffraction and infrared-spectroscopy (Morris, 1999:141). A brief discussion of these 

classes follows table 1.4. 

Table 1.4 Structural classification of crystalline hydrates (Morris, 1999:141) 

Expanded channels (non-stoichiometric) 

Lattice planes I 

According to this scheme, class 1 is the isolated site hydrates. This class represents 

the structures with water molecules that are isolated from direct contact with other 

water molecules (Morris, 1999:142). 



The channel hydrates form class 2. These hydrates contain water molecules in lattice 

channels, where they lie next to other water molecules of bordering unit cells, 

forming "channels" through the crystal (Morris, 1999: 145). 

The last class in this scheme, class 3, is the ion associated hydrates. These hydrates 

contain metal ion coordinated water. The most important concern with these 

hydrates is the effect of the metal-water interaction on the structure of the hydrate. 

Sometimes this interaction is so strong that dehydration takes place only at relatively 

high temperatures (Morris, 1999: 155). 

The inclusion of water or another solvent into the crystal lattice of an API usually 

alters the thermodynamic activity of the API. The dissolution rate, solubility and 

physical and chemical stability of the solid is often influenced (Khankari & Grant, 

1995:64). Sufficient characterisation of the pharmaceutical hydrates (by means of x- 

ray powder diffractometry, infrared spectrometry, thermogravimetric analysis, etc.) is 

necessary to ensure predictable and reproducible behaviour when such a form is 

used in product development (Morris, 1999:160). 

1.1.2.2.3 Amor~hous state 

As already described in section 1.1.1, the amorphous solid has no discernible crystal 

lattice and no crystallinity. Amorphous solids have very different properties from its 

corresponding crystalline form of the same chemical entity. One important difference 

that can be observed is that crystalline forms have a specific melting point and the 

amorphous form might not have a melting point. This is due to the fact that an 

amorphous solid does not have a crystal lattice to break (Buckton, 2002:145). 

However, amorphous forms have a characteristic temperature at which they undergo 

a change in properties. This temperature is referred to as the glass transition 

temperature (T,). Below this temperature the amorphous form is brittle and in a 

glassy state. Above T, it becomes rubbery (Buckton, 2002:146). 

Amorphous solids often have higher solubility, higher dissolution rate and better 

compression properties than its corresponding crystalline form. However, amorphous 

solids are usually less physically and chemically stable than the crystalline form of 

the solid (Yu, 2001:28). Therefore amorphous solids are seldom the preferred forms 



for inclusion in solid dosage forms, although it may provide the benefit of great 

solubility in water. 

It is also possible for amorphous solids to exhibit a form of polymorphism. This is 

referred to as po/Vamorphsm. Hancock eta/ (2002:1151) defined po/yamorph~smas 

the possible existence of two distinct amorphous states of the same chemical entity 

separated by a clear phase transition. However, the occurrence of true 

po/yamorph/sm is very rare in the pharmaceutical sciences, and therefore it will not 

be discussed in greater detail for the purpose of this study. 

1.1.2.2.4 Desolvated solvates s is om or ah ism^ 

Desolvated solvates are compounds that lose their solvent but retain the same 

overall molecular packing as the original solvate. This is often referred to as 

~somorphsm. These compounds display the same or only subtly shifted x-ray powder 

diffraction patterns than the solvated forms, even though desolvation caused 

changes in the solid composition of the drug (Yu e t d ,  1998:124). 

Desolvated solvates are usually unstable, extremely hygroscopic and they easily sorb 

water even at ambient moisture (Yu eta/., 1998:124). 

1.1.2.2.5 Clathrates 

I n  order to complete the classification of an API according to its structure, clathrates 

are briefly mentioned here, although they will not be discussed in detail. According to 

the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary (2005), a clathrate is defined as a compound 

formed by the inclusion of molecules of one kind in cavities of the crystal lattice of 

another. An example of this phenomenon is warfarin sodium isopropanol clathrate, 

where the ratio warfarin sodium:isopropanol:water may vary between 8:4:0 and 

8:2:2 respectively (Raw eta/., 2004:411). 



1.2 Solvent inclusion 

Solvents may be introduced into the crystal lattice by various methods, such as 

recrystallisation or moisture absorption on exposure to high relative humidities. 

More than one solvent can be incorporated into a crystal structure. These two or 

more solvent molecules each occupy a different position in the crystal lattice. Byrn et 

a,! (1999:234) stated that it is also possible for one solvent to be incorporated in 

different ratios into the crystal (2:1, 1:1, etc.). These ratios are often stoichiometric, 

but this is not always the case (Newman & Stahly, 2002:30). Table 1.5 lists some 

common hydrate ratios. 

Table 1.5 Common hydrate ratios (Newman & Stahly, 2002:31) 

Ratio of 0rganic:water molecules Hydrate type 

1:l Monohydrate 

2:3 Sequihydrate 

Dihydrate 

1:3 Trihydrate 

1:4 Tetrahydrate 

1:5 Pentahydrate 

Various factors influence solvate formation, including solvent used, degree of 

saturation and temperature. Low temperatures favour the formation of solvates and 

also usually lead to inclusion of higher stoichiometric amounts of a given solvent. 

This is most likely due to the increased strength of the hydrogen bonding at low 

temperatures (Byrn et d, 1999:234). The influence of various temperatures on the 

formation of hydrates is illustrated in figure 1.7. It is obvious that a higher 

stoichiometric amount of solvent is included at lower temperatures (Byrn et d, 

1999:239). 
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Figure 1.7 Crystal forms produced when evaporations are performed at different 

temperatures (Byrn etal., 1999:239). 

1.2.1 ~echdnism of solvent inclusion 

Two mechanisms of solvent inclusion, namely recrystallisation and moisture sorption, 

will be discussed in this section. 

Crystallisation from a single solvent or from a mixture of solvents can lead to solvent 

inclusion in the crystal lattice. Sometimes one solvent within the crystal lattice is 

exchanged for another. For example, recrystallisation of a hydrate with dry methanol 

often leads to formation of a methanol solvate (Gulllory, 1999:207). 

Many laboratory solvents can be used in recrystallisation, as already mentioned in 

table 1.3. 

1.2.1.2 Moisture sorotion 

Many crystalline solids sorp water from their immediate atmosphere. These solids are 

termed hygroscopic. Hygroscopicity is a function of the atmospheric relative 

humidity. Many solids are hygroscopic in high relative humidity and only a few at low 

humidity (Byrn etal., 1999:23). 



The hygroscopicity of a drug can further be influenced by its surface area and 

porosity. A large surface area, having more sites for adsorption, will lead to a quicker 

uptake of moisture (Byrn eta/., 1999:23). 

Vapour pressure versus relative humidity plots are an easy way to determine how a 

solid reacts with regard to water sorption. An idealised vapour pressure versus 

relative humidity plot is given in figure 1.8. 

% Relative Humidity - 
Figure 1.8 An idealised vapour pressure versus relative humidity plot (Byrn etal., 

1999:24). 

Figure 1.8 illustrated that water uptake can occur through three mechanisms: 

1. Virtually no water uptake. 

2. NonstoichiometCrirwater uptake. This is a steady water uptake that usually 

occurs with amorphous solids or nonstoichiometric hydrates (hydrates with no 

specific water molecule to host molecule ratio). 

3. "Stair-step" water uptake that occurs with stoichiometric hydrates. 

Stoichiometric hydrates are hydrates with a specific water molecule to host 

molecule ratio (Byrn eta/., 1999:24). 

1.2.2 Forces and functional arouDs involved in solvent inclusion 

A range of forces is responsible for solvent inclusion and should therefore be 

included in a discussion on this topic. These forces include hydrogen bonds, Van der 



Waals interactions such as ion - dipole forces, dipole - dipole forces, and covalent 

forces. 

Water has a multidirectional hydrogen bonding capability that makes it ideal for 

connecting many drug molecules into stable crystal structures (Byrn e t  al., 

1999:236). This interaction occurs as follows: the water molecules in hydrates 

behave as if it has two positive and two negative regions. It interacts on the negative 

regions with neighbouring molecules through a coordinate covalent bond or by 

accepting a hydrogen bond. The positively charged regions interact with 

neighbouring molecules through a donated hydrogen bond (Khankari & Grant, 

1995:62). 

These neighbouring molecules of a water molecule in a hydrate include electron 

acceptor groups and electron donor groups. Electron acceptor groups are proton 

donors such as Mn', R-OH, and R,R2NH. Electron donor groups (or proton acceptors) 

include R-COO, R-0- and Cf. Other water molecules may also be suitably positioned 

for hydrogen bonding to a neighbouring water molecule (Khankari & Grant, 

1995:62). 

A dipole interaction is made possible because of a slight imbalance of charge on one 

end of a molecule. This makes it behave like a bar magnet. Packing together of the 

molecules to form a solid leads to alignment of these dipoles, and an attraction 

occurs between the positive pole of one and the negative pole of another (Buckton, 

2002:141). 

Induced dipoles do not have this imbalance in the free molecules. However, an 

imbalance is induced when another molecule is brought into contact with the first 

(Buckton, 2002: 141). 
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The hydration-dehydration cycle of the pharmaceutical solid may lead to formation of 

a metastable or stable form, an amorphous form, or mixtures of various crystalline 



forms, including other hydrates or solvates. The product quality can be influenced by 

any of these changes (Zhang eta/., 2004378). Incorporation of a solvent into the 

crystal lattice of a solid produces a new unit cell with different physico-chemical 

properties than the original solid form (Khankari & Grant, 1995:62). These properties 

include changes in solubility, dissolution, chemical and physical stability. Some of 

these properties will now be discussed. 

1.3.1 Solubility 

The hydration state of a solid can change the thermodynamic activity of the solid and 

this can influence its pharmaceutically important properties, such as solubility, 

flowability, etc. Changes in solubiliw usually lead to changes in dissolution behaviour, 

which can modify the bioavailability and product performance of the drug (Khankari 

& Grant, 1995:64-65). It is therefore important to understand the influence of the 

hydration state on the drug, to avoid such complications. 

Solubility is defined as the equilibrium concentration of the dissolved solid (the 

solute) in the solvent medium. This is ordinarily a function of temperature and 

pressure (Brittain & Grant, 1999:282). At equilibrium concentration the solid does not 

dissolve or crystallise anymore (Byrn etal., 1999:15). 

Usually the anhydrous form is more soluble than the hydrated form (Buckton, 

2002:145). The reason for this is that the hydrate has already interacted with the 

water. The free energy released on crystal dissolution and the further interaction 

with water is more for the anhydrate than the hydrate (Khankari &Grant, 1995:65). 

Since solubility is usually a measurement of stability, it can be deducted that the 

hydrate, which is less soluble than the anhydrate, is usually the most stable form 

(Byrn et a/,  1999:19-20). Various studies, such as the studies on niclosamide and 

theophylline discussed below, have proved this to be true. 

I n  a study, conducted by Van Tonder et a/. (2004:426-427), the solubility of 

niclosamide anhydrate and two monohydrates, HA and HB, were compared in water at 

25OC. The monohydrate forms were significantly less soluble than the anhydrous 

form. Monohydrate He was the least soluble. The stability of the various forms were 

determined from the solubility data and confirmed that the anhydrous form was the 



least stable form, with monohydrate HA more stable and monohydrate HB being the 

most stable form (Van Tonder etal., 2004:427). 

Another drug that displayed improved mlubility of the anhydrous form above the 

hydrated form, is theophylline. Figure 1.9 compares the aqueous solubility of the 

anhydrate and hydrated forms of theophylline at various temperatures. The 

anhydrous form has a higher aqueous solubility than the monohydrate at 

temperatures below 600C (Rodriguez-Hornedo et a/., 1992:153). 

20 7 
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Figure 1.9 Solubility curves for anhydrous and monohydrate theophylline in pH 6 

phosphate buffer (Rodriguez-Hornedo eta/., 1992:153). 

1.3.2 Tabletina orowrties 

Various solid crystal forms of a drug can differ in their tableting properbies such as 

compressibility, brittleness and deformation (Zhang et at., 2004:386). 

Differences in powder flow are common between polymorphs. This is due to 

differences in the morphology of the polymorphs. Polymorphs with needle- or rod- 

shaped partides may exhibit poor flow, while polyrnorphs with cubic habit or 

irregular spheres may have better flowability (Singhal & Curatolo, 2004:338). 



Direct compression is a fast, easy and very efficient compression process used in 

tablet manufacturing. For a drug to be incorporated into a tablet by direct 

compression, it should exhibit certain physico-chemical properties. These properties 

include that the drug should be free flowing and highly compressible (Fachaux eta/., 

1995a:123). 

The solvation state of a drug could influence these properties of the drug, and could 

be used to modify these properties of the drug. Paracetamol is a drug with poor flow 

and compression properties. However, when a dioxane hemisolvate is formed and 

subsequently desolvated, it produces sintered-like paracetamol crystals (Fachaux et 

a/., 1995b:129). These crystals have a rounded shape and displays good flow 

properties. Good compressibility is achieved with this sintered crystal structure 

(Fachaux et  a/., 1995b:132). 

One should always bear in mind that the tableting properties of a drug can be 

influenced by the hydration / solvation state of the drug. This is especially important 

when choosing a suitable solid form for development. Attention should be paid to 

this to avoid a solid form used in tablet manufacturing with inadequate flow and 

compression properties. 

Solvent inclusion can often lead to d~fferences in the dissolution profiles of 

pharmaceutical solids. This is an important aspect to investigate, because differences 

in dissolution can often lead to differences in bioavailability. Compounds that often 

display bioavailability problems when tested usually have low aqueous solubility or 

display low wettability. These include carbamazepine and wafarin and care must be 

taken to ensure that the intended crystal form of the drug is controlled (Byrn eta/., 

1999:91). 

Carbamazepine is an anticonvulsant drug with a narrow therapeutic index, and 

transformation of the metastable form to the more thermodynamically stable form in 

water will lead to a decrease in the concentration of the drug dissolved. This might 

lead to increased risk of seizures (Murphy et a/., 2002:122). Tablets of 

carbamazepine are formulated with the anhydrous monoclinic form. This form 



exhibits a higher solubility and faster dissolution rate than the dihydrate form 

(Murphy et a/., 2002:122). However, the anhydrous monoclinic form undergoes a 

phase change to the dihydrate during dissolution, as reported by Lowes et a/. 

(1987:748-749) and Kobayashi et a/. (2000:143). This transformation can be 

observed in the concentration-time profile as a change in slope, as figure 1.10 shows 

(Murphy et a/., 2002:126). The phase transformation is solution-mediated and 

involves three steps: (a) dissolution of the metastable form, anhydrous monoclinic 

carbamazepine, (b) nucleation of the stable form, dihydrate carbamazepine, and (c) 

crystal growth. The rate-determining step in the transformation is the crystallisation 

of the stable form (Murphy etal., 2002:130). 

anhydrous monoclinic 

dihydrate 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 
Time (min) 

Figure 1.10 Typical concentration profiles during the dissolution of anhydrous 

monoclinic and dihydrate carbamazepine in water at 2S°C (Murphy etal., 2002:126). 

Particle size should also be considered when studying the dissolution profiles of 

pharmaceutical solids. The particle size is directly related to the exposed surface area 

during the dissolution test and can therefore play an important role in the dissolution 

behaviour of a solid form (Byrn etal., 1999:92). 



1.3.4 Chemical stability 

The various crystal forms of a drug have different properties, such as melting points, 

densities and crystal structures. I n  the same way, these different crystal forms also 

have different chemical stabilities (Byrn et a/., 1999:222). It is important to control 

the polymorph or solvate in cases where chemical stability is a problem (Byrn etal., 

1999:223). 

Amorphous forms are often more reactive than crystalline forms (Byrn et a', 

1999:223). This is because of the lack of three-dimensional crystalline lattice, higher 

free volume and greater molecular mobility (Singhal & Curatolo, 2004:337). 

Although many chemical degradation reactions are possible, only oxidation and 

hydrolysis will be discussed here. 

1.3.4.i Oxidation 

Different crystal forms of a solid drug often display different reactivity on exposure to 

oxygen. The oxidation reaction of a solvate is often preceded by desolvation, 

although this is not always a necessity for the reaction to occur (Byrn et at., 

1999:344). 

I n  a study conducted by Lin et al. (1982:2979) various polymorphs and 

pseudopolymorphs of cortisol ten-butylacetate were prepared. Form I was the most 

common form. I t  crystallises as a non-stoichiometric solvate from ethanol (the 

presence of 0.9 mol of ethanol was calculated from elemental analysis). Other 

solvents that also yielded Form I are propanol, rramyl alcohol and acetonitrile. 

However, when Form I was recrystallised from these solvents, it contained no 

solvent from recrystallisation (Lin etal., 1982:2979). 

Table 1.6 lists the various crystal forms that were obtained, as well as the solvents 

used to obtain them. 



Table 1.6 Different crystal forms of 21-cortisol tert-butylacetate (Lin et  at., 

1982:2979) 

I 111 I Ethanol, tert-butyl alcohol I 
I1 

Ethanol content 

0.9 

Crystal 

form - 
1 

All the forms obtained in this study were tested for oxidation on exposure to UV 

light. Oxidation of 21-cortisol tert-butylacetate produces 21-cortisone tert- 

butylacetate, as illustrated by figure 1.11. 

Solvent of recrystalllsation 

Ethanol, propanol, mamyl alcohol, 

acetonitrile 

Ethanol 

V 

Figure 1.11 Oxidation of 21-cortisol tert-butylacetate (Lin eta/., 1982:2978). 

1.0 

Heat forms I, 11 or 111 

Forms I and I V  were the only forms that underwent oxidation when exposed to 

ultraviolet light in air. All other forms were inert to irradiation with UV light (Lin eta/., 

1982:2980). Also, a slight difference in oxidation behaviour could be observed when 

comparing crystals of form I that have lost ethanol of crystallisation with crystals of 

form I obtained from mamyl alcohol. The crystals obtained from rramyl alcohol, 

which contained no solvent from crystallisation, were slightly less reactive than those 

obtained from ethanol, in which the ethanol has already been lost (Lin et a/., 

1982:2981). 

It was proposed that the reactivity of 21-cortisol ted-butylacetate form I towards 

oxygen was caused by the crystal packing of this form. The packing of this form 



allowed penetration of oxygen down the axis of the helix of the crystal. It was also 

hypothesised by the authors that ethanol of recrystallisation was along this axis. 

Therefore loss of ethanol from the crystal aided further oxygen penetration. The 

authors stated that further crystallographic studies are still required to confirm the 

mentioned hypotheses (Bym eta/,, 2001:122). 

The only other form that underwent oxidation when exposed to ultraviolet light in 

air, was form IV, an unstable form recrystallised from pyridine (Lin et a/., 

1982:2979). 

1.3.4.2 Hvdrolvsis 

The reaction of pharmaceutical solids with water vapour is of utmost importance in 

the pharmaceutical industry. Degradation of various tablets and powders are 

increased in the presence of high humidities (Byrn et al., 1999:357). This could 

possibly be due to hydrolysis of the API. The reaction of different crystalline forms of 

a solid drug with water vapour can differ, and it is therefore necessary to investigate 

this in preformulation studies. 

Etter (1976:5326) crystallised 1-methoxy-1,2-benziodoxolin-3-one in two 

polymorphs, a and P. Both forms are readily hydrolysed by water vapour. The a- 

form showed a slow decomposition under ambient conditions. A loss of transparency 

occurred and a speckled appearance developed after several months. Under similar 

conditions the P-form hydrolysed within only a week or two (Etter, 1976:5328). 

Hydrolysis reactions can lead to formation of crystals with a preferred 

crystallographic orientation or amorphous solids can be produced (Byrn et a/., 

1999:363). 

Control during the manufacturing process should be very strict to ensure that batch, 

as well as batch-to-batch variations do not occur. Precautionary measures may 

include good manufacturing practices (GMP) and control of the raw materials, 

processes, equipment, and packaging. Transitions within the solid form of the drug 



present in the dosage form are possible, depending on the physical and chemical 

stability of the API. These phase-transformations can also be induced by excipients 

in the formulation, as well as the manufaduring method used. Such transitions in the 

crystal form of the drug within the formulation often results in changes in the quality 

and performance of the product, and is therefore undesired (Zhang et a/., 

2004:377). In order to control and prevent product inconsistencies, it is important to 

understand how the different crystal forms of the drug differ in their physico- 

chemical properties. 

Physico-chemical properties of various crystalline forms may differ. Techniques that 

can be used to observe these differences include: x-ray powder diffraction (XRPD), 

infrared (IR) spectro.xopy, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, 

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), hot-stage 

microscopy (HSM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

1.3.5.1 X-rav wwderdiffraction lXRPDl 

X-ray powder diffraction is a method used for the characterisation of pharmaceutical 

solids. The diffractograms obtained from this analysis are usually characteristic for 

each crystal form of the compound and can be considered as a fingerprint of the 

crystal form. This technique is often used to distinguish between different crystal 

forms or identify whether a specific form have been developed. Quantitative analysis 

of a mixture of crystal forms can also be performed to determine the relative amount 

of each crystal form present in the mixture (Newman & Byrn, 2003:899). 

Another useful aspect of XRPD is that it can be used to characterise the (i) solvated 

versus desolvated and (ii) amorphous versus crystalline forms of a solid, as these 

forms often exhibit pronounced differences in their powder x-ray diffraction patterns 

(Suryanarayanan, 1995:216). I n  the same way different hydrates also exhibit 

different XRPD patterns. This is illustrated in a study conducted by Zupancic eta/. 

(2005:65) where the XRPD patterns of various hydrated forms of pantoprazole 

sodium was compared. The different hydrates were prepared from different solvents. 

A monohydrate was obtained from acetone, a sesquihydrate from purified water and 

two unknown hydrates, resolved as form A and form B, were each prepared from 

ethyl-acetate and alkaline borate buffer at pH 9 (Zupancic et al., 2005:61). Forms A 



and B were further investigated and found to be a hemihydrate and dihydrate 

respectively (Zupancic et a/., 2005:67). The x-ray diffradograms of the various 

hydrates of pantoprazole sodium are illustrated in figure 1.12. 
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Figure 1.12 X-ray diffractograms of pantoprazole sodium form A (I), monohydrate 

(2), sesquihydrate (3), form B (4) and an amorphous form (5) (Zupancic et al., 

2005:65). 

1.3.5.2 Differential scannina calorimetrv (DSQ 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) can be used to obtain characteristic thermal 

and melting point data for clystal polymorphs or solvates (McCauley & Brittain, 

1995:239). Polymorphs often display different melting points. Also, different solvated 

forms of a compound will display differences in their desolvation behaviour, which 

can be observed with DSC, which is illustrated in figure 1.13. Different hydrates of 

nedocromil sodium were compared by means of differential scanning calorimetry. 

The dehydration endotherms observed for each hydrate was unique and form- 

specific (Khankari etal., 1998:1056). 



Figure 1.13 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) thermograms of the nedocromil 

sodium hydrates: (a) heptahemihydrate (crimped pan); (b) trihydrate (crimped pan); 

(c) monohydrate (crimped pan); (d) amorphous phase (crimped pan); (e) 

heptahemihydrate (open pan) (Khankari eta/., 1998:1056). 

All the forms were analysed in crimped pans. The heptahemihydrate was further 

analysed in an open pan. The DSC curve obtained by this method varied greatly from 

the one obtained from the crimped pan. The reason for this was that the water 

vapour could not escape readily from the crimped pan. This resulted in a build up of 

pressure in the closed container, which altered the course of dehydration (Khankari 

etai., 1998:1056). It should always be specified whether an open or a closed sample 

pan was used during DSC-thermal analysis. It is also important to use the same type 



of sample pan when comparing two forms, to ensure uniformity and eliminate 

possible differences caused by the use of different sample pans. 

However, differences in the DSC thermograms of polymorphs and solvates alone are 

not sufficient data to distinguish between various forms. Supportive analytical 

techniques should also be employed for the identification and characterisation of 

crystal forms (Rocco et at., 199520). 

s.3.5.3 Therrnwravimetric analvsis ITGA) 

Thermogravimetry is a method of characterisation that is often used in combination 

with DSC. It is usually used to study the desolvation process of ~ l v a t e d  crystal 

forms. TGA can quantitatively determine the total volatile content of a solid and is 

used in combination with Karl Fixher titrations to determine sample-moisture. TGA 

may be utilised to distinguish between solvates and anhydrous forms of API's 

(Brittain, 1999:246). 

TGA curves of the various hydrates of pantoprazole sodium were compared and the 

difference in weight loss, due to the different proportions of water included in these 

forms, is obvious from figure 1.14. 
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Figure 1.14 TGA curves of pantoprazole sodium monohydrate (I), sesquihydrate 

(2), form A (3), form B (4) and amorphous form (5) (Zupancic eta/., 2005:63). 
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Differences in the TGA curves of crystal forms of an API should thus be considered

when identifying and characterising solvated forms of the API.

1.3.5.4 F, 5

Infrared spectrophotometry is a sensitive tool for the evaluation of the structure and

conformation of an organic compound. Therefore it is often used for the

characterisation and identification of different solid forms of a drug (Byrn et al.,

1999:111). Solvent inclusion often leads to differences in the IR spectrums of the

hydrated and anhydrous forms and the difference in this physico-chemical property

can often be successfully used to distinguish between hydrated and anhydrous

forms.

A study conducted by Brits (2003:112) revealed a monohydrate (form HJ3) and an

anhydrous form (form y) of venlafaxine HCI,which displayed significant differences in

their diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) spectra.

An overlay of the mentioned two forms is illustrated in figure 1.15.

Wavenumbel5 (cm-1)

Figure 1.15 DRIFTSspectra of venlafaxine HCI crystal form y (red) and form HJ3

(blue) (Brits, 2003:112).
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1.4 Stilbilitv of various solid forms 

The thermodynamic stability of the various crystal forms is usually expressed as the 

solubility thereof (Byrn eta/., 1999:20). In  a system where more than one crystal 

form is possible, each form has a solubility value under certain conditions. These 

conditions include solvent composition, temperature and pressure (Byrn et a/., 

1999:18). The dissolution curves for the anhydrous and hydrated forms of 

theophylline are shown in figure 1.16. From these curves it can be observed that the 

less stable anhydrous form converts to the more stable (less soluble) hydrated form 

during dissolution (Shefter & Higuchi, 1963:786). I n  this case the hydrated form is 

referred to as the thermodynamically more stable form, and under these conditions it 

. .. will never convert to the other form (Byrn etal., 1999:19-20). 

Figure 1.16 Dissolution profiles for the anhydrous and hydrated crystalline forms of 

theophylline in water at 25OC (Shefter & Higuchi, 1963:785). 

It is possible for temperature changes to influence the thermodynamic stability of the 

various forms. Therefore it is important to distinguish between monotropic and 

enantiotropic systems. Monotropic systems are defined as systems where a single 

form is always more stable regardless of the temperature. Enantiotropic systems are 

defined as systems where the relative stability of the two forms inverts at some 



transition temperature (Byrn et a/., 1999:20). Figure 1.17 illustrates these different 

systems graphically. 

Monotropic System Enantiotropic System 

Figure 1.17 Graphic illustration of monotropic and enantiotropic systems (Byrn et 

a/., 1999:20). 

Burger and Rarnberger (as referred to by Grant, 1999:19) developed four 

thermodynamic rules to help decide whether two polymorphs are enantiotropes or 

rnonotropes. The two rules most often used are the heat of fusion rule and the heat 

of transition rule. 

The heat of transition rule states that the two forms are enantiotropes if an 

endothermic polymorphic transition is observed. The two forms are monotropes if an 

exothermic polymorphic transition is observed (Grant, 1999:19). 

The heat of fusion rule states that the two forms are enantiotropes if the higher 

melting polymorph has the lower heat of fusion. Equally, if the higher melting 

polyrnorph has the higher heat of fusion, the two forms are rnonotropes (Grant, 

1999:19). 

Protecting the solvate from crystal defects and storing it in an atmosphere of the 

solvent of crystallisation, can ensure that the solvate remains stable. However, 

sometimes it may be necessary to use another solvent to obtain a stable solvate 

(Byrn etal., 1999:301). 



1.4.1 Factors influencina cwstal form stability 

Various factors may influence the stability of a crystal form. Changes in the hydrated 

or solvated state of the solid can occur in response to various environmental 

conditions, such as temperature, relative humidity and pressure (Vippagunta et a/., 

2001:17). These are all conditions that the pharmaceutical solid will be exposed to 

during manufacturing and should therefore be properly investigated. Various 

energetic steps, such as drying, milling, wet granulation, oven drying and 

compaction could cause phase transitions in solids. Conditions as harsh as 80°C and 

100% RH for up to 12 hours is not unusual during the manufacturing process 

(Brittain & Fiese, 1999:332). It is thus important to know how a crystal form will 

react upon exposure to these conditions. 

3,- 4.1 .1 Presence of solvent 

Changes in the crystal form often occur during wet granulation due to the exposure 

of the drug to a potential transforming solvent. Wet granulation is used to improve 

flow and blend homogeneity to allow the high speed compression of tablets. It is 

used to maintain the distribution of the drug throughout the formulation, even during 

free flow (Brittain & Fiese, 1999:340). 

Wet granulation can be seen as a suspension of the drug in a mixture of solvent and 

excipients. The most common solvent is water. This exposure to water often results 

in conversion between anhydrous and hydrated forms, or between different hydrates 

(Brittain & Fiese, 1999:340). 

The moisture-uptake or moisture loss of a compound is best described by a water 

content versus relative humidity (RH) diagram (Byrn eta/,, 1999:241). 



Figure 1.18 Idealised moisture-uptake profile (Byrn etal., 1999:243). 

Figure 1.18 illustrates the stepwise changes in moisture content for a drug that can 

exist as an anhydrate, monohydrate and dihydrate at room temperature. The figure 

illustrates an anhydrous form at 0% RH that transforms to a monohydrate at point A. 

Further increase in the percent relative humidity leads to transformation from the 

monohydrate to the dihydrate form at point B. Increasing the percent relative 

humidity still further will lead to deliquescence (RHO) of the sample at point C. 

Deliquescence of a sample means that it dissolves from the adsorption of 

atmospheric water. This is only possible under specific conditions, such as above a 

certain RH value and at a fixed temperature (as can be seen in figure 1.18). These 

conditions may however vary greatly between different forms (Byrn e t  al., 

1999:243). 

Naproxen sodium is a pharmaceutical solid that exhibit pseudopolymorphism. An 

anhydrous form and a dihydrate were maintained at different relative humidities until 

equilibrium was reached (Di Martino et a/,  2001:297). Figure 1.19 shows the 

hydration isotherms for both forms. 
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Figure 1.19 Sorption isotherms for naproxen sodium anhydrate and dihydrate after 

storage at 250C at different relative humidities (Di Martino etal., 2001:297). 

The anhydrate form of napmxen sodium showed low water sorption at relative 

humidities up to 43%. With this low water sorption no changes in the crystal 

structure occurred and it remained intact. At a %RH of 55%, hydration occurred. 

This resulted in the anhydrate converting to the dihydrate. Higher humidities (64, 75 

or 86%RH) failed to illustrate further conversion and it remained the dihydrate form. 

XRPD confirmed the transition to the dihydrate form at 55%RH and remained 

unchanged at higher humidity levels (Di Martino etal., 2001:297-298). 

The dihydrate sorbed low amounts of water at relative humidities of 43%. Larger 

quantities of water sorption only occurred at higher relative humidities (86%). 

However, this didn't result in any changes in the crystal structure, which was 

confirmed to still be the dihydrate. It can therefore be concluded that the increase in 

water content of the dihydrate is due to an increase in sorbed water and not an 

increase in bound water. I n  this case some of the sorbed water forms part of the 

crystal lattice, but it was possible for the lattice to incorporate further water into non- 

specific sites, without change in the crystal structure (Di Martino etal., 2001:298). 

Solvated compounds respond to changes in vapour pressure in a way similar to how 

hydrates respond to changes in relative humidity. Changes in vapour pressure can 

result in weight gain or loss for the solvate. At exposure to air (in other words zero 



vapour pressure) an organic solvate will lose solvent. Similarly, solvated crystals will 

dissolve above a certain vapour pressure (Byrn eta/., 1999:245-246). 

Size reduction is often an important part of the manufacturing process, through 

which improved flow properties, increased surface area, and minimised segregation 

can be achieved. The main method employed for size reduction is milling. This 

imparts mechanical stress on the crystals and generates heat, which often leads to 

phase transition, such as dehydration (Zhang eta/., 2004:378). Grinding or milling of 

a hydrated crystal form often serves to lower the dehydration temperature of the 

crystal and eases the removal of water from the lattice. This oRen leads to formation 

of an amorphous product (Brittain 81 Fiese, 1999:338). Amorphous formation might 

be undesirable since the amorphous form is usually hygroscopic and 

thermodynamically unstable (metastable) compared to the crystalline form. The 

formed amorphous material converts the normal solid properties of the API and 

allows better flowing of the powder under the mechanical stress of milling and 

tableting. Upon heating the amorphous material might become more crystalline as i t  

might be converted at the glass transition temperature. Any changes in crystallinity 

of the crystal form due to milling should be carefully considered in produd 

formulation (Brittain & Fiese, 1999: 334-335). 

Another process in the manufacturing of a drug that also exerts pressure on the solid 

is the compression during tableting. It is often thought that polymorphic changes 

due to tableting will not occur. A reason for this hypothesis is that the softer 

excipients would deform preferentially to the relatively hard crystalline drug and that 

the exposure time to stress is very little with an increased tableting speed. However, 

various studies have proven that this is not always true. I n  many cases polymorphic 

changes are associated with the compression step (Brittain & Fiese, 1999:348). 

An example of a drug that undergoes polymorphic conversion with exposure to 

pressure is famotidine. The effect of various pressures on the polymorphic form B of 

famotidine was investigated (Roux eta/., 2002:22). The DSC thermograms, obtained 

for form B after exposure to pressures ranging from 0.1 - 1000 MPa for 15 min, is 

shown in figure 1.20. 
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Figure 1.20 DSC thermograms of famotidine form B subjected to pressures of 0.1, 

200, 400, 600, 800 and 1000 MPa for 15 rnin (Roux etal,, 2002:22). 

An increase in the melting temperature of the samples subjected to 200 MPa was 

observed. It also exhibited a second broader, smaller endothermic peak at 169.g°C. 

The thermograms of the samples subjected to pressures from 400-800 MPa showed 

a progressive change in the second endothermic peak, while the first peak remained 

relatively unchanged. A pressure of 1000 MPa changed form B entirely, as the 

thermogram displays. Here a broad endothermic peak was present at lower 

temperatures, between 144.8 and 165.3OC, with another endothermic peak at 

166.0-178.7°C (Roux et at., 2002:22-23). The authors suggested that the changes 

that occurred in the thermogram were due to the conversion of famotidine form B to 

another polymorphic form. 

The API is often exposed to elevated temperatures, whether during manufacturing 

processes, or during storage of the drug. These elevated temperatures often lead to 

changes in the crystal form, such as polymorphic conversion or desolvation of a 



solvate. These changes could alter the properties of the drug and result in undesired 

effects. Changes occurring in the crystal form due to this increased temperature 

should therefore be known and avoided if possible. 

Olanzepine can exist as various polymorphic and pseudopolymorphic forms. Forms 

(1) and (2), as described by Polla et at. (2005:34), are both anhydrous forms. 

Olanzepine displayed a partial transformation of form (2) to form (1) when heated to 

180°C. The XRPD pattern obtained at 180°C contained characteristic peaks of both 

forms (1) and (2) (Polla et at., 2005:38). The XRPD patterns of olanzepine form (2) 

as a function of temperature is shown in figure 1.21. 

Figure 1.21 XRPD patterns of olanzepine form (2) taken as a function of 

temperature from 60-180°C. Characteristic peak. of form (1) are indicated (Polla et 

at., 2005:38). 

From this example it is clear that changes in temperature might lead to changes in 

the polymorphic composition of crystalline solids. 



1.4.2 Desolvation I Dehvdration reaction

The ease with which a solvate undergoes desolvation varies widely among solvated

forms. Some solvates loses solvent readily at room temperatures, while others retain

their solvent even at temperatures above the boilingpoint of the solvent (Byrn et al,

1999:234).

The desolvation reaction can be influenced by many factors. These include

atmosphere, nucleation, crystal packing and hydrogen bonding (Byrn et al,

1999:292).

The atmospheric environment can have a great influence on the dehydration or

desolvation reaction of a drug. Cephalexin and cephaloglycin formed acetonitrile

solvates that desolvated when exposed to a nitrogen atmosphere and rehydrated in

the same original stoichiometry on exposure to an acetonitrile rich atmosphere (Byrn

et al, 1999:292-293).

Temperature can accelerate the desolvation reaction. Theophylline monohydrate

completely dehydrates within 5 days at temperatures between 3S-S0°C (Byrn et al,

1999:283-284). This dehydration is illustrated in figure 1.22. Initiallythe desolvation

proceeded from the ends of the crystal towards the centre. Only later in the reaction

did dehydration also occur from the sides of the crystal (Byrn et al, 1999:284).

al slart afler 24 h

after 48 h after 5 d

Figure 1.22 Dehydration behaviour of theophylline monohydrate in air at 35°C on a

hot stage microscope (Un & Byrn,as referred to by Byrn et al, 1999:283).
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Various crystal-packing factors may influence the desolvation process. Desolvation 

usually proceeds in the crystallographic direction that offers the least resistance to 

the escaping solvent molecules. The tunnel size and number of tunnels per unit area 

are important factors to consider when studying the dehydration process. Larger 

tunnels provide an easier escape of the solvent molecules, as does more tunnels per 

unit area. The compactness of the crystal is another factor that might influence the 

desolvation process. A more compact crystal, thus a more closely packed crystal, will 

have less solvent loss. The closer the molecules in the crystal are packed, the harder 

it is for the solvent molecules to escape. Other crystal-packing factors such as the 

direction of the solvent chain relative to the main plane of the molecules and the 

position of the solvent molecules relative to the host molecules will also influence 

dehydration. Hydrogen bonds between the solvent and host molecules hinder 

desolvation. An increase in the number and strength of the hydrogen bonds between 

the solvent and host molecules will lead to increased stability of the solvate (Byrn et 

al., 1999:294). 

Defects in the crystal influence the desolvation reaction, as these sites are offen the 

place where desolvation initiates (Byrn et a/., 1999:294). Processes that exert 

mechanical stress on the crystal, such as milling, may accelerate the dehydration 

reaction as these processes induce surface defects and generate local heat (Zhang et 

al., 2004:375). 

Desolvation can have one of three effects on the crystal structure: 

1. The crystal structure undergoes a significant change after desolvation 

(different XRPD patterns are observed); 

2. the crystal structure undergoes only a slight change after desolvation (related 

XRPD patterns); or 

3. the desolvation results in the material becoming amorphous (Byrn et a/., 

1999:293). 

Many solvates exhibit the first type of desolvation reaction. I n  these cases the XRPD 

pattern for the product and starting material differ. The XRPD pattern obtained for 

the product corresponds to the anhydrous form of the drug obtained from 



recrystallisation from various solvents. Examples of API's that undergo this type of 

desolvation reaction include caffeine and 6-mercaptopurine (Byrn et a/., 1999:293). 

Solvates that undergoes the second type of desolvation reaction loses the solvent, 

but no change in the crystal structure occurs, this result in a crystal with voids and 

cavities. Crystals that exhibit this type of desolvation include cephalexin pentahydrate 

and hydrocortisol 21-tee-butylacetate monoethanol solvate (Byrn e t  a/., 1999:293). 

The desolvated crystals are called desolvated solvates. L&solvated solvates have 

such strong interatomic forces holding the crystal lattice together that the crystal 

maintains its lattice integrity even when the solvent is removed (Byrn e t  a/., 

1999:301). This type of internal structure of the crystals has also been discussed in 

section 1.1.2.2.4. 

The third type of desolvation produces an amorphous product. This is an easy way to 

prepare amorphous materials (Byrn etal., 1999:301). 

Desolvation of a solid form can have substantial implications on the dissolution rate, 

bioavailability, and stability of a solid. The threshold temperature at which 

desolvation occurs is highly dependent on the crystal packing, hydrogen bonding and 

crystal defects that occur (Byrn etal., 1999:301). 

Conclusion 

Various preparation methods can be used to obtain a solid form in the 

pharmaceutical industry including evaporation, cooling a solution, or seeding a 

supersaturated solution with crystals of the desired form. These processes are 

influenced by factors such as the concentration of the solution (degree of 

supersaturation), temperature and additives and impurities. The crystallisation 

process should therefore be carefully monitored to ensure that only the desired 

polyrnorph (and not mixtures of forms) is obtained. 

The different solid forms or solvent inclusions of a drug may influence its solid state 

properties. Properties that are often altered by different solid forms include solubility, 

tableting properties, dissolution, chemical stability and other physico-chemical 

properties. Transition between polymorphs will be influenced by the stability of each 



form upon exposure to changes in the relative humidity, pressure and temperature in 

the immediate environment which the drug is exposed to. These changes could also 

lead to desolvation of a solvate or solvation of an unsolvated form. 

Thorough investigation and characterisation of the various solid forms of API's, 

whether polymorphic or pseudopolymorphic, is important to ensure manufacturing 

and maintenance of the most suitable crystal form with optimum properties. 



Gatifloxacin: Pharmaceutical and pharmacological 

background 

Gatifloxacin is a synthetic broad-spectrum 8-methoxyRuoroquinolone antibacterial 

agent with activity against a wide range of gram-negative and gram-positive 

organisms (Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, 2005). 

Gatifloxacin is administered as a racemate with no net optical rotation (Bristol-Myers 

Squibb, 2005). The two enantiomers exhibit equal antimicrobial activity. Gatifloxacin 

displays a pH dependent solubility profile and a maximum aqueous solubility occurs ' 

in a pH range of 2-5 (Fish & North, 2001:36). 

The pharmaceutical and pharmacological properties of gatifloxacin will be discussed 

in this chapter. 

Chemical name 

l-Cyclopropyl-6-fluoro-1,4-dihydro-8-methoxy-7-(3-methyl-l-piperazinyl)-4-oxo-3- 

quinolinecarboxylic acid 

Non-oroorietaw name 

Gatifloxacin 

Pro~rietaw name 

~equin@ 



2.1.2 Formulae 

Em~irical formula 

Gatifloxacin: C19H22FN304 

Gatifloxacin sesquihydrate: Cl~HzlFN~O+l.5H20 

2.1.3 Molecular weiaht 

Gatifloxacin: 375.39 g/mol 

Gatifloxacin sesquihydrate: 402.42 g/mol 

2.1.4 Armearance and colour 

Gatifloxacin sesquihydrate is a crystalline powder with a white to pale yellow colour. 

2.2 Pharmaceutics of qatifloxacin 

Gatifloxacin sesquihydrate is available as Tequin" (gatifloxacin) tablets for oral 

administration, Tequinia (gatifloxacin) injection and Tequin" (gatifloxacin in 5% 

dextrose) injection for intravenous administration. 

Tequin" (gatifloxacin) tablets are available as 200 mg and 400 mg white, film-coated 

tablets. The tablets contain gatifloxacin sesquihydrate equivalent to 200 mg or 400 

mg gatifloxacin. The 200 mg tablets have "BMS" imprinted on one side and 

'TEQUIN" and "200 on the other side. The 400 mg tablets have "BMS" imprinted on 



one side and "TEQUIN" and '400" on the other side. The tablets are almond shaped 

and biconvex (Bristol-Myers Squibb, 2005). The intravenous solution is supplied in 

single-dose vials. The gatifloxacin solution is a clear, light yellow to greenish-yellow 

solution and contains gatifloxacin in a concentration of 10 mg/ml. 

Tequin" tablets and solution for intravenous administration should be stored at 25OC. 

The tablets can be taken with or without meals, but should be taken at least 4 hours 

before any aluminium- or magnesium-based antacids, ferrous sulphate, or dietary 

supplements containing zinc, magnesium, or imn (Bristol-Myers Squibb, 2005). 

Gatifloxacin has the potential of forming stable coordination compounds with metal 

ions through chelation with the cations. The potential for chelation decreases in the 

. following order: A ~ ~ + > F ~ ~ ' > C U ~ * > Z ~ ~ + > M ~ ~ + > C ~ ~ + .  The formation of nonabsorbable 

metal-quinolone chelates in the stomach or small intestine could lead to a significant 

decrease in the bioavailability of the drug. Antacids or dietary supplements 

containing divalent or trivalent metal cations (such as aluminium or magnesium) 

should therefore not be taken together with gatifloxacin (Fish & North, 2001:52). 

The antacid or dietary supplement should be taken 4 hours aRer administration of 

gatifloxacin tablets to ensure the proper absorption of the drug (Bristol-Myers 

Squibb, 2005). 

Mild adverse reactions may occur with the use of gatifloxacin, which may include 

nausea, diarrhoea, headache and dizziness as the most common adverse reactions 

(RxList, 2005). According to Brystol-Myers Squibb (2005), other adverse reactions 

that could occur include: 

Allergic reactions. 

Hypertension. 

Hyperglycemia. 

Anxiety, nervousness, vertigo, insomnia and abnormal 

dreaming. 

Dry skin, rash or sweating. 

Abnormal vision, tinnitus. 

These are only a few of the possible adverse reactions that may occur with 

gatifloxacin administration. Generally all the adverse reactions that may occur are 



considered to be mild in nature and gatifloxacin was discontinued due to adverse 

reactions in only 2.7% of the patients involved in clinical studies (Bristol-Myers 

Squibb, 2005). 

2.2.1 Indications and usaaq 

Gatifloxacin should only be used in the treatment of bacteria known to be susceptible 

to this agent. This approach ensures the maintained effectiveness of gatifloxacin and 

reduces the development of drug-resistant bacteria (Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, 

2005). According to Bristol-Myers Squibb (2005), gatifloxacin is indicated for the 

treatment of the following infections, listed in table 2.1 with the causative organisms. 

Table 2.1 A list of infections (with the causative organisms) that gatifloxacin is 

indicated for (Bristol-Myers Squibb, 2005) 

Infection 

Acute bacterial exacerbation of chronic 

bronchitis 

Acute sinusitis 

Causative organism 

Streptococcus pneurnoniae, Haernophilus 

inffuenzae, Haernophilus parainffuenzae, 

Moraxella catarrhalis or Staphylococcus 

aureus 

Streptococcus pneumoniae or 

Haernophilus inffuenzae 

Streptococcus pneurnoniae (including 

multidrug-resistant 5. pneumoniae), 

Haernophilus inffuenzae, Haernophilus 

parainffuenzae, Moraxella cararrhaLs, 

Staphylococcus aureus, Mycoplasrna 

pneurnoniae, Chlamydophila pneumoniae 

or Legionella pneurnophila 



Table 2.1 (continue4 
Infection Causative organism 

Uncomplicated skin and skin structure 

infections (simple abscesses. folliculitis 

and cellulitis) 

Uncom~licated urinarv tract infections 

(cvstitisl 

Cornolicated urinarv tract infections 

Pveloneahritis 

Uncom~licated urethral and cervical 

aonorrhea or acute, uncomolicated rectal 

infections in women 

Staphyloc~cus aureus (methicillin- 

susceptible strains only) or Streptococcus 

pyogenes 

Escherichia colt; Klebsiella pneumoniae or 

Pmteus rnirabik 

E~berichia coh; Klebsiella pneumoniae or 

Proteus mirabilis ., 

Escherichia coli 

2.2.2 Contraindications and nrecautions 

Gatifloxacin should not be administered to patients with a known history of 

hypersensitivity to quinolones. The safety and efficacy of gatifloxacin have not been 

proved for pediatric patients, adolescents, and pregnant or lactating women (Bristol- 

Myers Squibb, 2005). 

Gatifloxacin potentially prolongs the QTc interval of the electrocardiogram in some 

patients. This could lead to increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias such as torsades 

de pointes. Gatifloxacin should be avoided in patients with known prolongation of the 

QTc interval. Patients with uncorrected hypokalernia and patients taking class IA 

(quinidine, procainamide) or class I11 (amiodarone, sotalol) antiarrhythmic drugs 

should avoid taking gatifloxacin. The concurrent use of gatifloxacin with other drugs 

that prolong the QTc interval as well as in patients with medical conditions such as 



bradycardia or acute miocardial ischemia should be done with extreme caution 

(RxList, 2005). 

Diabetic patients should take care when using gatifloxacin since it has been reported 

to cause blood glucose disturbances in such patients (RxList, 2005). 

Fluoroquinolones may cause central nervous system (CNS) effeds such as agitation, 

anxiety, paranoia and insomnia (RxList, 2005). 

2.2.3 Dosaae and administration 

Tequin" is administered once every 24 hours. The recommended dosage depends on 

the indication for use and is applicable for all patients with a creatinine clearance of 

240 ml/min (Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, 2005). Table 2.2 provides some dosage 

guidelines for gatifloxacin. 

No dosage adjustment according to gender or age is necessary for Tequin" 

administration, although age related renal impairment should be taken into 

consideration. A dosage adjustment should be considered for patients with impaired 

renal function, this includes patients with a creatinine clearance of <40 ml/min, 

patients on hemodialysis and patients on continuous peritoneal dialysis (Bristol-Myers 

Squibb Company, 2005). 

No dosage adjustments is recommended for patients with moderate hepatic 

impairment, since this caused no significant changes in C,,,, T,,,, elimination half- 

life and fraction of unchanged drug excreted in the urine (Rodvold & Neuhauser, 

2001:244S). 

Patients may switch between oral and intravenous administration without a dose 

adjustment. The injection should always be administered by intravenous infusion and 

not by intramuscular, intrathecal, intraperitoneal or subcutaneous administration 

(Bristol-Myers Squibb, 2005). 



Table 2.2 Dosage guidelines for gatifloxacin (Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, 2005) 

Infection 

4cute bacterial exacerbation of 

chronic bronchitis. 

k u t e  sinusitis. 

Community-acquired pneumonia. 

Uncomplicated skin and skir 

structure infebions. 

Uncomplicated urinary trad 

infections (cystitis). 

Complicated urinary tract infections. 

Acute pyelonephritis. 

Uncomplicated urethral gonorrhea ir 

men; Endocervical and recta 

gonorrhoea in women. 

Daily dose Duration 

5 days 

10 days 

7-14 days 

7-10 days 

Single dose or 3 

days 

7-10 days 

7-10 days 

Single dose 

2.3.1 Workina mechanism of aatifloxacin 

Gatifloxacin is a fluoroquinolone antibacterial agent active against a variety of gram- 

negative and gram-positive organisms. The fluoroquinolones block bacterial DNA 

synthesis. This is achieved through the inhibition of bacterial topoisomerase I1 (DNA 

qyrase) and topoisomerase IV, enzymes essential for the replication of DNA and 

partitioning of the replicated DNA. DNA gyrase is a tetrameric enzyme that consists 

of two A and two B subunits and is responsible for the introduction of negative 



superhelical twists into bacterial DNA. Topoisomerase IV also consists of four 

subunits. The enzymes causes negative superhelical twists by breaking the backbone 

of the DNA and passing a double strand of DNA through the breaks. Gatifloxacin 

(and other fluoroquinolones) inhibit this process by binding to the enzyme while it is 

functionally attached to the DNA strand, forming a drug-enzyme-DNA complex. The 

DNA in these complexes remains broken and causes cell death upon release from 

these complexes (Fish & North, 2001:36-37). The working mechanism of gatifloxacin 

is illustrated in figure 2.1. 

DNA + DNA gyrase 

DNA-DNA gyrase 
complex forms; 
DNA strands broken but 
held by DNA gyrase 

Quinolone stabilizes 
DNA-DNA gyrase complex; 
broken strands cannot 
be released and DNA 
re~lication is blocked 

DNA 

DNA gyrase 

=a- * 7 Quinolone 

, . , .  
; B :  ; B :  

Broken strands are , . .  
, -..: a ..-. 

released; cell death results : A ;  i A I  -._.. ..._. 
Figure 2.1 Diagrammatic representation of the working mechanism of gatifloxacin 

(Fish & North, 2001:37). 

Another function of topoisomerase N is also inhibited by fluoroquinolones. This 

enzyme plays an important role in the separation of replicated chromosomal DNA 



into the respective daughter cells. This process is blocked by the inhibition of 

topoisomerase N by fluoroquinolones (Chambers, 2001:797). 

2.3.2 Pharmacokinetia of aatifloxacirl 

The pharmacokinetics of gatifloxacin are linear and time-independent for all doses 

between 200 to 800 mg, administered over a time period of up to 14 days. Steady- 

state concentrations are reached after the third daily dose of gatifloxacin (Bristol- 

Myers Squibb, 2005). 

Gatifloxacin is well absorbed after oral administration with a bioavailability of 98%. A 

peak serum concentration of 3.4 vg/ml is obtained after oral administration 

(Chambers, 2001:799). Peak serum concentration is reached approximately 1-2 

hours after dosing under fasted conditions. The intravenous administration of the 

drug displays similar serum concentrations to those obtained from oral administration 

(Bristol-Myers Squibb, 2005). Figure 2.2 compares the mean plasma concentration- 

time profiles of gatifloxacin following intravenous (N) and oral (PO) administration of 

a single 400 mg dose. 

Time (h) 

Figure 2.2 Mean plasma concentration-time profiles of gatifloxacin following 

intravenous (IV) and oral (PO) administration of a single 400 mg dose to healthy 

subjects (Bristol-Myers Squibb, 2005). 



2.3.2.2 Distribution 

Gatifloxacin is widely distributed throughout the body and has a low serum protein 

binding of approximately 20% (RxList, 2005). Serum protein binding is independent 

of concentration. Gatifloxacin had a steady-state mean volume of distribution (Vd,) 

ranging between 1.5 to 2.0 litrelkg. Gatifloxacin is widely distributed throughout the 

body and this rapid distribution of gatifloxacin into tissues leads to higher 

concentrations of gatifloxacin in the target tissues than in serum (Bristol-Myers 

Squibb, 2005). 

2.3.2.3 Metabolism 

Gatifloxacin undergoes limited metabolism with less than 1% of the dose excreted in 

the urine as two metabolites. These metabolites are ethylenediamine and 

methylethylenediamine (RxList, 2005). 

Human and animal studies have indicated that gatifloxacin is not an enzyme inducer 

and is therefore unlikely to influence the metabolic elimination of itself or other 

drugs. It has also been determined that gatifloxacin does not inhibit cytochrome 

P450 (CYP). The pharmacokinetics of drugs metabolised by these enzymes will not 

be altered by gatifloxacin (RxList, 2005). 

2.3.2.4 Elimination 

Gatifloxacin is primarily eliminated by renal mechanisms and it is known that 

gatifloxacin undergoes both glomerular filtration and tubular secretion. Following an 

oral and intravenous administration of the drug, more than 70% of the administered 

dose of Tequin" was recovered as unchanged drug in the urine within 48 hours. 

Gatifloxacin undergoes minimal biliary and intestinal elimination, which resulted in 

5% of the unchanged drug being recovered in the faeces. Less than 1% of the dose 

was excreted in the urine as two metabolites, ethylenediamine and 

methylethylenediamine (RxList, 2005). 

The elimination half-life of gatifloxacin is independent of dose and route of 

administration. Gatifloxacin has a mean elimination half-life of 7 to 14 hours. Renal 



clearance ranges between 124 and 161 mllmin and is not affected by the dose 

(Bristol-Myers Squibb, 2005). 

2.4 Gatifloxacin crystal forms: An intellectual DroDertv overview 

A number of patents are currently available claiming intellectual property of various 

crystal forms of gatifloxacin. A list of these patents is given in table 2.3. 

Table 2.3 Patent claims on gatifloxacin crystal forms 

Patent number 

us 2002/0052379 

US 2004/0009989 

US 2004/0038988 

US 2004/0171621 

US 200410192700 

US 5880283 

US 6413969 

WO 02122126 

WO 031094919 

WO 03/105851 

WO 2003/086402 

wo 2004/012739 

WO 20041054583 

WO 20041087688 

WO 20041101527 

WO 20041101547 

Only the patents containing crystal forms relevant to this study will now be 

discussed. 



2.4.1 Form J fmulti~le solvates) 

Pat. No. WO 03/094919 8 US 2004/0009989 

Form J is a pseudopolymorph of gatifloxacin that exists as multiple solvates, 

depending on the solvent used for recrystallisation. Solvated forms of form J include 

an iso-propanol (IPA) solvate, a methyl ethyl ketone solvate, an acetone solvate, a 

tetrahydrofuran W F )  solvate and a 1-butanol solvate (1-BuOH) (Niddam-Hildesheim 

etal., 2003: 18). 

The characteristic XRPD peaks of form J are at 6.7O28, 11.3O28, 13.8O28 and 16.4O28 

(20.2O28) regardless of the solvation of form J (Niddam-Hildesheim etal., 2003: 18). 

Table 2.4 summarises the weight losses (as determined by TGA) and the water 

content (as determined by KF) for various solvated forms of form I. 

Table 2.4 TGA and KF data of form J as some of its solvates (Niddam-Hildesheim et 

a/,, 2003:20) 

A characteristic FT-IR spectrum of form J is shown in figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 Characteristic FT-IR spectra of form 3 (Niddam-Hildesheim et al., 

2003:9). 

The characteristic DSC and TGA thermograms of form J are shown in figures 2.4 and 

40 60 80 100 120 I40 160 180 200 220 2407: 
r i i ~ i i i i i i ~ i ~ i i ; i ~  
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 min 

Figure 2.4 DSC thermogram of form J (Niddam-Hildesheim etal., 2003:9). 



Gatifloxacin 50C 15rnin. 11.5041 mg * ,- z. 

20 40 60 80 , Y p O  , 170 , 140 , , 160 180 "C 
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 min 

Method: TGA 25-2WC,lOC/min 40ml N2 
25.0-2W.0°C 10.W°C/min N2. 40.0 ml/rnin 

Figure 2.5 TGA thermogram of form J (Niddam-Hildesheim etal., 2003:9). 

2.4. 

Pat. No. US 2004/OOO9989, WO 2OO4/lOlS27 & US 6413969 

Vakil etal. (2004:l-13) disclosed a method for the preparation of form omega (an 

anhydrous crystal form). The main XRPD peak angles (O28) and relative intensity 

values (1110) of form omega are listed in table 2.5. Vakil etal. (2004:4-5) disclosed a 

number of x-ray powder diffractograms of form omega. One of these diffractograms 

is displayed in figure 2.6. 



Figure 2.6 XRPD pattern of form omega (Vakil Ptd, 2004:4). 

Table 2.5 The main XRPD peak angles ("20) and relative intensity values (1110) of 

form omega (Vakil eta/., 2004:lO) 

Main 

peaks - 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Form omega 



Niddam-Hildesheim et a/. (20048) disclosed other methods for the preparation of 

form omega. One such method comprised of the following steps: preparing a filtered 

solution of gatifloxacin in acetonitrile with a water content of less than 5% at a 

temperature of approximately 80°C; cooling this solution to a temperature of about 

50-56OC; seeding the solution with gatifloxacin at this temperature and maintaining it 

at  this temperature for approximately 30 minutes; cooling the solution preferably to 

5°C; and isolating form omega. 

2.4.3 Form I 

Reddy et at. (2003:4) disclosed an anhydrous crystal form of gatifloxacin (form I) 

that is characterised by the XRPD peak angles ('20) listed in table 2.6. The x-ray 

powder diffractogram of form I is shown in figure 2.7. 

Figure 2.7 X-ray powder diffractogram of form I (Reddy etal., 2003:2). 



Table 2.6 Main XRPD peak angles ("28) and relative intensity values of form I 

(Reddy et a/, 2003:4) 
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Form I 

Figure 2.8 displays the IR spectrum of form I. The characteristic peaks in the I R  

spectrum of form I are at approximately 3327.7cm-' and 1721.0cm-'. 



Figure 2.8 IR spectrum of form I (Reddy et at., 2003:3). 

The DSC thermogram of form I is shown in figure 2.9. A melting endotherm is  

present in the thermogram at 188.35OC. 

Figure 2.9 DSC thermogram of form I (Reddy etal., 2003:2). 



The moisture content of form I may range from 0.05-2.00% when determined by KF 

and TGA (Reddy et at., 2003:3). 

2.4.4 Form T1 

Pat. No. US 2004/0192700 

Form T1 is a novel crystalline form of gatifloxacin that displays characteristic x-ray 

powder diffraction peaks at 7.4O20, 8.g020, 9.6O20, 11.4O20, 12.2O20, 12.g020, 

14.1°20, 21.2O20, 21.8O20, 24.1'20 and 26.0°20 (f0.2O20) (Niddam-Hildesheim et 
al., 2004:4). Figure 2.10 displays the XRPD pattern of form TI. 

CPS ji 
14000 

Figure 2.10 XRPD pattern of form T1 (Niddam-Hildesheim eta/., 2004:3). 

Niddam-Hildesheim e t  a/. (2004:4) described a method for the preparation of form 

T I  which included the following steps: crystallisation of gatifloxacin with acetonitrile; 

isolation of the gatifloxacin recrystallised; and slurrying the gatifloxacin in a lower 

alkanol preferably having 2 carbon atoms for a time of about 2 hours. Finally the 

crystalline form of gatifloxacin is isolated from the mixture. 



2.4.5 Form H1 lsesauihvdratel 

Pat No. WO 2004/087688 

Form H1 is a sesquihydrate crystal form of gatifloxacin that is characterised by x-ray 

powder diffraction peaks at the following 028-positions: 9.2O20, 10.5O20, 12.9'20, 

18.4'20, 18.g028, 19.g020, 21.2O28, 21.7O20, and 24.0°28 (Parthasaradhi et a/., 

2004:2). The XRPD pattern of form H1 is displayed in figure 2.11. 

7.mnt.7 - .-la 

Figure 2.11 XRPD pattern of form H1 (Parthasaradhi etal., 2004:2). 

2.4.6 Form H4 [sesauihvdrate) 

Pat. No. WO 2004/087688 

Parthasaradhi et a/. (2004:3) disclosed a novel crystalline form of gatifloxacin, form 

H4, which was classified as a sesquihydrate form. Figure 2.12 shows the 

characteristic x-ray powder diffractogram of form H4 and the characteristic XRPD 

peak angles ('28) of form H4 are listed in table 2.7. 



Figure 2.12 X-ray powder diffractogram of form H4 (Parthasaradhi eta/., 2004:3). 

Table 2.7 Main XRPD peak angles (O20) of form H4 (Parthasaradhi et al., 2004:3) 
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2.4.7 Form HS isesauihvdratel 

Pat No. WO 20041087688 

Form H5 is a sesquihydrate crystal form of gatifloxacin characterised by XRPD peaks 

at 8.2-213, 13.5~20, 13.9O28, 16.5O20, 17.0°20, 17.g020, 19.9O28, 21.0°20, 23.3020, 

and 24.8O28 (Parthasaradhi eta/., 2004:4). The XRPD pattern of form H5 is shown in 

figure 2.13. 

rZigure 2.13 XXPO pactern or form H5 (Parthasaradhi eta/., 2004:4). 

Conclusion 

Gatifloxacin is a broad-spectrum fluoroquinolone antibacterial agent. Gatifloxacin is 

active against gram-positive, gram-negative and atypical organisms (Schaeffer, 

2002:49S). Gatifloxacin has an improved pharmacokinetic profile over earlier 

fluoroquinolones and is often preferred over these agents (Schaeffer, 2002:52S), 

Many patents are currently available claiming intellectual property of the various 

crystal forms of gatifloxacin. These patents describe solvated crystal forms, hydrates 

and anhydrous forms of gatifloxacin. Insufficient physico-chemical data are provided 



in the patents and the aim of this study was to further the knowledge and 

understanding of the solid state and solvent inclusion properties of gatifloxacin. 

Due to the tendency of gatifloxacin to crystallise into various crystal forms, 

polymorphic studies on this drug (especially during the early development stages of 

a new dosage form) have become extremely important. Choosing the wrong crystal 

form for manufacturing of the solid dosage forms could lead to manufacturing and 

stability problems. 

Physico-chemical analytical techniques utilised in this study will be discussed in the 

following chapter. 



Methods for the characterisation and analysis of gatifloxacin 
crystal forms 

Introduction 

This chapter describes the various methods of analysis used in the characterisation of 

gatifloxacin crystal forms. A brief overview of the importance of some of these methods 

and the reasons for their use in the investigation of gatifloxacin crystal forms is also 

given. 

3.1 Characterisation methods 

Various methods and techniques were used in the characterisation of gatifloxacin crystal 

forms, including thermal methods (such as differential scanning calorimetry and 

thermogravimetric analysis), x-ray powder diffraction, microscopy, infrared 

spectrophotometry, solubility and dissolution studies. 

3.1.1 Thermal methods 

These methods include differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA) and hot-stage microscopy (HSM). DSC and TGA will be discussed here, as 

HSM will be discussed in section 3.1.2.1. 

3.1.1.1 Differential scannina calorimetw IDSC) 

Differential scanning calorimetry involves the measurement of the difference in energy 

(heat flow) between a reference (R) and a sample (S). It can be used to determine the 

enthalpy changes of a solid state process as well as the melting point of a sample (Byrn 

eta/, 1999:83-84). 

Two types of DSC methods are possible, namely power-compensation DSC and heat-flux 

DSC (Brittain, 1999:253). The difference between these two methods is illustrated in 



figure 3.1. Power-compensated DSC uses individualised heating elements to keep the 

sample and the reference at the same temperature. The difference in power inputs to 

the two heaters is recorded here (McCauley & Brittain, 1995:237). Heat-flux DSC 

monitors the heat differential between the sample and the reference material (Brittain, 

1999:253). Due to instrument failure all the studies could not be performed on one 

instrument and therefore both types of DSC methods were used. Three different DSC 

instruments were used. All three instruments were calibrated with ultra-pure indium 

standard with a melting point of 156.4OC. Therefore the results obtained using these 

different calibrated instruments could be viewed as comparable. 

Temperature 
Progrnmmer Prognmmcr 

Figure 3.1 Schematic representations of the sample cell configurations for (a) power- 

compensation and (b) heat-flux modes of DSC detection (McCauley & Brittain, 

1995:237). 

A heat-flux DSC instrument, namely a Shimadzu DSC-50 (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), was 

used for most of the samples. Samples weighing 2-4 mg were heated in aluminium 

crimp cells with pierced lids to allow escape of solvent. The measurements should 

correlate well with the TGA data, which is also obtained in an open pan. Samples were 

heated under a nitrogen purge with a flow rate of 35 ml/min. A heating rate of 1O0C/min 

was used and the samples were heated to a maximum temperature of 200°C. 

A Perkin Elmer P/ris-1 DSC (Perkin Elmer, USA) was used for some of the samples. This 

instrument is a power-compensation DSC. Samples weighing 2-4 mg were heated in 



aluminium sample holders with pierced lids to a maximum of 200°C. Samples were 

heated under a nitrogen purge with a flow rate of 20 ml/min at a heating rate of 

1O0ymin. 

A Mettler Toledo DSC (Mettler Toledo, Switzerland) instrument was used for the 

remainder of the samples. This is a heat-flux DSC instrument. Samples weighing 2-4 mg 

were heated in aluminium sample pans with pierced lids. Samples were heated from 25- 

200°C at a heating rate of 10°C/min, under a nitrogen purge with a flow of 30 ml/min. 

The thermogram obtained from a DSC analysis, is a plot of AT (heat flowienergy 

difference) versus T (temperature). Endotherms displayed on the thermogram represent 

processes in which heat is absorbed. These processes include solvent loss, phase 

transitions or melting. Exotherms represent processes where heat is generated, such as 

crystallisation or chemical reactions (Byrn e t  a/., 1999:M). 

3.1.1.2 Thermoaravimetric analvsis ITGA) 

This method measures the change in the weight of a sample in relation to temperature 

(Newman & Stahly, 2C02:9). TGA is often used to study the desolvation process or 

compound decomposition. It is an easy method to determine the total volatile content of 

a sample and is often used in combination with Karl Fischer titrations to ceteri?;ce the 

moisture content cf a sample (McCauley & Brittain, 1995:243). 

I n  this study a Shimadzu TGA-50 instrument (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) was used. The 

sample weight varied between 5-10 mg each. Samples were weighed in an open 

platinum cell and the changes in mass upon heating were recorded. The samples were 

heated at a heating rate of 10"C/min under a nitrogen purge of 35 ml/min. Samples 

were heated to a maximum temerature of 160°C. 

The experimental weight loss, as determined by the TGA, was compared with the 

theoretical weight loss. The theoretical weight loss was calculated by means of the 

following equation: 



,Lfolecular weight (solvent) 
% Weight loss = x 100% 

iMolecular weight (solvent) + Molecular weight (gatiJoxacin) 

Microscopy is offen used in the pharmaceutical industry to assist in the characterisation 

of polymorphic and pseudopolymorphic solids. Microscopy often provides valuable 

information regarding the morphology of a solid form and is often used in conjunction 

with other characterisation methods in the analysis of crystalline solids. Two types of 

microscopy were used in the investigation of gatifloxacin crystal forms, i.e.: hot-stage 

microscopy (HSM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

Hot-stage microscopy is often used in combination with DSC and TGA in the 

chjraderisation of solid state forms. HSM provides a visual confirmation of thermal 

events that occurred during DSC and TGA analysis (Byrn eta/., 1999:73). Some of these 

thsrmal e'ients that call be observed are: 

1. Signs of gas evolution (immersed in mineral oil). This is indicative of desolvation. 

2. Changes in the outward appearance or transparency. These changes could 

indicate solid state transformations or chemical reaction. 

3. Crystaliisation from a melt or solution, indicating phase transformation. 

4. Melting behaviour and melting equilibrium, an identiwing constant (Byrn et ab, 

1999:73). 

A Nikon Eclipse €400 (Nikon, Japan) therrnomicroscope, with a Metratherm 1200d 

heating unit and a Nikon Coolpix 5400 digital camera (Nikon, Japan) was used. Small 

amounts of samples were studied both without and emerged in a drop of silicon oil. The 



samples were placed on an object plate, covered with a cover plate and observed under 

the thermomicroscope at a temperature range from 25-200°C. 

3.1.2.2 Scannina electron microscow (SEW 

The partide morphology of pharmaceutical solids is often studied through scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) (Newman & Brittain, 1995:140). This type of microscopy can 

also be used to detect the presence of a mixture of crystal forms, if the forms display 

different habits. 

A FEI Quanta 200 ESEM & Oxford INCA 400 EDS system (FEI, USA) was used to obtain 

photomicrographs of the various crystal forms of gatifloxacin studied. The samples were 

adhered to a small piece of carbon tape, mounted onto a metal stud and coated with a 

gold-palladium film (Eiko Engineering ion Coater IB-2). 

X-ray crystallography is very useful in the characterisation of polymorphs as each crystal 

form has a characteristic diffractogram. As already mentioned in section 1.3.5.1, this 

diffractogram can be seen as a fingerprint of each specific ctystal form, and is often 

used in the characterisation of solid state forms. X-ray diffraction can be performed on 

single crystals or powdered samples, and provides structural information on the solid 

forms (Brittain, 1999:229). 

Bragg described the diffraction of a monochromatic x-ray beam striking a plane of atoms 

in the following way. The diffracted x-ray beams behave as if they were reflected from 

planes passing through the crystal and the radiation can be viewed as a wave. This 

diffraction occurs at an angle 8. This angle is the same for the incident and diffracted 

rays. The three rays, A, Band C, will only reinforce each other if their path lengths differ 

by precisely one wavelength (A) (Byrn et a/., 1999:53-54). Figure 3.2 illustrates this 

concept of x-ray diffraction. 



Figure 3.2 X-rays diffracted by planes with spacing d a t a  diffraction angle of B(Byrn et 

a/, 199954). 

The Bragg equation, based on the above, is used in the interpretation of all diffraction 

patterns (Byrn eta/, 1999:53-54). 

Bragg equation: 

Where: 

n = multiple 

h = wavelength of the incident beam 

d =  distance between the planes in the crystal 

8 = angle of incidence 

The Bragg equation states that a multiple (n) of the wavelength (h)  must equal twice 

the distance (4 between planes multiplied by the sine of the angle of incidence (Byrn et 

a ,  1999:54). This equation does not give any indication about the intensities of the 

diffracted radiation and only gives the scattering angles (Brittain, 1999:231). 



X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) is often used when suitable single crystals of the 

pharmaceutical solid cannot be obtained. The powdered sample of the drug can be 

analysed using this method. 

A powdered sample will present an entirely random selection of all possible crystal faces 

at the powder interface. Information regarding all the possible atomic spacings in the 

crystal lattice is gained from the diffraction off these surfaces. A scintillation counter is 

used to measure the angle of diffracted x-rays with respect to the angle of the incident 

beam, of a slowly rotating sample. The scattering angle, O28, can then be determined 

from this (Brittain, 1999:235). 

The x-ray powder diffradion data for gatifloxacin crystal forms was obtained using a 

Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker, Germany). The measurement conditions 

were: target, Cu; voltage, 40 kV; current, 30 mA; divergence slit, 2 mm; antiscatter slit, 

0.6 mm; detector slit, 0.2 mm; monochromator; scanning speed, ZO/min (step size, 

0.025O; step time, 1.0 sec.). An aluminium sample holder was used, and approximately 

200 mg of powdered sample was loaded ir,to the sample holder. Care was taken not to 

introduce a preferential orientation of the crystals. 

XRPD analyses at ambient conditions and at increased kmperatures, ,~a;iable 

temperature x-ray povider diffraction (VT-XRPD), , w r e  performd on the crystals. The 

same conditions were used for both types of x-ray diffraction. For the VT-XRPD an 

Anton Paar T K  450, low temperature camera (Anton Paar, Austria), was attached to 

the Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker, Germany). A heating rate of 10°C/gcle 

was used during determinations and all samples were heated to a maximum 

temperature of  180°C. 

The XRPD pattern obtained from XRPD analysis consists of a series of peaks detected at 

a characteristic scattering angle (degrees 28), with specific relative intensities. 



3.1.4 Infrared s~ectroscoDv f IR1 

Byrn eta/ .  (1999:lll) stated that infrared spectroscopy is a powerful method for the 

charaderisation and identification of the various solid forms of a drug. This is due to the 

extreme sensitivity of this method to the structure and conformation of a chemical 

entity. 

Various IR techniques are available for the charaderisation of solid forms. A technique 

that is often used in the pharmaceutical industry is the diffuse reflectance infrared 

Fourier transform spectroscopic (DRIFTS) method. I n  this technique the powdered 

sample is irradiated by an infrared beam. The particles of the sample cause absorption, 

reflection and diffraction of the incident radiation. Absorptivity information on the 

sample can only be obtained from the incident radiation that undergws diffuse 

reflectance. The DRIFTS method is often used in polymorphic studies due to the f a d  

that limited sample handling is necessary and the polymorphic character of the ;ample 

can be maintained (Bugay & Findlay, 2002:511-512). 

A Nicoiet Nexus 470-FT-IR spectrometer (Nicolet mstrument corporation, Maddison, 

VJisconsin, USA) l ~ a s  bsed to record the IR-spectra, over a range of 400-4000 cm I .  The 

DRIFTS method was used. KBr was used as backgiound. The samples here dispersed in 

KBr and the IR-spectra measured in a reflectance cell. 

3.1.5 Karl Fischer t i trat ion 

Karl Fischer titration is often used to determine the moisture content in a crystalline 

solid. This assists in the identification and charaderisation of pseudopolymorphs. Karl 

Fischer is usually used in conjunction with TGA, which determines the total volatile 

content of a sample, as already mentioned in section 3.1.1.2. 

The moisture content of the samples was determined with a Metrohm 701 KF Titrino 

autotitrator (Metrohm, Switzerland). Calibration of the instrument was performed using 

a predetermined mass of water and approximately 250 mg of sodium tartrate dihydrate 

dibasic powder. Approximately 50 mg of each sample was used for the moisture 



determination. The experiment was performed in duplicate for each crystal form. The 

percentage of water (m/m) within the sample was then calculated. 

Powder dissolution studies were performed on all the samples according to the method 

developed by Lotter eta/. (1983:59-66). 

Particle size is an important factor to consider when performing dissolution studies, 

seeing that the particle size is directly related to the exposed surface area during the 

dissolution test (Byrn et a/., 1999:92). All the powdered samples of the crystal forms 

studied were sieved to ensure particle size uniformity. Sieved fractions of 106-250 pn 

were used in the dissolution studies. 

Powder dissolution studies were performed on either a VanKel Vanderkamp 600 or a 

VanKel 7000 (VanKel Industries, Chatham, New Jersey, USA) dissolution tester. It was 

equipped with a VanderKamp heater-circulator. The dissolution studies were performed 

at a constant temperature of 37*0.2OC. The dissolution medium was 0.01 N HCi. 

Approximately 200 mg of samples was weighed into test tubes. 100 mg of glass beads 

were added to the test tubes. 5 ml of dissolution medium was added to the samples and 

each sample was vortexed for 2 minutes. The samples were then rinsed into the 

dissoiuiton vessels  sing ~ i ~ s o l l l h ~ n  tr,eollim irom each corresponaing vessel. 

Method 2, Paddle, of the USP 28 (2005:2413), was used for the measurement. Four to 

five dissolution vessels were used for each crystal form studied. The vessels each 

contained 450 ml dissolution medium. The rotation speed of the paddles were 50 rpm, 

and 10 ml samples were withdrawn from the vessels at time intervals of 7.5, 15 and 30 

minutes, using 10 ml syringes to which 0.45 vm low protein binding, durapore (PVDF) 

filters were attached. 3 ml of the withdrawn samples each was diluted to a final volume 

of 200 ml with dissolution medium. 

Approximately 44.44 mg of the sample (reference standard) was weighed for the 

standard and was dissolved in 20 ml methanol in a 100 ml flask and sonicated for 10 



minutes. It was then made up to volume with dissolution medium. 3 ml was withdrawn 

from this flask and further diluted with dissolution medium to a final volume of 200 ml. 

The absorbance of both the standard and the samples were determined using a 

Beckman DU-650i spectrophotometer (Beckman, USA). Measurements were taken at a 

wavelength of 293 nm. The % sample that was dissolved at each t h e  interval was 

calculated using the following equation: 

( A , ,  x C , ,  x DV x 100% x 200 x M,h 
jc, %Dissolved = 1 

(A,,,, M,+ 3 x0.2 

= Average absorbance of the standard 

= Theoretical concentration of the standard (g/ml) 

= Dissolution medium volume (ml) 

= Theoretical sample mass (g) 

= Average absorbance of the sample 

= Actual mass of the sample weighed (g) 

Tine dissolution profiles were compared for similarities by usicg the following ?quation, 

dsscribed by Moore and Flanner (1996:65): 

Where: 

Rt = Reference dissolution value at time point t 

6 = Test dissolution value at time point t 
n = Number of dissolution time points 

Wt = Optional weight factor 

The value for 6 (similarity factor) varies between 0-100. The reference and test profiles 

are identical if 6 is 100 and the similarity between the curves decreases as the value of 



f, approaches 0. f, values greater than 50 indicate similarity between the two dissolution 

profiles (Moore & Flanner, 1996:65). 

3.1.7 Solubilitv studies 

The solubility studies were performed over a 24-hour time period. 0.01 N HCI (pH 2.10- 

2.25), acetate buffer (pH 4.9, MilliQ water (pH 5.50-5.65) and phosphate buffer (pH 

6.8) were used as solvents. All these media were prepared using milliQ water. For each 

solvent 5 test tubes were used in the determination. 25 mg of sample was weighed into 

each test tube and 5 mi of solvent was added to each test tube, after which the test 

tubes were tightly closed. A rotation speed of 65 rpm was used and the temperature in 

the water bath was controlled at 37*Z0C. A Heidolph RZR-2000 rotator (Heiddph, 

Germany) and a lulabo EM14 thermostat (Julabo, Germany) were used to obtain the 

above-specified conditions. 

The sampies were removed from the water bath after 24 hours and withdrawn from the 

test tubes using 5 mi syringes, with 0.45 pm low protein binding, durapore (PVDF) filters 

attached to each. 1 rnl of each test tube was diluted to 100 ml with the corresponding 

solvent used. The above-mentioned solutions were then further diluted as follows. 2 rnl 

of each solution was withdrawn and diiuted to a final volume of 25 ml with the 

c~rres~onding solvert. This ?YE ??r,? ,'?r th? 9.01 !! :JC!, ;.:;:,:, ';,A;f,r (pi+ 1.5) d,:J 

the phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) each. Tke solutior,~ obtained for t ix sampies tesced in 

miiliQ water were further diiuted taking 5 ml of each soiution, and making it up to a final 

volume of 25 ml. 

The absorption of each of the final dilutions was determined spectrophotometrically 

using a Beckman DU-650i spedrophotometer (Beckman, USA). A wavelength of 293 nm 

was used for the measurements. 

A standard curve was plotted using various dilutions of gatifloxacin. Theoretical 

concentrations of these dilutions were plotted against the measured absorbance of each 



dilution. Theoretical concentrations and corresponding absorbance are listed in table 

3.1. 

Table 3.1 Theoretical concentrations and corresponding absorbance of various dilutions 

The curve obtained from this data is shown in figure 3.3 

of gatifloxacin 

Concentration (pg/ml) 

Concentration (pglml) 

Figure 3.3 Standard curve for gatifloxacin used in spectrophotornetric determinations. 

Absorbance (AU) 

0.208 I 0.0201 

0.417 0.0398 

0.833 0.0792 

1.667 0.1565 

3.333 0.3123 

6.666 0.6245 

13.323 1.2460 

26.653 2.3910 



The equation of this plot was used to calculate the concentration of the diluted samples. 

With this knowledge it was possible to calculate the concentration of each of the 

undiluted samples. 

3.1.8 Flowability 

The flowability of the pharmaceutical solid is an important factor to consider during 

product development, seeing that it may affect various processes in the manufacturing 

of a solid drug. A free-flowing pharmaceutical powder is needed to ensure tablet weight 

uniformity, and minimise the occurrence of tablet capping due to entrapped air within 

the This entrapment of air within the powders occurs with uneven powder flow 

(Staniforth, 2002:197). 

Two easy ways to evaluate the flowability of a pharmaceutical solid is the Hausner ratio 

and Carr's index. The Hausner ratio is: 

Where: 

0, ; 4 ;  . ,  2 r . -  . .  . -  .. , ., .. 2 , . , *L , 3J ,,-,t,!; - 1  L : . L  ,; , ,- " ,\>!, ,,; 

b, = Initial density (also kccwn as the pou-ed density) of the sample (glmi) 

This ratio is related to interparticle friction. Hausner found that powders with low 

interparticle friction had ratios of about 1.2. These are powders such as coarse spheres. 

A Hausner ratio of greater than 1.6 occurred with more cohesive, less free-flowing 

powders. Powders that form flakes usually exhibit this kind of flow (Staniforth, 

2002:207). 

Carr's index determines the O/o compressibility of a powder and the powder Row can 

then be calculated from this. Stanifotth (2002:207) stated that the 010 compressibility 

directly measures the potential powder arch of a powder. 



The equation for Carr's index is as follows: 

Where: 

Dr = Final density (also known as the tapped density) of the sample (g/ml) 

~2, = Initial density (also known as the poured density) of the sample (glrnl) 

These two methods were utilised to evaluate the flowability of the samples. A known 

mass of the sample was poured into a small measuring cylinder and the initial volume of 

the sample was determined. This, together with the known mass, was used to calculate 

the initial density of the powder (Density = Mass / Volume). The cylinder was then 

tapped for 30 seconds after which the volume of the sample was again determined. This 

final tapped volume was used, together with the mass to calculate the tapped density of 

the powder. Both values were substituted into the above equations to calculate the 

Hausner ratio and % cornpressibiliP{. The "/a campiessib~lity cdn be used to measure the 

flowabiiity of a sample, as shown in table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Relationship beC~2m 2owder f~c,vai;,.q and cornpress,olllcy (Siah~l'orth, 

2002:ZOS) 



Conclusion 

A drug substance can exist in various solid forms, such as polymorphs and solvates. 

Comprehensive characterisation of the physico-chemical properties of polymorphs and 

solvates of an API is an important aspect to consider when developing a solid dosage 

form. 

Various methods can be used in the characterisation of polymorphs and solvates, 

including crystallography, spectrophotometric studies, thermal analysis and solubility 

studies. These methods are combined in this study for the identification and 

characterisation of gatifloxacin crystal forms. The results obtained for the various crystal 

forms prepared will be discussed in the following chapters. 



CHAPTER 4 

Solvent inclusion and the effect thereof on the crystal lattice 

of gatifloxacin 

The incorporation of a solvent in a crystal lattice may have a profound impact on the 

solid state properties of the active pharmaceutical ingredients (API's). Minor changes in 

the solid state properties may lead to problems during the manufacturing of 

pharmaceuticals. Various actions during the manufacturing process (i.e. wet-granulation, 

exposure to atmospheric moisture etc.) may lead to the hydration of hygroscopic solids. 

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the impact of the hydration status 

(sesquihydrate) on the physico-chemical properties of gatifloxacin. 

4.1 Materials and methods 

4.1.1 Materials 

Gatifloxacin sesquihydrate raw material was obtained from Xiamen Mchem Pharma 

(Group) Ltd., China. The details of the raw material used during this study are as 

follows: 

Batch number : 20031110 

Manufacturing date : November 2003 

Expiry date : November 2006 

Table 4.1 is a summary of the analytical results generated prior to the release and 

distribution of the raw material by the supplier (certificate of analysis, or CoA). 



Table 4.1 Certificate of analysis of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate raw material (Xiamen 

Mchem Pharma (Group) Ltd., China, Certificate of analysis) 

Test 

Characteristics of the 

raw material 

Assay by HPLC 

Impurities detected by 

H PLC 

Total water content 

Residue on ignition 

Heavy metals 

Specification 

White or yellowish crystalline powder, 

odourless 

298.50% 

51.00% 

4.00-8.00% 

50.20% 

520 ppm 

Result 

Complies 

99.75% 

0.25% 

6.71% 

0.05% 

Complies 

Anhydrous gatifloxacin was prepared by drying the raw material for 4 hours at 140"C, 15 

mbar in a vacuum oven (Labotec, South Africa) fitted with a vacuum pump 

(Vacuubrand, Germany). 

4.1.2 Methods 

Various techniques such as XRPD, IR spectroscopy, DSC, KF, TGA and powder 

dissolution studies were used to compare the physico-chemical properties of the 

hydrated and anhydrous forms of gatifloxacin. These techniques have been described in 

chapter 3. 



4.2 Results and discussion

4.2.1 X-ra owder diffraction

Dowder diffraction CVT-XRPD)

The x-ray powder diffractograms of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate and anhydrate displayed

significant differences, indicating that the crystal lattice of the hydrated crystal form

differed from that of the anhydrous form. Table 4.2 is a summary of the main peak

angles (°28) and relative intensity values (I{Io) of the hydrated and anhydrous

gatifloxacin.

Table 4.2 The main XRPDpeak angles (°28) and relative intensity values (I{Io) of the

hydrated (sesquihydrate) and anhydrous gatifloxacin samples
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Main
Samples

Gatifloxacinsesquihydrate Anhydrous atifloxacin
peaks

(°28) (1/10) (°28) (1/10 )
1 6.3 , 5.8 - -

.

2 7.8 10.0 7.7 18.7
3 - - 8.9 6.0
4 9.1 100.0 - -
5 - - 9.4 4.5
6 9.7 22.6 - -,
7 - - 10.2 11.1
8 10.5 16.0 - -
9 - - 11.2 11.8
10 11.4 , 14.6 - -
11 - - 11.7 2.7
12 - - 12.1 9.6
13 12.3 12.7 - -
14 13.0 33.8 12.9 30.1
15 13.5 18.1 13.6 44.6
16 - - 14.1 21.8
17 14.3 14.8 - -
18 14.8 ; 6.9 - -
19 - - 15.0 11.5
20 - - 15.4 11.6
21 15.6 5.3 - -
22 16.3 6.6 16.4 8.7
23 16.7 5.5 - -
24 - - 17.0 6.9
25 17.8 5.2 17.8 3.7
26 18.3 i 56.5 - -

i

27 18.9 14.3 18.9 5.9



T,

Differences between the x-ray powder diffractograms of the two samples are highlighted

in table 4.2. Some of the most prominent differences include the presence of peaks at

9.1°28, 18.3°28 and 20.0°28, with relative intensities of 100.0%, 56.5% and 47.4%

respectively in the XRPDof the sesquihydrate.These peaks were all absent in the XRPD

pattern of the anhydrous form. Peaks that were present in the XRPD pattern of the

anhydrous form and absent in the XRPDpattern of the sesquihydrate, include peaks at

14.1°28, 20.5°28 and 24.5°28, with relative intensities of 21.8%, 22.7% and 36.6%

respectively. The peaks at 19.7°28 and 21.2°28 displayed marked differences in their

intensities for the two samples. Figure 4.1 is an overlay of the x-ray powder

diffractograms of the two samples.
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able 4.2 continued)
SamDles

Main Gatifloxacin sesauihydrate Anhydrous aatifloxacin
peaks

(°28) (1/10) (°28) (1/10 )
28 19.6 23.2 19.7 58.9
29 20.0 47.4 - -
30 20.2 18.5 - -
31 - - 20.5 22.7
32 20.8 21.2 - -
33 21.1 37.0 21.2 100.0
34 21.8 15.2 21.7 43.8
35 22.2 7.2 - -
36 22.9 6.6 - -
38 - - 23.8 16.4
39 24.3 22.7 - -
40 - - 24.5 36.6
41 - - 24.9 9.6
42 25.4 22.9 - -
43 - - 25.6 7.3
44 25.8 18.1 25.9 26.8
45 26.1 13.0 26.2 14.7
46 26.5 7.9 - -
47 - - 27.3 6.3
48 - - 27.5 6.6
49 27.8

, 8.8 - -
50 - - 28.7 14.2
51 29.0 7.0 - -
52 29.3 9.4 29.2 3.8
53 30.4 15.4 30.5 6.3
54 - - 30.9 7.6
55 - - 31.5 3.7
56 32.3 6.3 - -
57 - - 33.1 3.3
58 - - 34.7 4.3



The XRPD pattern of the sesquihydrate raw material was comparable with that of form 

H4 (a sesquihydrate form described in section 2.4.6). Most of the characteristic peaks of 

form H4 were present in the diffractogram of the raw material (see section 2.4.6). 

Figure 4.1 X-ray powder diffractogram overlay of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate and 

gatifloxacin anhydrate. 



Variable temperature x-ray powder diffraction (W-XRPD) was pelformed on the 

sesquihydrated form to determine changes that might occur during desolvation. The x- 

ray powder diffractograms obtained from this study are shown in figure 4.2. The XPRD 

pattern of the sesquihydrate remained relatively unchanged between 25-75OC with only 

slight changes occurring in this temperature range. Significant changes were observed 

at 85OC. Some of the major changes that occurred at 85T included the following: the 

peak at 6.3O20 decreased in intensity and a new peak was observed at 9.4"20. The 

peaks at 13.0°20 14.3O20 disappeared and the peak at 14.8O20 showed an increase in 

intensity. Other changes included the disappearance of the peak at 18.3O20. The peak at 

19.6O20 in the diffractogram at 25OC shifted slightly to the right (*19.8O20) and 

increased in intensity. The peaks between 25-26O20 were not present in the 

diffractogram obtained at 85OC. The diffractogram remained relatively unchanged 

between 85-95OC, except for the disappearance of the peak at 6.3'20, the appearance 

of a peak with weak intensity at 13.2O20 and the disappearance of the peaks at 23.5O20 

and 31.4O20. Slight changes were observed in the diffractogram at llO°C such as an 

increase in intensity of the peak at 13.2'20 and the appearance of a new peak at 

21.7O20. The changes observed in the diffractogram between 85-llO°C were possibly 

due to a change in the crystal structure caused by dehydration. The diffractogram 

remained relatively unchanged between 110-120°C. At 150°C slight changes was 

observed in the diffractogram, including the sharp decrease in the intensity of the peaks 

at 9.8O20 and 11.5O20 and the appearance of a small peak at 12.9'20. Other changes 

that occurred at this temperature included the appearance of peaks at 19.5O20 and 

19.7O20 and the disappearance of the peak at 20.0°20. At 160°C the peaks at 9.8'20 

and 11.5O20 disappeared. Some of the changes that were observed in the diffractogram 

at 170°C included the appearance of a peak at 11.7O20 and the disappearance of the 

peak at 18.g020. The peaks between 24-25'20 showed a sharp decrease in intensity at 

170°C. A characteristic melting diffractogram with no peaks was obtained at 180°C. 
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Figure 4.2 Variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms of gatifloxacin

sesquihydrate.
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The XRPD pattern of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate displayed significant changes upon

heating of the sample, due to the dehydration of the crystals. This indicated that the

water incorporated into the crystal lattice played an important role in the stabilisation of

the hydrated crystal structure. Dehydration caused changes in the crystal structure

resulting in an entirely different XRPDpattern. Thus a different crystal structure was

obtained after dehydration of the sesquihydrate.

4.2.2 Infrared SoectroSCODVClR}

An overlay of the DRIFr-IRspectra obtained for the two samples is shown in figure 4.3

and the main absorptions are summarised in table 4.3. These spectra displayed

significant differences in the main absorptions for the two samples. The most

characteristic differences between the sesquihydrate and anhydrate were observed in

the region2400-3750 em-I.

3S~

SD,"

5D'"

SS,"
..

.5~

3D~

2S~. . .
.DDD 3DDD 2DDD

~ .
IDDD

.
SDD

Figure 4.3 Overlay of the DRIFr-IR spectra of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate (blue) and

gatifloxacin anhydrate (red).
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Table 4.3 Mainabsorptionsin the DRIFT-IRspectra of the hydrated (sesquihydrate)

and anhydrous gatifloxacin
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Main Wavenumber (cm-1)

absorptions Sesquihydrate An hyd rate
1 - 3490
2 3340 -
3 - 3329
4 2975 -
5 - 2944
6 26.42 -
7 - 2813
8 - 1719
9 - 1648
10 1635 -
11 - 1616
12 1551 -
13 - 1542
14 1448 1448
15 1394 1396
16 19 -
17 - 1351
18 1322 1319
19 1283 -
20 - 1277
21 - 1242
22 - 1217
23 1209 -
24 1179 -
25 - 1185
26 - 1153
27 1143 -
28 1118 1114
29 1095 1094.

i07030 -
31 - 1058
32 , 1025 -
33 997 1000
34 940 941
35 912 911
36 890 887
37 - 870
38 847 847
39 - 834
40 822 821
41 - 805
42 - 782
43 773 -
44 738 735
45 689 686
46 664 661



Table 4.3

4.2.3 Differential scannina calorimetrv CDSC)

Figure 4.4 shows the DSC and TGA thermograms of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate and

gatifloxacin anhydrate. The sesquihydrated form showed a dehydration endotherm at

97.21°C. TGAanalysis confirmed the dehydration process (with an onset at temperature

74.27°C and an endset temperature of 102.67°C). The anhydrousform displayedno

peaks in this area signifying that no dehydration occurred.
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continued)

Main Wavenumber (em-1)

absorptions Sesquihydrate Anhydrate
47 647 648
48 599 594
49 - 573
50 542 546
51 - 523
52 514 -
53 - 503
54 490 485
55 - 472
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Figure 4.4 DSC and TGA thermograms of (a) gatifloxacin sesquihydrate and (b)

gatifloxacinanhydrate.

The endotherms observed at 160.72°C and 165.30°C for the anhydrate and

sesquihydrate respectively, are representative of melting of all the crystals. This
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endotherm is immediately followed by a recrystallisation exotherm (confirmed by

thermal microscopy in section 4.2.5). This recrystallisationexotherm is more prominent

in the thermogram of the anhydrous sample, and less prominent in the thermogram of

the sesquihydrate, indicating that the energy needed for the sesquihydrate form to

recrystallise might have been below the detection limitof the instrument. Afinal melting

endotherm is observed at 185.29 and 189.68°C for the anhydrate and sesquihydrate

respectively.

Thermogravimetric analysis revealed a total weight loss of 6.09% for the sesquihydrate

and 0.99% for the anhydrate. KarlFischertitrations confirmed these weight losses to be

due to the presence of water, with an average moisture content of 6.34% for the

sesquihydrate and 0.97% for the anhydrate. These values are comparable to the

theoretical moisture content for gatifloxacin sesquihydrate and anhydrate, which is

6.87% and 0.00% respectively. The results of the TGAand KFanalysis are tabulated in

table 4.4. The TGAand DSCthermograms of the sesquihydrate and anhydrous forms of

gatifloxacinare shown in figure 4.4.

Table 4.4 TGAand KFresults for the sesquihydrate and anhydrous forms of gatifloxacin

4.2.5 MicroscoDic analvsis

Hot-stage microscopy (HSM) was used to examine the thermal behaviour of the

samples. Table 4.5 provides a summary of the events observed with HSMof the

sesquihydrate form. HSM confirmed the thermal events observed in the DSC

thermograms.
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0/0Weight loss 0/0Moisture content ,

(TGA) (KF)

Sesquihydrate 6.09 6.34

Anhydrate 0.99 0.97



Table 4.5 Summaryof HSMobservations of gatifloxacinsesquihydrate at a temperature

range of 25-190°C

Temperature eC) Photomicrograph Remarks

25 Sesquihydrate form at

room temperature.

166

170 .

..

Meltingof the crystals

started at 166°C.

Recrystallisation

occurred from the

melt at 170°C.
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Photomicrograph

185 .

..
't

1..:L
190

..

Remarks
-

Recrystallisation

product.

Melting of the

recrystallisedproduct

started at 185°C.

Melting completed.

HSM photomicrographs (table 4.6) of the sesquihydrate (when submerged in silicon oil)

revealed gas evolution, which started at 100°C. Gas evolution is indicative of desolvation

and confirmed that the endotherm observed at 97.21°C on the DSC thermogram was

indeed dehydration.
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Table 4.6 HSM observations of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate when submerged in silicon oil

250C I 100°C I HOoC

Gatifloxacin

sesquihydrate crystals

at room temperature.

Bubble formation. Bubble formation.

The thermal microscopicobservationsof the anhydrous gatifloxacin are shown in table

4.7. Thermal microscopy confirmed the thermal events observed in the DSC

thermogram.

Table 4.7 Summary of HSMobservations of anhydrous gatifloxacin at a temperature

range of 25-185°Cwhen submergedin silicon oil

Temperature eC) Photomicrograph I Remarks

25 I Anhydrous

gatifloxacin at room

temperature.
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Photomicrograph

170

185

Remarks

Meltingat 159°C,

immediatelyfollowed

by recrystallisationat

160-167°C.

Meltingof the

recrystallisation

product started at

170°C.

Meltingof the

recrystallisedproduct

was completed at

185°C.
J

The samples were examined for morphological differences by means of scanning

electron microscopy (SEM).The SEMphotomicrograph of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate is

shown in figure 4.5. This sample consisted of a mixture of small and larger crystals that

tended to agglomerate. These crystals had no specificshape.
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Figure 4.5 SEM photomicrograph of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate.

Figure 4.6 shows the SEM photomicrograph of the anhydrous gatifloxacin sample. The

crystals of the anhydrous form were shapelessand tended to agglomerate.

Figure 4.6 SEMphotomicrograph of gatifloxacin anhydrate.
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Powder dissolution studies were performed on the sesquihydrate and anhydrous forms 

of gatifloxacin. Sieved fractions (106-250 pm) of both forms were used to ensure 

particle size uniformity. 

The dissolution profiles of the two samples are shown in figure 4.7 and the dissolution 

results obtained are surnmarised in table 4.8. 

8 0 1  
* ~~ ~ ' - . -~~~ ~ 

- - - ~- ~~ 

2 6o _ . :'-__~~-~ - ~ ~ -~ - +  Sesquihydrak 
UI .- : - -  Anhydrate 
0 q, . ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ -  ~ ~ 

s 

0 + 

0 7.5 15 22.5 30 

Withdrawal time (minutes) 

Figure 4.7 Dissolution profiles of gatifioxacin sesquihydrate and gatifloxacin anhydrate 

in 0.01 N HCI a t  37+0.2OC. 

After 7.5 minutes 101.0% of the sesquihydrate was already dissolved, whitst only 70.0% 

of the anhydrous form was dissolved at this time point. After 30 minutes 95.0% of the 

anhydrous form was in solution. 



Table 4.8 Dissolution results of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate and gatifloxacin anhydrate in 

0.01 N HCI at 37*0.2OC 
I % Dissolved ! 

Dissolution ( 7.5 minutes 

The results indicated that differences in the dissolution profiles of the two forms existed. 

The similarity factor (f, value) for the anhydrate was calculated to evaluate whether 

these differences were significant. The dissolution profile of the sesquihydrate form was 

used as reference profile. The equation described by Moore and Flanner (1996:65) was 

used for the calculation: 

Where: 

Rt = Reference dissolution value a t  time point t 

r, = Test dissolution value at time point t 

n = Number of dissolution time points 

Wt = Optional weight factor 

An f, value of >50 indicates that the dissolution profiles of the two forms are similar. 

The calculated 15 value (33.88) indicated that the differences between the dissolution 

profiles could be considered to be significant. 



4.2.7 Solubilitv studies 

The solubility of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate and anhydrate was determined in 0.01 N HCI, 

acetate buffer (pH 4.5), milliQ water and phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) respectively, using 

the method described in chapter 3. Table 4.9 shows the average solubility (in mg/ml) for 

both forms in the various media. Figure 4.8 is a bar graph comparing the solubility of 

the two forms. 

- Table 4.9 Solubility values (in mg/ml) of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate and gatifloxacin 

anhydrate in various media at 37*2OC 
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Figure 4.8 Solubility profiles of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate (blue) and gatifloxacin

anhydrate (red) in various media at 37:1:2°(,

The solubility data of the two forms differed slightly. The order of solubility for both

forms was observedas: 0.01 N HCI> acetate buffer pH 4.5 > phosphate buffer pH 6.8

> MilliQ water. In media with pH values lower than 5, the solubility of the two forms

was significantly higher than that of the more alkaline media.

4.2.8 Flowability

The flowability of the two samples was compared using the Hausner ratio and Carr's

index. The results of the measurementsare tabulated in tables 4.10 and 4.11.

The Hausner ratio is:

Hausner ratio = Df /Do

Where:

Df = Final density (also known as the tapped density) of the sample (gjml)

it = Initial density (also known as the poured density) of the sample (gjml)

100



This investigation revealed no significant differences in the flowability of the two 

samples. Both samples had a Hausner ratio of more than 1.6, which is characteristic of 

more cohesive, less free-flowing powders. A Hausner ratio of approximately 1.2 is 

characteristic of powders with relatively good flow and a ratio above 1.6 is indicative of 

less free-flowing powders. 

The equation for Carr's index is: 

Where: 

Df = Final density (also known as the tapped density) of the sample (g/ml) 

= Initial density (also known as the poured density) of the sample (g/ml) 

The Carfs index interpretation was performed with the assistance of table 3.2. Good 

flow properties are reflected in a % compressibility of 12-16 and samples with poor flow 

properties have Carr's index values of 23-35. Carr's index revealed that both the 

sesquihydrate and the anhydrate had extremely poor flow properties, with a % 

compressibility of >40. 

Table 4.10 Initial density (a) and final density (D,) measurements of gatifloxacin 

sesquihydrate and anhydrate 

0.27 I 0.22 1 0.47 1 0.38 

3 I 
0.50 I 

I 0.38 

Average 0.27i0.00 022*0.00 0.49*0.02 0.38*0.00 I 

0.27 0.22 



Table 4.11 Hausner ratio and Carr's index of the sesquihydrate and anhydrous forms of 

qatifloxacin 

Conclusion 

The aim of this chapter was to describe the potential impact of the hydration status 

(sesquihydrate) on the physico-chemical properties of the crystal lattice of gatifloxacin. 

This was examined by comparing the physico-chemical properties of the anhydrous and 

sesquihydrate forms of gatifloxacin. 

The study revealed that the hydration status of gatifloxacin influenced its physico- 

chemical properties. Differences were observed in most of the physico-chemical 

properties that were compared. The two forms revealed significantly different x-ray 

powder diffractograms due to the changes in the crystal lattice caused by desolvation of 

the crystals. The I R  spectra of the two forms differed significantly. 

The dissolution profiles of the hydrated and anhydrous forms displayed significant 

differences. The sesquihydrate had a higher initial dissolution rate compared to that of 

the anhydrous form. The anhydrous form displayed an overall higher solubility after 24 

hours when compared to the sesquihydrate. Both the sesquihydrate and anhydrate 

exhibited extremely poor flow properties. 

Gatifloxacin sesquihydrate is currently the commercially favoured polymorphic form for 

manufacturing. Possible reasons for this could be due to the good dissolution profile 

displayed by this crystal form, as this study indicated (section 4.2.6). 



Changes in the hydration state of an API could greatly influence its solid state 

properties, as illustrated in this study. These changes could lead to problems during the 

manufacturing of pharmaceuticals. 

I n  the next chapter the crystal forms obtained from recrystallisation with the propanolic 

alcohols are characterised and the influence of solvent inclusion on the physico-chemical 

properties of these crystal forms is determined. 



CHAPTER 5 

Solvent inclusion properties: crystals recrystallised from 

the propanolic alcohols 

The comparative study in chapter 4 indicated that the inclusion of solvent (water) in 

the crystal lattice influenced the physico-chemical properties of gatifloxacin. The 

hydrated (sesquihydrate) and anhydrous forms of gatifloxacin displayed significant 

differences in their physico-chemical properties. This raised the question of how 

other solvent inclusions might influence the API's physico-chemical properties. 

Various recrystallisations were performed to investigate this. 

The aim of this chapter was to characterise the crystal forms obtained from 

recrystallisation with the propanolic alcohols, and to determine the influence of 

solvent inclusion on the physico-chemical properties of these forms. 

5.1 Method 

Saturated solutions were prepared by adding gatifloxacin sesquihydrate powder to 

small volumes of the solvent, while heating the solution to the boiling point of the 

solvent under constant stirring by means of a magnetic stirrer. The saturated 

solutions were prepared in glass beakers and covered with Parafilmecontaining small 

holes to allow solvent evaporation at ambient conditions. 

Table 5.1 lists the propanolic alcohols that were used, with their boiling points and 

chemical structures. 



Table 5.1 Propanolic alcohols used in recrystallisation studies 

Manufacturer 

- 
ACE (Pty) Ltd., 

South Africa 

Saarchem, South 

Africa 

The effect of desolvation on the physico-chemical properties of the solvated .forms 

was investigated. The desolvated crystals were obtained by drying the solvated 

crystals in an Ecotherm drying oven (Labotec, South Africa) for approximately 12 

hours at a temperature of 105-13O0C, depending on the desolvation temperature of 

the crystal form. The physico-chemical properties (XRPD, DSC, TGA, KF, powder 

dissolution studies and solubility studies) were determined and used to study the 

influence of solvent inclusion on the properties of these forms. 

5.2 Characterisation of crvstal forms 

5.2.1 EP03W and EP03D 

Crystal form EP03W was obtained through recrystallisation with n-propanol, and 

EP03D was obtained by drying EP03W in an Ecotherm drying oven (Labotec, South 

Africa) at 105°C for 12 hours. 

5.2.1.1 X-rav wwder diffraction IXRPD) and variable temoerature x-ray 

powder diffraction WT-XRPD) 

The x-ray powder diffractogram of EP03W contained peaks at 11.4°28, 13.9"20, and 

16.4"20 that were also present in the diffractogram of form 3. The peak at 6.7'20 in 

the diffractogram of form 3 was however a low intensity peak in the diffractogram of 

EPO3W (see chapter 2 section 2.4.1 for a discussion of form 3). 



The variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms of EP03W are shown in figure 

5.1. The diffractogram remained relatively unchanged between 25-85OC, indicating 

that no significant change in crystal structure occurred in the mentioned temperature 

range. A t  95°C slight changes were observed in the diffractogram of EP03W, 

including a decrease in the intensity of the peak at approximately 13.9"20, and a 

significant increase in intensity of the peak at approximately 19.S020. Additional 

peaks appeared on the diffractogram at 95°C at 25.7"20 and 28.4"20. Significant 

changes were observed at 100°C, such as the disappearance of a peak at 6.4'20, the 

appearance of a new peak at 7.8'20 and the disappearance of the peak at 11.3O20. 

Other changes in the diffractogram at 100°C included a slight shifting and a 

significant decrease in intensity of the peak at 16.4"20. An additional peak appeared 

at 17.0°28 in the diffractogram at 100°C. The change in crystal structure that 

occurred at this temperature was due to dehydration and desolvation of the crystals. 

An increase in the intensities of most peaks was observed, which suggested that the 

sample became more crystalline after desolvation. The diffractogram remained 

relatively unchanged between 100-170°C. The diffractogram at 180°C contained only 

a few peaks and at 190°C an XRPD pattern characteristic of melting (absence of 

strong diffraction peaks) was obtained. 

The XRPD patterns of form omega and form I (anhydrous forms described in the 

literature) showed strong resemblances, except for the peak present at 23.6"28 in 

the diffractogram of form I that is absent in the diffractogram of form omega (see 

chapter 2 sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 for a discussion on these two forms). The x-ray 

powder diffractogram of EP03D at 25OC (figure 5.2) resembled the diffractogram of 

form omega. Some other physico-chemical properties such as melting point and 

characteristic IR absorptions of EP03D resembled that of form I. 

The x-ray powder diffractogram of EP03D (figure 5.2) remained relatively unchanged 

through the entire temperature range from 25-170°C which indicated that after 

desolvation no significant changes occurred in the crystal structure of this form when 

exposed to increased temperatures and it can thus be considered to be a 

thermodynamically stable crystal form. A characteristic melting XRPD pattern was 



observed at 180°C. An overlay of the XRPDpatterns of EP03D obtained at 25°C,

170°Cand 180°C is shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1 Variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms of EP03W.
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Figure 5.2 Variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms of EW3D obtained at 

25T, 170°C and 180°C. 

The diffractograms of EP03W obtained after desolvation (100-170°C) and that of 

EP03D were comparable. This indicated that the crystal form obtained after 

desolvation/dehydration of EP03W, remained unchanged even after exposure to a 



temperature of 105°C for 12 hours. An overlay of the diffractogram of EP03W 

(obtained at 120°C) and EP03D (obtained at 25°C) is shown in figure 5.3. 

4 10 20 

2-Theta - Scale 

Figure 5.3 Overlay of the x-ray powder diffractograms of (a) EP03W (at 120°C) and 

(b) EP03D (at 25°C). 



5.2.1.2 Infrared spectroscopy lIR)

Theinfraredspectraof EP03WandEP03Ddisplayed significant differences. The main

absorption peaks are listed in table 5.2 and an overlay of the DRIFT-IRspectra of the

mentioned two forms is shown in figure 5.4. The differences between the spectra of

EP03Wand EP03Dare highlighted in table 5.2. The most characteristic differences

between the spectra of EP03Wand EP03Dwere in the region of 2400-3750 cm-1.

Table 5.2 Main absorptions in the DRIFT-IR spectra of EP03W and EP03D

110

Main Wavelen! th (cm-1)
absorptions EP03W EP03D

1 3675 -
2 - 3329
3 3303 -
4 - 3098
5 - 3062
6 - 2960
7 - 2893
8 .... q --
9 - 2812
10 - 1999
11 1763 -
12 - 1719
13 1613 1617
14 - 1509
15 - 1460
16 1448 -
17 - 1391
18 - 1349
19 - 1326
20

-.
131j}__ -- -

21 1277 1277
22 - 1242
23 - 1218
24 1208 -
25 1181 1185
26 - 1154
27 1144 -
28 - 1125
29 1114 -
30 __ _ J -
31 1055 1060
32 - 1043
33 996 999
34 97Q -
35 940 941
36 - 909
37 886 886
38 - 870
39 844 848
40 - 8.3



Table

I
2000

Wavenumbers (cm-1)

Figure 5.4 Overlay of the DRIFT-IRspectra of EP03W(blue) and EP03D(red).
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5.2.1.3 Differential scannina calorirnetrv (DSQ 

The DSC thermogram of EP03W is shown in figure 5.5. 

Figure 5.5 DSC thermogram of EP03W. 

The thermogram of EP03W displayed three endotherms. The first two occurred at 

104.09°C and 107.59"C respectively. These endotherms are representative of 

dehydration/desolvation and melting respectively. Thermogravimetric analysis 

(section 5.2.1.4) confirmed that desolvation occurred in this temperature range and 

the melting endotherm (at 107.59'C) was confirmed by means of thermal 

microscopy (section 5.2.1.5). 

The melting endotherrn at 107.59°C was followed by solidification from the melt. 

This solidification process was clear from the thermal microscopic observations 

(section 5.2.1.5). The solidification observed with thermal microscopy displayed no 

exothermic peaks on the DSC thermogram signifying that the energy needed for this 

process might have been below the detection limit of the instrument. Desolvation of 

EP03W caused the crystal structure to become unstable and resulted in melting 

followed by solidification into a more energetically favourable anhydrous crystal form. 

The endotherm observed at 189.58T indicated the melting of the desolvated 

(anhydrous) crystals. 



An example of a drug that also displayed this type of behaviour is diclofenac N(2- 

hydroxyethy1)pyrrolidine dihydrate. Removal of water from the crystal lattice of this 

drug caused instability in the crystal structure. The crystals melted and recrystallised 

into a more energetically favourable anhydrate form of the drug (Ledwidge et at., 

1996: 18). 

Figure 5.6 displays the DSC thermogram of EP03D. The DSC thermogram of EP03D 

showed only one endotherm at 188.4g°C, which indicated melting. This correlated 

well with the final melting point of EP03W, indicating that the melting endotherm 

observed at 189.58OC on the thermogram of EP03W was the melting point of the 

desolvated (anhydrous) form. 

Figure 5.6 DSC thermogram of EP03D. 

5.2.1.4 Thermoaravimetric analvsis fTGAl& Karl Fixher titration (KF] 

The TGA thermograms of EP03W and EP03D are shown in figure 5.7. The results 

obtained from TGA and KF of EP03W and EP03D are tabulated in table 5.3. 

The % moisture of EP03W (as determined by KF) correlated well with the theoretical 

% moisture of a hemihydrate, which is 2.29%. The TGA results indicated a total 

weight loss of 11.06%, from which i t  was clear that water was not the only solvent 

incorporated into the crystal lattice. n-Propanol was also included into the crystal 



lattice in an amount of 8.33%. This value was comparable with the theoretical value 

of a hemi-solvate, which is 6.90%. The difference between the experimental and 

theoretical values could possibly be due to the presence of surface solvent. EP03W 

could therefore possibly be classified as a hydrated solvate. 

Figure 5.7 TGA thermograms of (a) EP03D and (b) EP03W. 

Table 5.3 TGA and KF results of EP03W and EP03D 

% Weight 10-oisture content 
- -  

EP03W I 
EP03D 1 0.15 0.21 1 

EP03D displayed no significant weight loss with TGA or moisture content with KF as 

table 5.3 illustrates. EP03D could therefore be regarded as an anhydrous crystal 

form. 

5.2.1.5 Microscooic analvsis 

Thermal microscopy was used to study the thermal behaviour of the crystals of 

EP03W and EP03D. A summary of the HSM observations of EP03W is shown in table 

5.4. 



Table 5.4 Summary of HSMobservations of EP03Win the temperature range of 25-

191°C

Temperature eC)
-

25

Photomicrograph

111

Remarks

EP03W crystals at

~~ "~ I roomtemperature.
.- .,. J

'-~:'.

129

145

'..}, ... r.Ii .. ___ . - ,i: =....

Melting started.

Solidificationfrom the

melt started.

Solidificationproduct.

1

115



Photomicrograph
'/.:

~,..

,.,

.

:..

,

. ~

,

.."'

~,
~

" ,"~',

4'" ~..,~..'. . . .
;' '" ..r

Remarks

Meltingof

solidificationproduct
startedat 167°(,

175 Recrystallisationfrom

the melt startedat

175°C.

183 Meltingof the

recrystallisation

productstarted;

meltingof the restof

the crystals

continued.

191 " Meltingcompleted.

116



The thermal microscopic observations confirmed the DSC events present in the

thermogram.

A recrystallisation was observed with HSMthat did not display any peaks in the DSC

thermogram. This is possibly due to the very small recrystallisation enthalpy of this

form, which was not detected with differential scanning calorimetry. Literature

confirmed that in some casesthe change in enthalpy is too small to be detected with

DSC(Giron, 1995:28).

EP03W also displayed bubble formation when submerged in silicon oil due to gas

evolution. Gas evolution is indicative of the desolvation of the sample. The bubble

formation is displayed in table 5.5.

Table 5.5 HSM observations of EP03W when submerged in silicon oil

25°C I 105°C

Darkening of the crystals

and bubble formation

occurred.

EP03W crystals at room

temperature.

Table 5.6 displays the HSM observations of EP03D. The crystals of EP03D underwent

no changes upon heating and only melted at 185-188°C. The crystals of EP03D were

darker than those of EP03W. This might indicate that EP03D had desolvated.
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Table 5.6 Summary of HSMobservations of EP03Din the temperature range of 25-

188°C

Temperature eC)

25

Photomicrograph

110

185

I

l
188 1°,

I '.

I \

l \
',,..

, ,

.

- ---

Remarks

EP03Dcrystals at

room temperature.

No change observed.

Sample started to

melt at 185°C.

Melting completed.

118



Scanning electron microscopy(SEM)was used to study the morphologyof the

crystals. Figure 5.8 and 5.9 displays the SEMphotomicrographs of EP03Wand EP03D

respectively.

Figure 5.8 SEMphotomicrograph of EP03W.

The crystals of EP03Wdisplayed plate-like habit and showed a tendency to

agglomerate.

Figure 5.9 SEMphotomicrograph of EP03D.

SEMphotomicrographs of EP03Drevealed that this form exhibited a mixture of plate-

likeand shapeless crystals with a tendency to agglomerate.
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Powder dissolution studies were performed on both EW3W and EP03D using a sieve 

fraction (106-250 pm) of the crystals of each of these two forms. The results 

obtained from these dissolutions are tabulated in table 5.7 and the dissolution 

profiles of the two samples are displayed in figure 5.10. 

Table 5.7 Dissolution results of EP03W and EP03D in 0.01 N HCI at 37*0.2OC 

010 Dissolved 

0 
0 7.5 15 22.5 30 

Withdrawal time (minutes) 

Figure 5.10 Dissolution profiles of EP03W and EP03D in 0.01 N HCI at 37*0.2OC. 

According to the guidelines of the Medicines Control Council, for the calculation of 

the h value only one measurement should be considered after 85% dissolution of 

both samples have occurred (Medicines Control Council, 8:2003). I f  >85% 

dissolution occurred for both samples, the dissolution profiles of the two samples 



may be regarded similar. Thus the Gvalue (similarity factor) need not be calculated 

to determine the similarity between these two dissolution profiles. However, for the 

sake of completeness the fi value (similarity factor) was calculated and included 

here. An fi value of >50 indicates that the dissolution profiles are similar and the 

value decreases with an increase in differences between the profiles. EP03D was 

used as reference in this calculation. The fi value of EP03W was calculated as 56.36, 

which indicated that the profiles of EP03W and EP03D were similar. However, Q (% 

gatifloxacin dissolved at time (t)) at 30 minutes indicated that EP03D dissolved 

completely whereas only 94.0% of EP03W dissolved. 

The dissolution profiles of EP03W and EP03D were also compared to that of the 

sesquihydrate raw material. The dissolution profile of the sesquihydrate form was 

used as reference in the calculations. The results are shown in table 5.8. 

Table 5.8 fi values for EP03W and EP03D using the sesquihydrate raw material as 

reference 

Crystal form 

The similarity factor (6 value) of EP03W and EP03D indicated that these two forms 

displayed dissolution profiles similar to that of the sesquihydrate form. EP03D 

displayed a better dissolution profile fit to the sesquihydrate form as the higher f2 
value indicated. 

The solubility values (in mglml) of EP03W and EP03D are surnmarised in table 5.9. 

Figure 5.11 displays a graphic comparison of the solubility profiles of these two 

forms. EP03D revealed a higher solubility in all the media, with the greatest solubility 

in acidic media. The solubility of EP03W ranged in the following order: 0.01 N HCI > 

acetate buffer > phosphate buffer > MilliQ water. The solubility of EP03D ranged in 

the order: 0.01 N HCI > acetate buffer > MilliQ water > phosphate buffer. 



Table 5.9 Solubility values (in mgjml) of EP03W and EP03D in various media at

37:t2°C

6
......

!s
aI
E.....
~4:s
~3
1/1
c

~2
~.. 1
lB

o
0.01NHCI Acetatebuffer MiDiQwater

Medium
Phosphatebuffer

Figure 5.11 Solubilityprofiles of EP03W(blue) and EP03D(red) in various media at
37:t2°C.

5.2.1.8 Flowability

The flowability of the samples was investigated using the method described in

chapter 3. The results obtained for EP03W and EP03D are tabulated in table 5.10
and 5.11.
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EP03W EP03D
Medium pH Solubility Solubility

(mg/ml)
°/oCV

(mg/ml)
°/oCV

0.01 N HCI 2.20 4.23 2.11 5.17 2.69

Acetate buffer 4.50 4.19 1.88 4.95 1.23

MilliQWater 5.50 2.36 2.51 3.09 3.09

Phosphate
6.80 2.51 2.90 3.03 0.81

buffer



Table 5.10 Initial density (Cb) and final density (D,=) measurements of EP03W and 

EP03D 

Table 5.11 Hausner ratio and Carfs index of EP03W and EP03D 

Hausner ratio 

The Hausner ratios and Carr's index of the samples were evaluated according to the 

criteria given in chapter 3. A Hausner ratio of approximately 1.2 is indicative of 

samples with relatively good flow, while samples with poor flow usually have a 

Hausner ratio of approximately 1.6 or higher. Table 3.2 summarises the 

interpretation of Carr's index. According to table 3.2 a sample with good flow 

properties has a Carfs index value of 12-16. 

Cart's index 

3 

Average 

EP03W and EP03D both had Hausner ratios of approximately 1.5-1.6, which 

indicated that both samples had poor flow. EP03W had a Carfs index of 35.90, which 

is indicative of samples with very poor flow, and EP03D had a Carr's index of 33.61, 

indicating that this sample exhibited poor flow. Although the differences between 

these two samples were minimal, EP03D exhibited slightly better flow properties 

compared to EP03W. 

Sample 

1.53 

1.5650.04 

1.52 

1.51*0.01 

EP03W EP03W EP03D 

34.78 

35.90*1.4 

EP03D 

34.17 

33.6150.5 , 



5.2.2 EP04W and EP04D 

The crystal form EPWW was prepared using iso-propanol as solvent for 

recrystallisation. The recrystallisation method described in section 5.1 was used to 

obtain this crystal form. EPMD was obtained by drying EPWW in an Ecotherm drying 

oven (Labotec, South Africa) at 130°C for 12 hours. 

5 2.2.1 X-rav mwder diffraction [XRPDI and variable temoerature x-ray 

powder diffraction IVT-XRPD) 

The x-ray powder diffraction patterns of EP04W (figure 5.12) displayed some 

similarities to that of EP03W (figure 5.13). However, some minor changes were 

observed including peaks with low relative intensities in the area of 7-10°28 in the 

diffractograrn of EP03W, which were absent in the diffractogram of EPMW. The 

diffractogram of EP03W also displayed peaks at 13.5O28, 19.9°28, 21A020 and 

23.2O20 that were absent or not clearly distinguishable in the diffractogram of 

EPWW. The resolution of the diffradogram of EP03W was slightly better than that of 

EPO4W. 

EP04W further displayed similar thermal behaviour to that of EP03W with changes 

occurring in the VrXRPD pattern at 9 5 T  (figure 5.11). These changes included the 

appearance of peaks at 19.4O20, 20.3O20, 23.S020, 25.7O20, and 28.3O20. Further 

changes occurred at 10O0C, including the disappearance of the peaks at 6.3'20, 

11.2O20, and 16.5O20. Other changes that occurred at 100°C include the appearance 

of peaks at 7.7'20, 13.5O20, 14.0°20, and the peaks at 16.3O20 and 16.g020. These 

changes occurred due to the desolvation of the sample. The diffractogram remained 

relatively unchanged from 100-17O0C, with no significant changes occurring between 

these temperatures. At 180°C a characteristic melting XRPD pattern with no peaks 

was obtained. Figure 5.12 shows the variable temperature x-ray powder 

diffractograms of EP04W and figure 5.13 is an overlay of EP03W and EPWW at 2S0C, 

indicating similarities between these two forms. 

The x-ray powder diffradogram of EP04W contained some of the characteristic 

peaks of form J described in the patents. These peaks were present at the following 

"28-positions: 11.4°20, 13.g028, and 16.4"20. The characteristic peak at 6.7"20 in 



the diffractogram of form J was absent from the diffractogram of EP04W(form J is

described in section 2.4.1).

Figure 5.12 Variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms of EP04W.
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Figure 5.13 Overlay of the x-ray powder diffractograms of EP03W and EP04W at 

25OC. 

The XRPD pattern of EPWD was comparable to the diffractogram of EPWW obtained 

above 10O0C, indicating that the desolvated crystal form remained stable when 



exposed to elevated temperatures (130°C) for a prolonged time period (12 hours). 

Figure 5.14 displays the XRPD pattern of form E W D  at 25°C. 

The x-ray powder diffractogram of form EP04D was comparable to that of the 

diffractogram of form EP03D. Form omega and form I (anhydrous forms described in 

the patents), showed strong resemblances in their XRPD patterns. The x-ray powder 

diffractogram of form EP04D, like form EP03D, resembled the diffractogram of form 

omega (form omega and form I are described in sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 

respectively). 

70 
" 

20 30 

2-Theta - Scale 

Figure 5.14 X-ray powder diffractogram of form E W D  at 25°C. 



5.2.2.2 Infrared sDectroseODV(IR)

Table 5.12 shows the main infrared absorptions of EP04W and EP04D and the

differences between the DRIFT-IRspectra of these two forms are highlighted in the

table. The most significant differences between the DRIFT-IRspectra of EP04Wand

EP04Dwere observed in the region 2400-3750 cm-1.

Table 5.12 Mainabsorptions in the DRIFT-IRspectra of EP04Wand EP04D

128
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Main Wavelen th Cem-1)
absorptions EP04W EP04D

1 3676 -
2 - 3329
3 3284 -
4 - 3098
5 - 3062
6 2967 -
7 - 2960
8 - 2891
9 2883 -
10 - 2812
11 - 1999, - -
12 1764 --
13 - 1719
14 1615 1618
15 - 1556
16 - 1509
17 1448 -
18 - 1439
19 - 1391
20 1359 -
21 - 1349
22 - 1327- -

-13!9
.

23 -0
24 - 1302
25 1278 1277
26 1241 1242
27 - 1218
28 1208 -
29 1181 1185
30 - 1154
31 1143 -
32 1114 1115
33 1094 -
34 - 1075
35 1055 1059
36 - 1043
37 - 1029
38 996 999
39 940 942
40 - 909



Table

An overlay of the DRIFT-IR spectra of EP04W and EP04D is shown in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15 Overlayof the DRIFT-IRspectra of EP04W(blue) and EP04D(red).
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absorptions EP04W EP04D
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42 - 870
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47 - 779
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49 734 735
50 - 701
51 680 675
52 661 666
53 647 650
54 594 594
55 573 573
56 545 545
57 - 524
58 513 -
59 - 503
60 487 485
61 - 472
62 448 -
63 - 438
64 430 -
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The IR spectra of EP04W and EP03W were comparable and the IR spectrum of

EP04Dwas comparable to the IR spectrum of EP03D.Figure 5.16 displays an overlay

of the DRIFT-IRspectra of EP03Wand EP04W.

I
2000

Wawnumbers (cm-1)

I
500

Figure 5.16 Overlay of the DRIFT-IRspectra of EP03W(blue)and EP04W(red).

5.2.2.3 Differential scannina calorimetrv CDSC)

The DSC thermogram of EP04W is shown in figure 5.17.

eo

Figure 5.17 DSCthermogram of EP04W.
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The thermogram of EPWW displayed three endotherms. The endotherms at 

104.65OC and 108.81°C indicated desolvation (confirmed by TGA in section 5.2.2.4) 

and melting of a fraction of the sample (confirmed by HSM in section 5.2.2.5) 

respectively. The desolvation endotherm (1W.6S°C) was due to the overlapping 

desolvation and dehydration of the crystals, seeing that the boiling points of iso- 

propanol and water are 82.50° and 100.OO°C respectively. The third endotherm 

present at 189.1OoC signified the melting of the sample. 

The melting endotherm observed at 108.81°C in the thermogram was due to the 

melting of a fraction of the crystals upon dehydration. The melted h.action solidified 

and finally melted together with the rest of the crystals at the melting point of the 

dehydrated (anhydrous) form (189.10°C), as indicated in the HSM photomicrographs 

(section 5.2.2.5). 

A similar behaviour was described for citric acid hydrate by Kuhnert-Brandstatter 

(1971:16) where some of the crystals dehydrated and became turbid, while another 

fraction of the crystals melted as the hydrate. The melted fraction solidified and 

melted together with the rest of the crystals at the final melting point of the 

desolvated (anhydrous) form. 

Figure 5.18 displays the DSC thermogram of EP04D. The drift in the baseline of this 

thermogram could be attributed to the fact that the instrument used for analysis was 

a power-compensation DSC. 



Figure 5.18 DSC thermogram of EPWD. 

EPWD displayed a thermogram withonly one event, a melting endotherm present at 

187.10°C. 

5.2.2.4 Thermoaravimetric analvsis ITGAI & Karl Fischer titration IKF1 

The TGA and KF results of EP04W and EP04D are tabulated in table 5.13 and an 

overlay of the TGA thenograms of these two forms is displayed in figure 5.19. 

Therrnogravimetric analysis revealed a total O/O weight loss of 11.52°/~ for EP04W. 

Karl Fischer titration confirmed that approximately 3.62% of this weight loss was due 

to crystal water. This correlated well with the theoretical water content of a 

rnonohydrate, which is 4.58%, and therefore this form could possibly be a 

momhydrate. However, iso-propanol was also included into the cn/stal lattice in an 

amount of 7.90% (as illustrated by TGA). The amount of iso-propanol included into 

the crystal could be compared to that of a hemi-solvate. EPWW could therefore 

possibly be classified as a hydrated solvate. 

EPO4D revealed no significant weight loss as determined by TGA, and KF confirmed 

that no significant amount of moisture was present in the sample. 



Figure 5.19 TGA thermogram of (a) E W D  and (b) EP04W. 

Table 5.13 TGA and KF results of EPWW and EP04D 

Hot-stage microscopy (HSM) was performed on EP04W and EP04D to investigate the 

thermal behaviour of these two forms. The thermal microscopic observations of 

EP04W are summarised in table 5.14. 



Table 5.14 Summary of HSMobservations of EP04Win the temperature range of

25-188°C

Ternperatu~(OC)

25

Photomicrograph

~
I

Remarks

EP04Wcrystals at

room temperature.

134

111 I I Meltingof a fraction
r- - - - ---- -._1 of the crystals

occurredat 111°C

duringdehydration/

desolvation;

neighbouringcrystals

darkenedduring

dehydration/
desolvationwithout

melting.
123 . - Solidificationof the

melted fraction

occurredand
I

darkeningof the. ...-..... -- -- ,.' :".. '..-':...', ',. neighbouring crystals
.l. ..... '5.-..... ... . .'

.,. .( ., ',' . '. I
was visible.\. .:...- - - - .

;- -... -----

,



Photomicrograph Remarks

Meltingof all crystals

startedat 1810(,

185 Melting continued at

1850(,.. ',6/>-.'"''>0).';..'
.~,

' .' - .
i'- .

"

.~. . .
" ,-"'"

188 .

:l,.,
,"

Melting completed at

188°C.

"

.
..

Darkening of the crystals and bubble formation (due to gas evolution) indicated

desolvation while the crystals were submerged in silicon oil. Table 5.15 displays the

HSM photomicrographs of the darkening and bubble formation observed when

crystals of EP04Wwere heatedwhilesubmergedin siliconoil.
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Table 5.15 HSMobservations of EP04Wwhen submerged in siliconoil

25°C I 96°C I 106°C

EP04W crystals at room

temperature.

..

Darkening of the crystals

and bubble formation

occurred.

Darkening of the crystals

and bubble formation was

observed.

The thermal microscopicobservationsconfirmedthat the endotherms at 104.65°C

and 108.81°C in the DSC thermogram were due to desolvation and melting

respectively. The melting of a fraction of the crystals was followed by the

solidificationof the same melted fraction, which was not observed in the DSC

thermogram signifyingthat the energy released during this solidificationprocess

might have been belowthe detection limitof the instrument.The temperature for

the final melting of the crystals correspondedwith the final melting endotherm

observedin the DSCthermogram.

Table 5.16 displays a summary of the HSMobservations of EP04D.The crystals of

EP04D displayed no significant changes in form or colour upon heating. The only

event observed by thermal microscopy was melting of the sample at 183-187°C.
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Table 5.16 Summary of HSMobservations of EP04Din the temperature range 25-

187°C.

Ternperatu~(OC)
~

25

Photomicrograph

100

.....
,.j:

183

185

I Co

I

Remarks

EP04Dcrystals at

room temperature.

No change in the

appearance of the

crystals.

Melting of the crystals

started at 183°C.

Meltingcontinued at

185°C.
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Photomicrograph Remarks

Melting completed.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to compare the morphology of the

crystals of EP04Wand EP04D.Figure 5.20 shows a SEMphotomicrograph of EP04W.

This form displayed plate-like habit and the crystals tended to agglomerate. The

crystals of EP04D were plate-like and tended to agglomerate in the same way as

EP04W.A SEMphotomicrograph of EP04Dis shown in figure 5.21.

Figure 5.20 SEM photomicrograph of EP04W.
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Figure 5.21 SEMphotomicrograph of EP04D.

The morphology of the crystals of EP04Wand EP04Dwere similar to that of EP03W.

5.2.2.6 Dissolution studies

Powder dissolution studies on EP04W and EP04D were performed using sieved

fractions (106-250 Ilm) of the crystals to ensure particle size uniformity. The

dissolution results of EP04W and EP04D are tabulated in table 5.17 and the

dissolution profiles of these two forms are displayed in figure 5.22.

92.0%of the sampleof EP04Wwasdissolvedafter 7.5 minutes,while the sampleof

EP04Dwas99.0% dissolvedat this time point.Thefinal withdrawalwas madeat 30

minuteswhere99.0%of EP04Wand102.0%of EP04Dwasdissolved.

The guidelines of the MedicinesControl Council states that for the calculation of the

f2 value only one measurement should be considered after 85% dissolution of both

samples have occurred (Medicines Control Council, 8:2003). The dissolution profiles

of the two samples may be regarded similar if >85% dissolutionoccurredfor both

samples.Thus the 6value (similarity factor) need not be calculated to determine the

similarity between the dissolution profiles of EP04Wand EP04D. However, for the

sake of completeness the 6 value (similarity factor) of EP04Wwas calculatedand

included here. The dissolution profile of EP04D was used as reference in the

calculation of the h:value of EP04W.
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The fi value of E P W  was calculated as 63.57. An 4 value of greater than 50 

indicates that the profiles could be considered to be similar. Thus the differences 

between the dissolution profiles of E M  and EPWD might be considered to be 

insignificant seeing that the similarity factor indicated that these two profiles were 

similar. 

Table 5.17 Dissolution results of EP04W and EPWD in 0.01 N HCI at 37k0.2OC 

0 ~-~ ~ -~ ~ ~ 

0 7.5 15 22.5 30 

W~thdrawal time (minutes) 
~ ~ ~~ -~ ~ - ~ ~- - ~ - 

Figure 5.22 Dissolution profiles of EP04W and EPWD in 0.01 N HCI at 37k0.2OC. 

Dissolution 

vessel 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Average 

To compare the dissolution profiles of EPWW and EPWD with that of the 

sesquihydrate, the similarity fadon (6 values) of these two forms were calculated 

using the dissolution profile of the sesquihydrate as reference. The fi values of 

EP04W and EP04D (compared to the sesquihydrate form) are shown in table 5.18. 

% Dissolved 

30 minutes 7.5 minutes 

EP04W 

101.7 

96.0 

96.9 

99.5 

100.6 

99.0*2.4 

15 minutes 

EP04W 

96.8 

85.1 

87.3 

99.4 

93.0 

92.0i6.1 

E W D  

101.1 

100.8 

102.5 

101.7 

101.8 

102.0*0.7 

EP04W 

98.9 

89.4 . 
90.3 

100.7 

96.0 

95.0*5.1 

EP04D 

100.8 

97.7 

100.9 

97.7 

98.9 

99.0*1.6 

EP04D 

101.0 

- 98.8 

101.7 

99.3 

99.5 

100.0*1.2 



Table 5.18 fivalues for EPWW and EPWD using the sesquihydrate as reference 

The fi values of EPWW and EPWD indicated that the dissolution profiles of these two 

forms might be considered to be similar to the dissolution profile of the gatifloxacin 

sesquihydrate. EPWD displayed a better dissolution profile fit to the sesquihydrate 

form as the higher fivalue indicates. 

Crystal form 

EPWW 

EPWD 

Solubility studies were performed on both EPWW and EPO4D according to the 

method described in chapter 3. The results obtained from these studies are tabulated 

in table 5.19. The solubility profiles of EPWW and EPWD are displayed in figure 

5.23. The solubility of EPWW ranged in the following order: 0.01 N HCI > acetate 

buffer > phosphate buffer > MilliQ water. The order in which the solubility of EP04D 

ranged was: 0.01 N HCI > acetate buffer > MilliQ water > phosphate buffer. 

fivalue 

59.59 

88.07 
- 

Table 5.19 Solubility values (in mg/ml) of EP04W and EPO4D in various media at 

Medium 

0.01 N HCI 

Acetate buffer 

MilliQ Water 

Phosphate 

buffer 

EP 
Solubility 

EP 
Solu bilitv 



6

0.01 N HCI Acetate buffer MiDiQwater
Medium

Phosphatebuffer

Figure 5.23 Solubilityprofiles of EP04W(blue) and EP04D(red) in various media at

37:t2°C.

5.2.2.8 Flowabilitv

The Hausner ratio and Carr's index were calculated for both EP04Wand EP04Dto

compare the flowability of these forms. The results of these calculations are

displayed in tables 5.20 and 5.21.

Table 5.20 Initial density (~) and final density (D,) measurements of EP04Wand

EP04D
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Of

Sample (g/ml) (gl ml)

EP04W EP04D EP04W EP04D

1 0.14 0.17 0.20 0.26

2 0.14 0.18 0.21 0.26

3 0.14 0.17 0.20 0.26

Average 0.14:t0.00 0.17:t0.Ol 0.2O:t0.Ol 0.26:t0.00



Table 5.21 Hausner ratio and Carr's index of EP04Wand EP04D 

A powder with relatively good flowability has a Hausner ratio of 1.2, while the 

powders with poor flowability have Hausner ratio's of >1.6. Carr's index of the 

samples was interpreted using table 3.2. According to table 3.2 both forms had poor 

flowability. The Hausner ratio and Carr's index of EPWW indicated that this form had 

slightly better flowability than EP04D. 

5 5 ri n f Its of EP 03 and 

EP04 

The dissolution profiles of the two solvated crystal forms obtained in this chapter 

(EP03W and EP04W), are displayed in figure 5.24. The dissolution profiles of EP03W 

and EP04W displayed only slight differences. Q (O/o dissolved) after 30 minutes was 

94.0°/o for EP03W and 99.0% for EP04W. 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

WRhdrawal time (minutes) 

Figure 5.24 Dissolution profiles of EP03W and EP04W in 0.01 N HCI at 37k0.2OC. 



The dissolution profiles of EP03D and EPMD are displayed in figure 5.25. The 

dissolution profiles of these two forms were similar and Q after 30 minutes was 

102.0% for both EP03D and EPWD. 

I 

Figure 5.25 Dissolution profiles of EW3D and EP04D in 0.01 N HCI at 37+0.2"C. 

The solubility values of EP03W and EP04W are compared in table 5.22 and figure 

5.26 displays the solubility profiles of these two forms. Only slight differences were 

observed in the solubility profiles of EP03W and EP04W, which indicated that the 

inclusion of the different solvents into the crystal lattice did not significantly influence 

the solubility profile of this crystal form. 

0.01N HCI Acetate buffer . MiKQ water Phosphate buffer 

Medium 

Figure 5.26 Solubility profiles of EP03W and EPWW in various media at 37k2OC. 



Table 5.22 Solubility values (in mg/ml) of EP03W and E P W  in various media at 

Medium 

P 

0.01 N HCI 

Acetate buffer 

MilliQ water 

Phosphate 
buffer 

Solubility 
(mg/ml) 

4.23 

4.19 

2.36 

2.57 

Solubility 
(mgjml) 

4.30 

4.10 

2.42 

2.50 

The solubility profiles of EP03D and EPWD can be considered similar, as indicated in 

table 5.23 and figure 5.27. The solubility of both forms ranged in the order: 0.01 N 

HCI > acetate buffer > MilliQ water > phosphate buffer. 

Table 5.23 Solubility values (in rng/ml) of EP03D and EP04D in various media at 

))O 0.01 N HCI 

Medium PH 

MilliQ water 1 5.50 

Acetate buffer 4.50 

Solubility 

(mglml) - 
5.17 

4.95 

3.09 

3.03 
Phosphate 

buffer 

Solubility 

(mg/ml) 

5.16 

4.97 

3.08 

3.03 6.80 



0.01N Kl Acetate buffer M i  water Phosphate buffer 
Medium 

Figure 5.27 Solubility pmfiles of EP03D and EPWD in various media at 37+2"C. 

The aim of this chapter was to charaderise the crystal forms obtained from 

recrystallisation with the propanolic alcohols, and to determine the influence of 

solvent inclusion on the physico-chemical properties of these forms. 

Crystal form EP03W was obtained from recrystallisation with n-propanol and was 

classified as a hydrated solvate ('12 water : '12 n-propanol : 1 gatifloxacin). EP03D 

(an anhydrous crystal form) was obtained from the drying of EP03W at 105°C for 12 

hours. 

The dissolution profiles of EP03W and EP03D can be considered to be similar as 

indicated by the f2 value. Comparison of the flow properties of EP03W and EP03D 

indicated that EP03W exhibited very poor flowability and EP03D displayed poor flow 

properties. 

Recrystallisation from iso-propanol yielded form EP04W, a hydrated solvate (1 water 

: 1/2 iso-propanol : 1 gatifloxacin). The crystal form EP04D was obtained from the 

drying of EP04W at 130°C for 12 hours. This form was classified as an anhydrous 

crystal form. 



The dissolution profiles of EPWW and EP04D were compared using the similarity 

factor (6 value) and was found to be similar. EP04W and EPWD both displayed poor 

flow properties. However, the Hausner ratio and Cart's index of EPWW indicated that 

this form had better flowability than EPWD. 

Crystal forms EP03W and EP04W both had crystal structures with the solvent of 

recrystallisation and water incorporated into the crystal lattice. The formation of this 

type of crystal structure with more than one solvent included into the ctystal lattice is 

not often found in pharmaceutical solids. Another API that displays this behaviour is 

triamterene as described by Dahl etal, (1989:598-606). 

The crystal forms obtained from n-propanol and iso-pmpanol (EW3W and EP04W) . . 
resembled form 3 described in the patents. As illustrated in this chapter the inclusion 

of different ratios of water and different solvents into the crystal lattice of this form 

did not result in significant changes in the crystal structure. The XRPD patterns and 

IR spectra of the solvated crystal forms were comparable (figure 5.13 and figure 

5.16). However, other physico-chemical properties (such as dissolution and flow 

properties) of these crystal forms differed due to the different ratios of water and 

different solvents incorporated into the crystals. 

The XRPD patterns of the anhydrous forms obtained in this chapter resembled that 

of form omega described in the literature. The XRPD pattern was the only description 

of form omega available in the literature. The physico-chemical properties of EP03D 

and EP04D were comparable. 

The physico-chemical properties i.e.: XRPD, IR, DSC, etc. of the solvated and 

desolvated crystal forms differed significantly. However, the dissolution properties of 

these crystal forms were not profoundly influenced by the absence of solvent. 

The influence of solvent inclusion on crystal forms obtained from various solvents will 

be investigated in the next chapter. 



Solvent inclusion properties: crystals recrystallised from 

diverse solvents 

Several active pharmaceutical ingredients (API's) exhibit polymorphism and 

pseudopolymorphism. The different crystal packings of the polymorphs and 

pseudopolymorphs usually lead to significant differences in the physiw-chemical 

properties of the API, such as melting point, solubility, dissolution rate, infrared 

spectra and XRPD patterns (Chapter 1). 

An understanding of the solid state properties of API's are necessary to ensure that 

the safest, most efficient crystal form is used in product development. Although most 

solvated API's that are used for the manufacturing of pharmaceutical products are 

hydrates, it is still important to fully characterise and study the solvates obtained 

from organic solvents. Solvates are occasionally used in their desolvated form due to 

improved dissolution profiles or they may be used in the purification process of the 

API (Byrn eta/., 1999:236). 

The aim of this chapter was to characterise the crystal forms obtained from 

recrystallisation with diverse solvents, and to determine the influence of solvent 

inclusion on the physico-chemical properties of these forms. The methods described 

in chapter 3 were used in the characterisation of these crystal forms. 

6.1 Pre~aration method 

The crystal forms were recrystallised with the solvents listed in table 6.1. Small 

amounts of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate powder were added to the solvent, under 

constant sfirring at the boiling temperature of the solvent (see table 6.1 for boiling 

temperatures), until saturated solutions were obtained. The saturated solutions were 

covered with Parafilm" and allowed to crVstallise at ambient conditions. 



TaMe 6.1 Diverse solvents used in recrystallisations 

Solvent 

DMF 

(Dimethylformamide) 

Chloroform 

Dioxane 

Molecular 
Boiling paint 

at room Chemical 
Manufacturer 

temperature structure 

I Saarchem, 
61.5 Cl-C-H 

1 South Africa 

The desolvated crystals were prepared by drying the solvated crystal forms obtained 

from recrystallisation in an Ecotherm drying oven (Labotec, South Africa) for 12 

hours at a temperature ranging between 100-llO°C, depending on the desolvation 

temperature of the crystal form. 

6.2 Characterisation of crvstal forms 

6.2.1 EPOSW 8 EPOSD 

EP05W was recrystallised from dimethylformamide (DMF) using the method 

described in section 6.1. EP05D was obtained by drying EP05W (as described in 

section 6.1) at a temperature of 100°C. 



8 . .  2 1. 1 X - rav w w der d i fi--!f ri x-r 

powder diffraction IVT-XRPD) 

The variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograrns of EP05W are displayed in 

figure 6.1. The VT-XRPD patterns of EP05W displayed no significant changes in the 

temperature range 2S4S0C. Noticeable changes were observed in the diffractogram 

at 55OC. These changes included the disappearance of the peaks at 7.7'20, 8.7'20, 

9.7O20 and 10.4O20. A peak appeared at 10.6O20. Other noticeable changes included 

the disappearance of the peaks at 12.4O20, 14.1'20, and 15.3'20. Peaks that 

appeared at 55OC that were not present in the initial (25'C) diffractogram included 

the peaks at 14.4'28 and 17.2'20. The peaks at 17.6'20, 20.8'20, the peaks in the 

' area of 25-27O20 and the peak at 30.1°20 also disappeared at 55OC. The 

diffractograrn obtained at 55'C showed an overall decrease in the relative intensities 

of all peaks. 

Slight differences were observed between 55-6S°C, which included the appearance 

of a peak at 7.1'20. The changes observed at 55 and 6S°C could possibly be 

attributed to the desolvation of the DMF-solvate. The XRPD remained relatively 

unchanged from 65-8S°C, with major changes occurring at 9S°C. Some significant 

changes included the appearance of peaks at 19.6'20, 23.6'20, 25.8'20 and 

28.5'20. An overall increase in the relative intensities of the peaks was observed. 

Significant changes were also observed at 100°C. The peak at 6.4'20 displayed a 

significant decrease in intensity, while the peak at 7.7'20 increased significantly in 

intensity. The overlapping peaks in the area 16-17'28 clearly divided into 2 visible 

peaks (16.3O20 and 17.0°20). The changes that occurred at 95-100°C could be 

atfxibuted to the change in cn/stal structure caused by dehydration of the hydrated 

fraction. The increase in overall relative intensity of the peaks in the diffractogram 

indicated that dehydration led to a more crystalline crystal structure. Only slight 

changes were observed between 100-llO°C such as the disappearance of the peak 

at 6.4'20. 

No significant changes were observed between 110-170°C. The diffractogram 

obtained at 180°C was characteristic of the melting process. 



Figure 6.1 Variabletemperature x-ray powder diffractograms of EP05W.

EP05Wwas found to possibly be a mixture of two pseudopolymorphicforms, i.e.: a

sesquihydrate and a DMFsolvate. No DMFsolvates have currently been described in

the literature. The XRPDpattern of EP05W displayed some peaks that correlated

with that of the sesquihydrated forms described in the literature. Forms Hi, H4 and

H5 are sesquihydrate forms described in the literature (see sections 2.4.5-2.4.7 for a
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discussion of these forms). The sesquihydrate form of which the most characteristic 

peaks were present in the diffractogram of EW5W was form H4. Characteristic peaks 

of this form that were present in the diffractogram of EW5W included the peaks at 

7.7O20, 9.7O20, 13.0°20, 13.4O20, 20.1°20, 20.8O20 and 26.0°20 (+0.1°20). 

The VIXRPD patterns of EPOSD remained relatively unchanged through the entire 

temperature study (25-170°C) and no significant changes were observed. Figure 6.2 

shows the variable temperature x-ray powder difiactograms of EPOSD. 

EP05D was compared to the anhydrous crystal forms described in the literature and 

revealed similarities to form I as well as form omega (see section 2.4.2-2.4.3 for a 

discussion of these two forms). EPOSD displayed peaks at 10.1°20, 14.0°28, 14.8O20, 

16.2O20 and 16.g020 (*0.1°20). These peaks are characteristic peaks in the 

diffractograms of both form I and form omega. The peaks at 19.6O20, 23.6O2e and 

24.3O20 (*0.1°20) were comparable to that of form I and form omega. 

The diffractogram of EPOSD correlated well with the diffractogram obtained for 

EP05W at 110-17O0C, which indicated that prolonged exposure of EP05D to elevated 

temperature did not cause significant changes in the anhydrous crystal structure. An 

overlay of these diffractograms is shown in figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.2 Variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms of EP05D.
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Figure 6.3 Overlay of the x-ray powder diffractograms of EP05W (at 110°C) and 

EP05D (at 25°C). 

8.2.1.2 Infrared SoectroscoDv (IR) 

Table 6.2 lists the main absorptions in the IR spectra of EPONV and EPOSD. An 

overlay of the DRITF-IR spectra of these two forms is shown in figure 6.4. Significant 

differences were observed between the spectra of EP05W and EPO~D. The 



differences in the peak positions between EP05Wand EP05Dare highlighted in table

6.2.

Table 6.2 Mainabsorptions in the DRIFT-IRspectra of EP05Wand EP05D

155

Main Wavelenc th (em-i)
absorptions EPOSW EPOSD

1 3676 -
2 3650 -
3 3630 -
4 3568 -
5 - 3420
6 3325 3329
7 - 3098
8 - 3062
9 - 2992
10 - 2960
11 _2939 -...---
12 - 2891
13 2846 -
14 - 2812
15 - 2637
16 2471 -
17 2363 -
18 - 1999
19 1715 1719
20 1702 -
21 __ _ __1971 --
22 - 1617-
23 157a. --
24 1560 1556
25 154'1 -
26 1508 1509
27 1458 1459
28 1390 1391
29 - 1376
30 - 1349
31 1324 1326
32 - 102.
33 1279 1277
34

.
1242-

35 - 1218
36 1211 -
37 1182 1185
38 - 1154
39 1146 -
40 - 1115
41

-
1094 -

42 - 1075
43

"
1068 -

44 - 1059
45 - 1043
46 -

L 1030
47 999 999
48 961 -"
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Figure 6.4 Overlay of the DRIFT-IRspectra of EPOSW(blue) and EPOSD(red).
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Figure 6.5 displays the DSC thermogram of EP05W. 

DSC 
mW -- 

r 

Figure 6.5 DSC thermogram of EW5W. 

The DSC thermogram of EPO5W displayed several endotherms that were interpreted 

with the help of HSM, TGA and KF. This sample consisted of a probable mixture of 

two forms, i.e.: a sesquihydrate and a DMF solvate. The HSM photomicrographs 

clearly showed the presence of two types of crystals (section 6.2.1.5). 

To explain the thermal events in the DSC thermogram the two crystal forms present 

in the mixture will be discussed separately. The events caused by the DMF solvate 

will be discussed first, followed by a discussion of the events caused by the 

sesquihydrate fraction in the mixture. 

The first endotherm at 88.0PC (figure 6.5) indicated the desolvation of the DMF 

solvate. This corresponded with the first step of the TGA (figure 6.8), which indicated 

a O/O weight loss of 16.60% in this temperature range (section 6.2.1.4). This weight 

loss correlated well with the theoretical weight loss of a mono-solvate (DMF solvate 



1:1), which is 16.30%. Evaluation of the sample with HSM revealed movement of a 

fraction of the crystals at 90% and bubble formation at 103OC, which indicated the 

desolvation of the crystals. The desolvation of the DMF solvate crystals was at a 

temperature much lower than expected seeing that the boiling point of DMF is at 

153.0°C. Bym eta/. (1999:234) stated that the ease with which a solvate loses its 

solvent varies widely. Some solvates lose their solvents at room temperature while 

others retain their solvents wen above the boiling temperature of the solvent. 

The endotherm observed in the DSC thermogram (figure 6.5) at 111.43OC was due 

to the melting of a fraction of the crystals (the desolvated crystals of the DMF 

solvate). The melted fraction immediately rectystallised from the melt at 114.88OC 

(recrystallisation exotherm), which was clearly visible in the HSM photomicrographs 

(see section 6.2.1.5). This recrystallised fraction remained unchanged and melted at 

173.34OC causing an endotherm at this temperature (HSM confirmed the melting of 

the recrystallised fraction at this temperature). 

The endotherm present at 111.43OC was also caused by the dehydration of the 

sesquihydrated fraction in the mixture. The second step present in the TGA 

thermogram of EP05W (figure 6.8) confirmed the dehydration of the sesquihydrated 

fraction (section 6.2.1.4). The total weight loss for this step was 8.05% and KF 

analysis revealed a moisture content of 7.29% in the sample. This correlation 

between the KF data and the second weight loss step of TGA indicated that the other 

crystal form present in the mixture was possibly a sesquihydrate. HSM 

photomicrographs (section 6.2.1.5) revealed bubble formation at 112OC when the 

sample was submerged in silicon oil and this corresponded with the dehydration 

temperature indicated in the DSC thermogram. The endotherms at 111.43OC and 

119.80-123.77°C could be atbibuted to the vaporisation of the water released from 

the crystal upon dehydration. The TGA confirmed that no weight loss occurred a t  

119.80-123.77°C, thus the endotherm could not be attributed to further desolvation 

or dehydration, but rather the vaporisation of the water from dehydration. 

Literature described that dehydration and vaporisation could display overlapping or 

separate endotherms in a DSC thermogram. This separation of the endotherms is 

usually caused by elevated pressure in the sample pan. An example of an API that 

displayed this behaviour is carbamazepine (see figure 6.6). At ambient pressure two 



overlapping endotherms were observed in the temperature range of 85-100°C. This 

overlapping of the dehydration and vaporisation endotherms usually occurs if the 

dehydration reaction is above or near the boiling point of water. Elevated pressure 

caused the dehydration and vaporisation endotherms to separate. At pressures 

above 200 psi continuous vaporisation caused a noisy baseline at higher 

temperatures (Han & Suryanarayanan, 1997:213). 

0 M 100 150 200 2M 

Temperature, 'C 

Figure 6.6 DSC thermograms of carbamazepine at different pressures: (a) at  

ambient pressure in a conventional DSC pan, (b) at ambient pressure in a pressure 

DSC pan, (c) 100 psi, (d) 200 psi, (e) 300 psi, (9 400 psi, and (g) 600 psi (Han & 

Suryanarayanan, 1997:213). 

A small endotherm was observed at 165.40°C (figure 6.5), which is characteristic of 

the sesquihydrate form of gatifloxacin (see section 4.2.3). This endotherm probably 

indicated melting of the anhydrous form in the mixture (sesquihydrate after 

dehydration), immediately followed by a very small recrystallisation exotherm. There 

was no prominent recrystallisation exotherm, which could be due to the fact that the 

energy released during recrystallisation was low and not detected by the DSC 

apparatus. The final endotherm in the thermogram (at 190.22OC) was due to the 



melting of the form that recrystallised from the melt at 165.40°C. The melting at 

approximately 16S°C immediately followed by recrystallisation and final melting at 

189-190°C is characteristic of the squihydrate crystal form a h  dehydration (see 

section 4.2.3). 

Figure 6.7 shows the DSC thermogram of EW5D. This thermogram exhibited only 

one peak, an endotherm at 189.46"C. caused by the melting of the sample. No 

desolvation or dehydration peaks were present in the thermogram, which indicated 

that this was an anhydrous crystal form. 

Figure 6.7 DSC thermogram of EP05D. 



Figure 6.8 TGA therrnogram of EW5W indicating the two weight loss steps. 

The thermogram of EW5W showed that the weight loss of this form occurred in two 

steps. The first step was caused by the desolvation of the DMF solvate (1:l) fraction 

and the second step was due to the dehydration of the sesquihydrate fraction of the 

crystals. Table 6.3 displays the % weight loss of EW5W with each step in the TGA 

thermogram. 

Table 6.3 TGA results of EWSW indicating the O h  weight loss of each step 

O/O Weight loss 
EW5W 

( T W  

Table 6.4 displays the total YO weight loss of EP05W and EW5D (determined by 

TGA) and the moisture content of these two forms (determined by KF). 

m P  2 
Total 

8.05 

24.65 



TGA and KF of EP05D showed that this form had no significant amount of solvent 

Table 6.4 TGA and KF results of EPOW and EW5D 

included into the crystal lattice and could therefore be classified as an anhydrous 

crystal form (table 6.4). The TGA thermogram of EW5D is shown in figure 6.9. 

Figure 6.9 TGA thermogram of EW5D. 

5.2.1.5 Microsco~ic an- 

% Moisture content 
(KF) 
7.29 
0.46 

EWSW 
EWSD 

Hot-stage microscopy (HSM) was performed on EW5W and EPO5D to investigate the 

thermal behaviour of these forms. A summary of the HSM observations of E W W  is 

shown in table 6.5. 

% Weight loss 
(TGA) 
24.65 
0.22 



Table 6.5 Summary of HSMobservations of EPOSWin the temperature range of 25-

187°C

Temperature eC)

25

Photomicrograph

111

'"

115

D
.. .

120

.
tilt ~ !),

.

'.

I~ .'--

)1.
" . "

.

':". ...,~~.

...,,~ tt', .

Remarks

EPOSWcrystals at

room temperature.

Melting of one fraction

of the crystals started.

Recrystallisation

occurred from the

melted fraction.

Recrystallisation

product.

163



a 7'
\"

180 ';J'

184

.,

Photomicrograph

,

,

,<

,
c;1

.

. .

,..

"

Remarks

Melting of the

recrystallisedproduct

started.

Melting of

recrystallised product

completed.

Melting of the second

fraction of crystals

started.

Melting completed.

164

187 I , f
"I

i. . . "



The melting and recrystallisation of the hydrated fraction at approximately 165°e

was not clearly visible in the photomicrographs most likely due to the fact that only a

small fraction of the hydrate was present in the sample.

The crystals of EPOSWbecame turbid and bubble formation occurred when heated

(submerged in silicon oil), which indicated that desolvation and dehydration of the

crystalsoccurred.Table6.6 displaysthe darkeningand bubbleformationof EP05W

when submerged in silicon oil.

Table 6.6 HSMobservations of EP05W when submerged in silicon oil

25°e I 900e I !08°e

EPOSW crystals at room

temperature.

Darkening of the crystals

indicating desolvation of

one fraction of the

crystals.

Bubble formation

indicating dehydration of

the second fraction of

crystals.

Table 6.7 lists the important events that occurred with HSMof EP05D.

Table 6.7 Summary of HSMobservations of EP05Din the temperature range of 25-
189°e

Photomicrograph Remarks

EP05Dcrystals at

room temperature.

165



Photomicrograph

184

185

189

--

Remarks

No change was

observed.

Meltingof the crystals

started.

Meltingcontinued.

Melting completed.

166



The dark colour of the crystals of EPOSDindicated that these crystals were already

desolvated. The HSM photomicrographs of EPOSDconfirmed the melting of the

crystals at a temperature of approximately 189°C.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was performed on EPOSWand EPOSD

to study the morphology of the crystals. Figure 6.10 and figure 6.11 shows the

photomicrographs obtained for these two forms.

Figure 6.10 SEM photomicrograph of EPOSW.

Figure 6.11 SEM photomicrograph of EPOSD.

No significant differences were observed between the morphology of the crystals of

EPOSWand EPOSD.The crystals of both forms were shapeless and showed a

tendency to agglomerate.
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Powder dissolution studies were performed on sieved fractions (106-250 p) of the 

crystals of E W M  and EWSD to ensure particle size uniformity. The dissolution 

results of EPOSW and EP05D are summarised in table 6.8 and a graphic comparison 

of the dissolution profiles of these two forms is displayed in figure 6.12. The average 

% dissolved for E W M  after 7.5 minutes was 99.0%, and this remained the same 

for the entire dissolution. At the time point 7.5 minutes, EP05D was 90.0% dissolved 

and a final value at time point 30 minutes was 98.0%. Both forms complied with an 

in-house criteria set for the dissolution of gatifloxacin (more than 75% of the sample 

should be dissolved after 30 minutes). 

Table 6.8 Dissolution results of EW5W and EWSD in 0.01 N HCI at 37*0.2OC 

Dissolution 

vessel 

-~ 

; -c EP05W 

+ EPOSD 
~ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Average 

Figure 6.12 Dissolution profiles of E W M  and EW5D in 0.01 N HCI at 37k0.2OC. 

% Di~s~hred 

7.5 minutes 

101.8 

101.6 

100.7 

90.9 

99t5.3 

EPOSW I EWSD I EWSW I EWSD I EWSW I EWSD 

15 minutes 

102.1 

89.3 

83.5 

97.6 

93+8.3 

30 minutes 

101.6 

101.2 

101.1 

90.9 

9w5.2 

102.7 

92.9 

88.1 

98.8 

96i6.4 

101.3 

101.4 

100.8 

91.5 

99k4.8 

102.3 

96.0 

94.2 

100.2 

98k3.7 



A comparison of the dissolution profiles of EW5W and EW5D was made using the fi 
value (similarity factor described by Moore and Flanner (1996:65)). The dissolution 

profile of EW5D was used as reference in the calculation of the fi value of EW5W. 

According to the guidelines of the Medicines Control Council, for the calculation of 

the f i  value only one measurement should be considered after 85% dissolution of 

both samples have occurred (Medicines Control Council, 8:2003). The dissolution 

profiles of the two samples may be regarded similar if >85% dissolution occurred for 

both samples. Thus the i; value (similarity factor) need not be calculated to 

determine the similarity between the dissolution profiles of these two forms. 

However, for the sake of completeness the i; value (similarity factor) of EW5W was 

calculated and included here. 

The i; value of EW5W was calculated as 59.59. Seeing that this value is greater than 

50, the two dissolution profiles could be considered to be similar. The dissolution 

profiles of EW5W and EW5D were also compared to the dissolution profile of the 

sesquihydrate. The similarity factors (f, values) of EW5W and EW5D were calculated 

using the dissolution profile of the sesquihydrate as reference in the calculation. The 

f, values of EPO5W and EPOSD are shown in table 6.9. 

Table 6.9 4 values for EP04W and EFWD using the dissolution profile of the 

According to Moore and flanner (1996:65) an f, value of >SO indicates similarity 

between the dissolution curves. The dissimilarities increase as the fi value decreases. 

The comparison of EP05W and EP05D with the sesquihydrate raw material revealed 

that these two forms displayed similar dissolution profiles to that of the 

sesquihydrate, seeing that both forms had values of >50. 

sesquihydrate as reference 

5.2.1.7 Solubllltv studies 
. . 

Crystal form 

The solubility values of EP05W and EP05D are listed in table 6.10. The solubility of 

both EP05W and EPO5D ranged in the order: 0.01 N HCI > acetate buffer > MilliQ 

fz values 



water> phosphate buffer. Both EPOSWand EP05D displayed significantly better

solubility in the 0.01 N HCIand acetate buffer than in the MilliQwater and phosphate

buffer.

Table 6.10 Solubilityvalues (in mg/ml) of EP05Wand EP05Din various media at

37:t2°C

A graphic comparison of the solubility profiles of EP05Wand EP05Dis displayed in

figure 6.13.

6
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0.01 N HCI Acetate buffer MilliQwater Phosphate buffer

Medium

Figure 6.13 Solubility profiles of EPOSW(blue) and EP05D(red) in various media at
37:t2°C

170

EP05W EP05D

Medium pH Solubility Solubility
°/oCV °/oCV

(mg/ml) (mg/ml)

0.01 N HCI 2.12 3.64 0.21 5.02 0.48

Acetate buffer 4.52 3.54 0.85 5.00 0.24

MilliQWater 5.65 2.13 2.43 3.09 1.96

Phosphate
6.81 2.12 0.42 2.90 2.71

buffer



The flow properties of EP0W and EP05D were investigated using the method 

described in chapter 3. Tables 6.11 and 6.12 list the results of the flowability study 

for EPOW and EW5D. 

Table 6.11 Initial density (4) and final density (Dd measurements of EP05W and 

1 

3 

Average 

I 

Table 6.12 Hausner ratio and Carr's index of EPOW and EP05D 

A Hausner ratio of 1.2 is indicative of good flowability and a ratio of >1.6 indicates 

that the sample exhibits poor flowability. The Hausner ratio for EPOW and EP05D 

was 1.66 and 1.78 respectively. The Hausner ratios of both forms indicated that 

these forms exhibited poor flowability. Carr's index was interpreted using table 3.2. 

According to table 3.2 powders with a Can's index of 35-38 have very poor 

flowability, while powders with a Cart's index of >40 exhibits extremely poor 

flowability. EWSW had a Can's index of 39.72 and EP05D a Cart's index of 43.65, 

which indicated that EPOW had very poor flow and EW5D displayed extremely poor 

flowability. 

0.27 

0.28i0.01 

3 

Average 

EWSD 

Sample 

1 

EW5W EW5W 

0.23 

0.23+0.01 

Carr's index 

EWSD 

EW5W 

36.11 

Hausner ratio 

1.77 

1.66i0.10 

0.47 

O .M.01  

EW5D 

45.24 

EW5W 

1.57 

1.75 

1.7a0.05 

43.59 1 42.86 

0.41 

0.41&.00 

EWSD 

1.83 

39.72253.75 43.65k1.37 



Chloroform was used as solvent for the recrystallisation of EP06W. This form was 

recrystallised by means of the method described in section 6.1. EP06D was obtained 

from drying EP06W in an Ecothenn drying oven (Labotec, South Africa) at llO°C for 

12 hours. 

--Dl -re x-ray 

difftaction IVT-XRPD] 

Figure 6.14 displays an overlay of the VT-XRPD patterns of EP06W. At first glance 

the variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms of EW6W revealed no major 

changes at increased temperatures. Closer inspection of the diffnctograrns revealed 

the following slight changes: the two peaks at 8.g02e and 9S02e as well as the 

peaks at 12.go2e and 13.9"213 shifted towards each other and started to overlap with 

an increase in temperature. At 45OC a peak appeared at 16.1°26 that increased in 

intensity with an increase in temperature. The peak in the area of 18.5-20.O020 

showed a sharp increase in intensity. The peak at 24.3O20 slowly shifted to the right 

(towards 35.0°26) and displayed an increase in peak shape and intensity. The peaks 

in the area 25-28"20 became more pronounced with an increase in relative intensity, 

the peaks in this area also shifted slightly to the right of the diffractogram (towards 

35.0°26). 

The most remarkable change in the XRPD patterns (figure 6.14) was an increase in 

the intensities of all peaks. Desolvation of the crystals caused the formation of a 

more crystalline crystal structure (as indicated by the increase in total counts). The 

removal of the relatively bulky solvent (chloroform) from the crystal lattice led to the 

formation of a more densely packed crystal structure that was more crystalline than 

the solvated crystal form. 

At 160°C a slight decrease in the total counts was obse~ed, followed by a melting 

XRPD pattern at 170°C. 
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Figure 6.14 Variabletemperature x-ray powder diffractograms of EP06W.

EP06Wwas classified as a chloroform solvate (1:1). Currently no chloroform solvates

have been described in the literature. Comparison of EP06Wwith the available forms
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in the literature indicated that EW6W displayed resemblances to the XRPD pattern of 

the crystalline form T1 recrystallised from acetonitrile (see section 2.4.4 for a 

discussion of form TI). A general overview of the diffractograms of form T1 and 

EP06W revealed similarities between these two forms with the exception of the 

absence of the peak at 26.0°20 in the diffractogram of EP06W. EP06W was classified 

as a new pseudopolymorph of gatifloxacin, seeing that this form was a chloroform 

solvate and currently no chlorofom solvates have been reported in the literature. 

The variable temperature XRPD patterns of EW6D are shown in figure 6.15. No 

major differences were observed between the VT-XRPD patterns of EP06D. Slight 

changes such as the appearance of a peak at 26.4O20 was Observed in the XRPD 

pattern at 45OC. Peaks with weak intensities such as the peaks at 8.g020 and 9.3"20 

and the peak at 20.g020 disappeared in the temperature range of 140-160°C which 

signified the onset of the melting process of the sample. At 170°C a characteristic 

melting XRPD pattern was observed. 

EP06D was found to be an anhydrous crystal form. Comparison of EP06D with the 

anhydrous forms described in the available literature indicated similarities between 

this form and the anhydrous form omega and form I (see sections 2.4.2-2.4.3 for a 

discussion of these forms). The diffractograms of form omega and form I displayed 

similarities and most of the characteristic peaks of both these forms were present in 

the diffractogram of EP06D. Characteristic peaks of these forms that were absent in 

the diffractogram of EP06D included the following peaks at: 27.6O20, 28.7'20 and 

30.5"20. 

The initial diffractogram of EP06D (at 25OC) differed from that of the desolvated 

EP06W. Major differences included the appearance of peaks at 10.1°20, 12.8'20, 

14.0°20 and 14.g020 on the diffractogram of EP06D. Peaks that appeared in the 

difiactogram of the desolvated EP06W (at 120°C) and not in the diffractogram of 

EW6D included the peaks at 13.1°20, 15.4O20, 18.8O20 and 24.7O20. The peaks that 

appeared in the diffractogram of EP06D at 19.6°20,20.4020 and 25.8O20 was absent 

in the diffractogram of the desolvated EW6W. Figure 6.16 reveals an overlay of the 

desolvated EW6W (at 120°C) and EPMD (at 25OC). 
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Figure 6.15 Variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms of EP06D.
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Figure 6.16 Overlay of the x-ray powder diffractograms of EP06W (at 120°C) and 

EW6D (at 25°C). 

Table 6.13 lists the main absorptions in the I R  spectra of EW6W and EP06D. All the 

differences between the DRIFT-IR spectra of these two forms are highlighted in the 

mentioned table. An overlay of the spectra of these two forms is shown in figure 

6.17. 



Table 6.13 Mainabsorptions in the DRIFT-IRspectra of EP06Wand EP06D

177

Main Wavelenl th (em-1)
absorptions EP06W EP06D

1 3412 -
2 - 3328
3 2986 -
4 - 2944
5 2837 -
6 - 2812
7 2448 -
8 1727 -
9 - 1721
10 1647 1647
11 - 1616
12 1542 1541
13 1447 1447
14 1397 1395
15 - I 1350
16 1318 1319
17 1277 1277
18 - 1242
19 1214 1217
20 - 1184
21 1176 -
22 - 1153
23 1144 -
24 1115 1115
25 1095 -
26 1070 -
27 1055 1058
28 1037 -
29 1002 1000
30 941 941
31 914 -
32 887 887
33 - 870
34 845 847
35 - 834
36 821 821
37 - 805
38 - 782
39 776 -
40 735 735
41 - 700
42 687 686
43 595 594
44 571 573
45 549 546
46 - 523
47 517 -
48 - 503
49 486 485
50 - 472
51 - 438
52 403 -
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Figure 6.17 Overlay of the DRIFT-IRspectra of EP06W(blue) and EP06D(red).

6.2.2.3 Differential scannina calorimetry lDSC)

The DSC thermogram of EP06W is displayed in figure 6.18. The endotherm at

88.79°C was representative of desolvation. An endotherm present at 166.05°C was

due to the melting of the crystals. This melting endotherm was followed by a

recrystallisation exotherm at 169.56°C (these events were confirmed by thermal

microscopy in section 5.2.2.5). The final melting endotherm of the recrystallised

product was observed at 188.64°C.
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Figure 6.18 DSC thenogram of EP06W. 

Figure 6.19 displays the DSC thermogram of EP06D. An endotherm was present at 

187.32%, which indicated the melting of the sample. 

Figure 6.19 DSC thenogram of EPO6D. 



The TGA thermograms of EP06W and EP06D are displayed in figure 6.20. The TGA 

thermogram of EP06W displayed two steps of weight loss. The first step showed a 

weight loss of 28.44% with an onset temperature at 46.31°C and an endset 

temperature at 68.10°C. This correlated with the boiling point of chloroform, which is 

61.5OC. The weight loss of 28.44% was comparable with the theoretical weight loss 

of a chloroform solvate (1:1), which is 24.13%. The slight difference between the 

observed weight loss and the theoretical weight loss of a chloroform solvate (1:l) 

could possibly be due to the presence of some surface solvent on the sample. 

The second step in the TGA curve of E W W  displayed a weight loss of 1.78%, which 

correlated with the KF moisture determination of 1.63Oh. No dehydration endotherm 

was 0 b ~ e ~ e d  in the DSC thermogram (figure 6.18) and hot-stage microscopy did not 

reveal any bubble formation that could indicate dehydration. It can be derived that 
2 

this form is a chloroform solvate (1:l) and that the second step of weight loss was 

due to the loss of surface moisture. Table 6.14 displays the O h  weight loss of EP06W 

with each step in the TGA thermogram. 

Table 6.14 TGA results of E W W  indicating the 9'0 weight loss of each step 

% Weight loss 
EW5W 

The TGA and KF results of EP06W and EP06D are tabulated in table 6.15. 

Table 6.15 TGA and KF results of EP06W and EP06D 

EW6W 
EP06D 

% Weight loss 
(TGA) 
30.22 
0.11 

% Moisture content 
(KF) 
1.63 
0.89 



Figure 6.20 TGA therrnograms of EP06D (a) and EP06W, indicating the two weight 

loss steps (b). 

TGA revealed no significant weight loss for EP06D and KF confirmed that the 

moisture content of the sample was omissible (table 6.15). EP06D can be classified 

as an anhydrous crystal form. 

Hot-stage microscopy (HSM) was performed on samples of EP06W and EP06D to 

study the thermal behaviour of these two ctystal forms. Table 6.16 and table 6.17 

summarises the HSM observations of these two ctystal forms. 



Table 6.16 Summary of HSMobservations of EP06W in the temperature range of

25-188°C when submerged in siliconoil

Temperature eC)

25

Photomicrograph

J

--..
.

."

,
'. .' . :Ji:'~

. ,V

'.

90

167

169

.:;a. .

- . -

Remarks

Crystals of EP06Wat

room temperature.

Slight darkening of

the crystals occurred

in the temperature

. ~ I range 70-100°C,
which suggested

desolvation.

Melting of the crystals

occurred at 164°C.

,

Recrystallisationfrom

the melt occurred at

169°C.

182



No bubble formation was observed with heating of EP06Wwhen submerged in

siliconoil and only a slightdarkeningof the crystalsindicateddesolvation.

183

------ ---- - - --- - -- - --

Temperature (OC) Photomicrograph Remarks

170 Recrystallisation

product.
, , .

. :. .

.>;<....'Y

- -
181 " Melting of the

"
recrystallised product

...

occurred in the

temperature range of
'''-.-. -..

" '.'<--<

179-188°C.
...

- -
188 Melting of the

. " .,
recrystallised product

)
was completedat

188°C.

,

-



Table 6.17 Summary of HSMobservations of EP06D in the temperature range of

25-187°C

Temperature caC)

25

Photomicrograph

132

184

. . ",...,.'

j

L _

Remarks

EP06Dcrystals at

room temperature.

No change in the

crystals was observed.

Melting of the crystals

started.

Melting completed.

184

I
..

187 rr .



The HSMphotomicrographs of EP06Dconfirmed the final melting point of the crystal

form at 184-187°(,

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was utilised to investigate the morphology of

EP06Wand EP06D. Figures 6.21 and 6.22 displays SEMphotomicrographs of EP06W

and EP06D.

Figure 6.21 SEMphotomicrograph of EP06W

Figure 6.22 SEMphotomicrograph of EP06D

EP06Wdisplayed small plate-like crystals and the crystals of EP06Dwere shapeless.

The crystals of both forms displayed a tendency to agglomerate.
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Powder dissolution studies were performed on sieved fractions (106-250 pm) of the 

crystals to ensure particle size uniformity. The dissolution results of EP06W and 

EW6D are summarised in table 6.18 and an oveday of the dissolution pmfiles of 

these two forms is shown in figure 6.23. 83.0°/0 of EP06W was dissolved after 7.5 
I 

minutes. This value remained unchanged for the duration of the dissolution study. 

This correlated with the solubility results obtained for EP06W in 0.01 N HU, which 

indicated that only 80.8% of the initial mass of crystals used during the solubility 

study dissolved in the mentioned medium (see section 6.2.2.7). After 7.5 minutes 
I 

97.0% of EW6D was dissolved and after 30 minutes 100.0% of the sample of EP06D 

was dissolved. Both forms conformed to the in-house criteria for the dissolution of 

gatifloxacin (more than 75% of the sample should be dissolved within 30 minutes). 

Table 6.18 Dissolution results of EW6W and EP06D in 0.01 N HCI at 37*0.2OC 

Dissolution 

vessel 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Average 

% Dissohred 
. 

7.5 minutes 

86.8 

86.6 

83.7 

78.4 

81.4 

83.a3.6 

EPMW 1 EP06D 1 EP06W I EPMD I EW6W I EW6D 

IS minutes 

86.6 

86.3 

84.8 

78.6 

81.2 

83.01t3.5 

92.0 

96.1 

96.0 

99.8 

101.1 

97.W3.6 

30 minutes 

94.9 

98.9 

99.2 

100.9 

101.1 

99.a2.5 

87.1 

86.4 

84.4 

78.6 

80.9 

83.&3.6 

96.9 

100.4 

100.8 

101.3 

101.5 

100.0_+1.9 
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Figure 6.23 Dissolution profiles of EP06W and EP06D in 0.01 N HCCat 37*0.2T. 

The similarities between the dissolution profiles of EP06W and EP06D were 

determined using the equation described by Moore and Flanner (1996:65). An fi 
, 

value of >50 indicates that the dissolution curves are similar. The fi value of EW6W 

was calculated using the dissolution profile of EP06D as reference. 

The f, value of EP06W was calculated as 40.14, which indicated that the dissolution 

profiles of these two forms were not similar and displayed significant differences. 

The dissolution profiles of EP06W and EW6D were compared to that of the 

sesquihydrate by calculating the fi values (similarity factor) of these forms using the 

dissolution profile of the sesquihydrate as reference. The fr values calculated for 

EW6W and EW6D are shown in table 6.19. 

Table 6.19 fi values of EP06W and EW6D using the dissolution profile of the 

sesquihydrate form as reference 

The fr value of EW6W was calculated as 37.20, which signified that the dissolution 

profile of EP06W and that of the sesquihydrate differed considerably and could not 

be considered to be similar. The fr value for EP06D was calculated as 77.42, which 

Crystal farm 

EW6W 

EW6D 

6 value 

37.20 

77.42 



indicated that the dissolution profiles of EP06D and the sesquihydrate could be

considered to be similar.

6.2.2.7 Solubilitv studies

The solubilityof EP06Wand EP06Dwas determined in four media using the method

described in chapter 3. The results for this study are tabulated in table 6.20 and

figure 6.24 is a graphic comparison of the solubilityprofiles of these two forms. The

solubility of EP06W ranged in the order: 0.01 N HCI> acetate buffer> phosphate

buffer> MiIIiQwater. EP06D was more soluble than EP06W in all the media. The

solubility of EP06D ranged in the following order: 0.01 N HCI > acetate buffer>

MiIIiQwater> phosphate buffer.

6

0.01 NHel Acetatebuffer MiDiQwater
Medium

Phosphate buffer

Figure 6.24 Solubilityprofiles of EP06W(blue) and EP06D(red) in various media at
37:f:2°C.
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Table 6.20 Solubility values (in mg/ml) of EP06W and EW6D in various media at 

37*2OC 

EPWW EW6D 

1 Medium I pH Sdubility 

Acetate buffer 4.53 3.73 

/ MilliQ Water I 5.57 I 2.24 

Phosphate 1 buffer 
I 6.80 1 - 2.36 

The flowability of both EPO6W and EP06D was evaluated by calculating the Hausner 

ratio and Can's index for these forms. The results obtained in this study are listed in 

tables 6.21 and 6.22. 

Table 6.21 Initial density (6) and final density (D,j measurements of EP06W and 

EP06D 

Sample 

1 

2 

3 

Average 

4 
(glml) 

EP06W 

0.28 

0.27 

0.29 

0.28*0.01 

Df 

(glml) 
EP06D 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25M.O 

EP06W 

0.42 

0.40 

0.40 

0.41*0.01 

EW6D 

0.32 

0.30 

0.32 

0.31*0.01 



Table 6.22 Hausner ratio and On's  index of EPMW and EPMD 

Hausner ratio cam's index 1 
Sample I 

EWdW 1 EP06D EP06W EPWD I 

Both forms had a Hausner ratio of less than 1.6, indicating no significant difference 

in the flowability of these two forms. A Hausner ratio of approximately 1.2 is 

indicative of good flowability and above 1.6 indicates that the powder is less free 

flowing. The data for Gin's index was interpreted using table 3.2. EP06D had a 

Can's index value of 21.28, which indicated that this form exhibited fair flowability 

and EW6W exhibited poor flowability with a Can's index value of 30.60. 

2 

3 

Average 

The inclusion of a solvent into the crystal lattice of an API could change the crystal 

structure, which might influence the crystal habit. A change in crystal habit could 

lead to altered flowability of the sample as Rasenack and Muller (2002:45-57) 

illustrated for ibuprofen and paracetamol. The poor flowability of these API's was 

improved by a change in crystal habit. 

The difference in the flowability of EP06W and EP06D could therefore be attributed 

to a possible difference in the morphology of the crystals of these two forms (see 

section 6.2.2.5 for SEM photomicrographs). 

1.46 

1.38 

1.44i0.05 

EP08W was recrystallised using dioxane. EPO8D was prepared by drying EP08W in an 

Ecothem drying oven (Labotec, South Africa) at a temperature of l lO°C for 12 

hours. 

1.23 

1.31 

1.27kO.W 

31.58 

27.78 

30.6W2.48 

18.60 

23.81 

21.28i2.61 



5 . 2 . 3 . 1 X o n  - (XRPDl and x-*-rpy 

Figure 6.25 displays the VT-XRPD patterns of EP08W in the temperature range of 25- 

18D"C. 

EP08W displayed a relatively amorphous XRPD pattern at  25'C with two prominent 

diffraction peaks at 13.5O20 and 16.5'29 mpectjvety. Slight changes were observed 

in the diffractogram of EW8W at 35OC. The peak at 16.5'20 displayed an increase in 

total counts at this temperature. At 4S°C the XRPD pattern displayed minor changes, 

including an increase in intensity of the peak a t  11.2O20 and a visible decrease in 

intensity of the peak at 13.5O20. The diffiactogram of EFWW remained relatively 

unchanged in the temperature range 55-65OC. The XRPD pattern obtained at 7S°C 

displayed subtle changes such as the appearance of a peak at 25.1°20. Major 

changes were observed in the diffractogram at 85'C. A more crystalline XRPD 

pattern was obtained at 8S°C with an increase in the total counts of most of the 

peaks. Some of the most significant changes that were observed in the diffractogram 

included the appearance of peaks at the following diffraction angles: 9.2O20, 

14.5'20, 17.2'20, 22.9'28 and 28.0'20. The dramatic change in the diffraction 

patterns was due to desolvation of the sample. Removal of the solvent from the 

crystal lattice resulted in a more crystalline crystal structure. 

The diffractogram remained relatively unchanged during the temperature range 95- 

160°C. A XRPD pattern with only a few noticeable peak. was observed at 170°C, 

which indicated that melting of the sample had commenced. The diffractogram 

obtained at  180°C was a characteristic melting XRPD pattern. 

Table 6.23 lists the main peak angles ('20) and relative intensity values (I/Io) in the 

diffractogram of EPO8W at  25OC, 75'C, 85OC, 9S°C and 150°C. The most prominent 

changes in the diffrihgrams of EP08W at these temperatures can be seen in the 

mentioned table. 



Table 6.23 The main XRPD peak angles ("28) and relative intensity values (1110) in 

the diffractogram of EP08W at 25T, 75OC, 85OC, 95°C and 150°C 
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Figure 6.25 Variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms of EP08W.

The XRPDpattern of EP08Wdisplayed some of the peaks that were characteristic to

form J described in the literature (see section 2.4.1 for a discussion of form J). The

peak at 13.8 that is characteristic of form J was however, not present in the

diffractogram of EP08W.
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The XRPD patterns of EP08D in the temperature range of 25-180°C are shown in

figure 6.26. The x-ray powder diffractogram of EP08Dremained relatively unchanged

for the entire temperature range of 25-160°C. At 170°C the sample started to melt,

which was apparent from the relatively amorphous diffractogram with only a few

peaks visible. At 180°C the sample was completely melted as indicated by the

diffractogram obtained at this temperature.
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Figure 6.26 Variabletemperaturex-ray powderdiffractogramsof EP08D.
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The x-ray powder difiiactograrn of EP08D was comparable to the diffractogram d 

EP08W obtained at temperatures above 95T, as illustrated in figure 6.27. This 

indicated that the desolvated crystal form remained relatively unchanged when 

exposed to 120°C for a prolonged time period (12 hours). 

2-Theta - Scale 

Figure 6.27 Overlay of the x-ray powder diffractograrns of EWBW (at 120°C) and 

EWBD (at 25°C). 



EP08Dwas compared to the crystal forms described in the literature and did not

show any resemblancesto any of these forms. EP08Dcould therefore be classifiedas

a new anhydrous crystal form.

6.2.3.2 Infrared SDectroseoDv CIR)

The main absorptions in the IR spectra of EP08Wand EP08Dare listed in table 6.24

and an overlay of the DRIFT-IRspectra of these two forms is shown in figure 6.28.

All the differences between the spectra of the two forms are indicated in table 6.24.

The DRIFT-IR spectra of these two forms differed significantly and only a few

overlapping absorptions were found.

Table 6.24 Main absorptions in the DRIFT-IRspectra of EP08Wand EP08D

196

Main Wavelenc th (em-1)
absorptions EP08W EP08D

1 3672 -
2 - 3438
3 - 3276
4 - 3084
5 - 2990
6 - 2959
7 - 2927
8 2862 -
9 - 2835
10 - 2633
11 - 2108
12 - 1906
13 - 1850
14 - 1733
15 1614 1619
16 1578 -
17 - 1515.
18 1448 1443
19 - 1375
20 1358

. -
21 - 1331
22 1321 -
23 - 1299
24 1277 1279
25 - 1239
26 1209 1213
27 1181 1185
28 - 1153- .
29 1120 -""
30 - 1109
31 1094 -
32 - 1078
33 1055 1054



Table
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I

500

Wavenumbers (cm-1)

Figure 6.28 OVerlayof the DRIFf-IRspectra of EP08W(blue) and EP08D(red).
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6.24 (continued
Main Wavelen4 th (em-1}

absorptions EP08W EP08D
34 - 1031
35 - 1007
36 997 993
37 - 958
38 939 -
39 - 910
40 888 888
41 872 874
42 - 830
43 822 -
44 - 804
45 773 770
46 735 731
47 - 704
48 681 -
49 - 673
50 - 663
51 648 649
52 614 -
53 - 590
54 572 569
55 - 550
56 544 -
57 514 513
58 - 497
59 485 485
60 - 474
61 451 -
62 - 440
63 - 402

:
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Rgure 6.29 displays the DSC thermograms of E P W  before and after desolvation. 

The sample (EP08W) was heated to 90°C, cooled down to 2S°C and heated again to 

200°C to obtain the thermogram for the desolvated EP08W. 

Figure 6.29 DSC thermograms of EPOSW before (a) and after desolvation (b). 

The DSC thermogram of EWBW displayed a broad endotherm at 72.23OC, which was 

possibly due to the loss of surface solvent. The endotherm at 98.08OC was due to 

the overlapping desolvation and dehydration of the sample (water and dioxane have 

boiling points of 100.O°C and 101.l°C respectively). The endotherm a t  98.0a0C was 

also due to the melting of a small fraction of the hydrate that occurred upon 

dehydration. Melting of a small fraction of the crystals was observed in this 

temperature range and it correlated with the temperature at which darkening of the 

crystals and bubble formation (which is indicative of dehydration) was observed with 

HSM (see HSM photomicrographs in section 6.2.3.5). The melted fraction solidified at 

120%. A similar behaviour has been described by Kuhnert-Brandsetter (1971:16) 

that in some cases a fraction of the hydrated crystals dehydrate and become turbid 

while the neighbouring crystals melt as the hydrate. The melted uystals solidify and 

melt together with the other (dehydrated) crystals at the melting point of the 

dehydrated (anhydrous) form (Kuhnert-Brandatter, 1971:16). 



The endotherm at 179.35OC was due to the melting of all the crystals. This was 

immediately followed by recrystallisation from the melt. The recrystallised product 

melted at 187.58OC. These events were confirmed with HSM (section 6.2.3.5). 

Figure 6.30 displays the DSC thermogram of EP08D. The thermogram of EPOBD 

correlated well with the thermogram obtained for EP08W after desolvation (figure 

6.29). The thermogram of EP08D displayed no desolvation endotherms, which 

indicated that this was an anhydrous crystal form. The endotherm 0b~eNed at 

179.42OC was due to the melting of the crystals, which was followed by 

recrystallisation at 183.90°C. The final endotherm at 187.97OC indicated the melting 

of the recrystallised form. All the events observed in the thermogram were confirmed 

with HSM (Sect'lon 6.2.3.5). 



The TGA and KF results of EKBW and EKBD are tabulated in table 6.25. 

The TGA thermogram of EP08W is displayed in figure 6.31. The TGA thermogram 

revealed a three-step weight loss for EPOBW. The % weight loss of each step is 

Table 6.25 TGA and W results of EW8W and E m D  

shown in table 6.26. 

Figure 6.31 TGA thennogram of EP08W showing the three steps of weight loss. 

% Moisture content 
(KF) 
5.13 
0.30 

EW(IW 
EPOZID 

Table 6.26 TGA results of EP08W indicating the YO weight loss of each step 

%Weight loss 
(TGA) 
18.34 
0.11 

% Weight iws 

(TGA) 
EP08W 

L 

step 1 

saepz 
-3 

Total 

- 

4.24 

5.08 

9.02 

18.34 



The first weight loss step in the TGA thermogram can be attributed to the loss of 

surface solvent. The second step displayed a weight loss of 5.08%, which correlated 

with the % moisture content of the sample as determined by KF analysis. This value 

could be compared to the theoretical value of a monohydrate, which is 4.58%. The 

third step in the TGA thermogram was due to the desolvation of the sample. A 

weight loss of 9.02% was observed in this step, which was comparable to the 

theoretical weight loss of a hemisolvate of dioxane (9.50%). EP08W could be 

classified as a possible hemi-dioxane-monohydrate. 

The TGA thermogram of EP08D is displayed in figure 6.32. TGA revealed that no 

significant weight loss occurred and KF analysis displayed no significant moisture 

content for the sample (table 6.25). 

Figure 6.32 TGA thermogram of EPO8D. 

t a u s u m r a m  

Hot stage microscopy (HSM) was performed on EP08W and EP08D to study the 

thermal behaviour of these crystal forms. A summary of the observations with HSM 

of EW8W is shown in table 6.27. 



Table 6.27 Summary of HSMobservations of EP08W in the temperature range of

25-192°(

Temperature eC)

25

Photomicrograph

105

120

.

~
'~, "t

- ~
-. ..

182

Remarks

EP08Wcrystals at

25°C.

Meltingof a fraction

of the crystals upon

dehydration.

Solidificationof the

melted fraction.

Meltingof all the

crystals was observed

between 170-185°C.

202



190

L.
Melting completed.192

.
l

The crystals became turbid and bubble formation due to gas evolution was observed

when the crystals were submerged in silicon oil, which indicated

desolvationfdehydration of the sample. Table 6.28 displays the HSM

photomicrographs of the darkening and bubble formation observed for EP08Wwhen

submerged in siliconoil.
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Table 6.28 HSMobservations of EP08Wwhen submerged in siliconoil

250C 92°C 103°C 116°C

EP08W crystals at

I

Darkening of the

room temperature. crystals.
Bubbleformation. I Bubbleformation.

The events that were observed with HSMfor EP08Dare summarised in table 6.29.

Table 6.29 Summary of HSMobservations of EP08Din the temperature range 25-

192°C

Temperature caC)

25

Photomicrograph

179

Remarks

EP08D crystals at

25°C.

Meltingof all the

crystals started.

204



205

lauI.... U868ii1'\\.oVIIUIn..I,-"ul

Temperature COC) Photomicrograph Remarks

183 v Meltingcompleted

'.
and recrystallisation

..

...
.. €J from the meltCl'

\fa 4f
J':.. occurred at 183°C...

'

> ... )

!A
186 .' . . - Recrystallisation

."
..; product.. :.J

t 0

' " t:;)

I t\., / '
. ., "It.

,t' 0'-', '

189 o ,
. . '" . Melting of the
..

( .. recrystallised productt,
0 startedat 189°C.

"
,

, ,. ,. 'tJ .Q '1' J' ' '

. . c ,0; , '""'-' "..',,' <..,

t8 --

192 Melting completed.
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The morphology of EP08W and EP08Dwas studied by means of scanning electron

microscopy (SEM). The SEM photomicrographs of EP08W and EP08Dare shown in

figures 6.33 and 6.34.

Figure 6.33 SEMphotomicrograph of EP08W.

Figure 6.34 SEMphotomicrograph of EP08D.

The morphology of the crystals of EP08Wand EP08Dwas similar. Both EP08Wand

EP08Dhad shapelesscrystals that showed a tendency to agglomerate.
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Powder dissolution studies were performed on EP08W and EW8D and the results are 

tabulated in table 6.30. The samples were sieved and the fraction between 250-106 

pm was used to ensure particle size uniformity. Figure 6.35 displays the dissolution 

profiles of EW8W and EP08D. The % dissolved ranged between 87.0% at 7.5 

minutes to 95.0% at 30 minutes for EP08W. 91.0% of the sample of EP08D was 

dissolved after 7.5 minutes and the sample was fully dissolved (100.09'0) after 30 

minutes. Both EPOBW and EP08D conformed to the in-house criteria set for the 

dissolution of gatifloxacin, which is that more than 75% of the sample should be 

dissolved after 30 minutes. 

L. _ 2 

Figure 6.35 Dissolution profiles of EW8W and EP08D in 0.01 N HCI at 37+0.2OC. 

Table 6.30 Dissolution results of EP08W and EP08D in 0.01 N HCI at 37*0.2OC 



The dissolution profiles of EP08W and EP08D were compared using the similarity 

factor (fi value) described by Moore and Flanner (1996:65). This calculation 

determines whether two dissolution profiles could be regarded as similar or if the 

differences between the two profiles are significant enough to regard the profiles as 

dissimilar. An fi value above 50 indicates that the two profiles are similar. The 

guidelines of the Medicines Control Council states that for the calculation of the f i  

value only one measurement should be considered after 85% dissolution of both 

samples have occurred (Medicines Control Council, 8:2003). If >85% dissolution 

occurred for both samples, the dissolution profiles may be regarded similar. Thus the 

fivalue (similarity factor) need not be calculated to determine the similarity between 

the dissolution profiles of EP08W and EP08D. However, for the sake of completeness 

the fi value (similarity factor) of EP08W was calculated and included here. The 

dissolution profile of EP08D was used as reference profile in the calculation. 

The fi value calculated for EP08W was 65.96, which indicated that these two profiles 

might be considered to be similar. 

The dissolution profiles of EP08W and EP08D were compared to that of the 

sesquihydrate form by calculating the fi value for both of these forms. The 

dissolution profile of the sesquihydrate form was used as reference. The results are 

shown in table 6.31. 

Table 6.31 fi values of EP08W and EP08D using the dissolution profile of the 

sesquihydrate as reference 

EP08W had an f2 value of 48.80, which indicated that the dissolution profile of this 

form and that of the sesquihydrate was not similar. 

Clystal form 

E W W  

The f2 value of EP08D was 59.16, which indicated that the dissolution profile of this 

form and that of the sesquihydrate could be regarded as being similar. 

f,valw 

48.80 



The solubility of EP08W and EW8D in the four specified media was determined using 

the method described in chapter 3. EP08D was more soluble in all the media. The 

solubility for both forms ranged in the following order: 0.01 N HCI > acetate buffer 

> MilliQ water > phosphate buffer. The solubility of EP08W did not display a 

noticeable difference between the MilliQ water and phosphate buffer. The solubility 

values of EP08W and EW8D are listed in table 6.32 and a graphic comparison of the 

solubility of these two forms is shown in figure 6.36. 

Table 6.32 Solubility values (in mg/ml) of EP08W and EP08D in various media at 

Medium 

0.01 N HCI 

Acetate buffer 

MilliQ Water 

Phosphate 

buffer 

Solubility 

(mglml) 



6

0.01 NHel Acetate buffer MiIlQwater
Medium

Phosphate buffer

Figure 6.36 Solubility profiles of EP08W(blue) and EP08D(red) in variousmediaat
37:t2°C.

6.2.3.8 Flowabilitv

The flowabilityof EP08Wand EP08Dwas investigated using the method described in

chapter 3. Table 6.33 shows the calculated initial density (poured density) and final

density (tapped density) values of both forms and table 6.34 displays the Hausner

ratios and Carr's index of EP08Wand EP08D.

Table 6.33 Initial density (~) and final density (Df) measurements of EP08Wand

EP08D

210

Of

Sample (gl ml) (g/ml)

EP08W EP08D EP08W EP08D

1 0.30 0.29 0.53 0.50

2 0.33 0.32 0.56 0.53

3 0.33 0.30 0.53 0.48

Average 0.32:t0.02 0.31:t0.02 0.54:t0.02 0.5O:t0.03



Table 6.34 Hausner ratio and Cart's index of EP08W and EP08D 

A Hausner ratio above 1.6 indicates that the powder is more cohesive and less free- 

flowing. Both EP08W and EPOBD had Hausner ratios above 1.6 and could therefore 

be seen as powders with poor flowability. The interpretation of Carfs index was done 

according to table 3.2. The Cart's index values of these two forms indicated that 

EP08W exhibited an extremely poor flowability and EP08D exhibited a poor 

flowability. The values for these two forms did not differ significantly and it could be 

assumed that solvent inclusion in this specific crystal does not cause a noticeable 

change in powder flowability. 

6.3 Com~arison of the dissolution & solubilitv results of EP05. EW6 

and EP08 

The dissolution profiles of EPOSW, EP06W and EP08W are displayed in figure 6.37. 

Significant differences were observed between the dissolution profiles of these three 

forms, indicating that different solvent inclusions influenced the dissolution properties 

of gatifloxacin crystal forms significantly. 
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Figure 6.37 Dissolution profiles of EPOSW, EP06W and EP08W in 0.01 N HCI at 

37kO.2T. 

The dissolution profiles of EPOSD, EP06D and EP08D are displayed in figure 6.38. 

The differences between the dissolution profiles were more subtle compared to those 

observed for the solvated crystal forms. All the desolvated crystal forms (EP05D, 

EP06D and EP08D) displayed comparable % dissolved (Q) at 30 minutes: 98.0°h, 

100.0% and 100.0% for EPOSD, EP06D and EP08D respectively. 

I 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Withdrawl time (minutes) 

Figure 6.38 Dissolution profiles of EP05D, EP06D and EP08D in 0.01 N HCI at 

37kO.2"C. 



The solubility results of EP05W,EP06Wand EP08Ware tabulated in table 6.35 and

the solubility profiles are displayed in figure 6.39.

Table 6.35 Solubility values (in mgjml) of EP05W, EP06W and EP08W in various

media at 37:t2°C

5 1
I

o

o EPOSW
o EP06W
. EP08W

O.OlN Hel Acetate buffer MiUiQwater Phosphatebuffer
Medium

Figure 6.39 Solubility profiles of EP05W, EP06W and EP08W in various media at
37:t2°C.

The solubility values of EP05D,EP06Dand EP08Dare tabulated in table 6.36. Rgure

6.40 displays the solubility profiles of these three forms. The solubility profiles of

213

EP05W EP06W EP08W

Medium Solubility Solubility Solubility
0/0CV 0/0CV 0/0CV

(mg/ml) (mg/ml) (mg/ml)

0.01 N HCI 3.64 0.21 4.04 3.00 3.86 7.33

Acetate buffer 3.54 0.85 3.73 3.21 3.58 7.26

MilliQ water 2.13 2.43 2.24 2.04 2.25 3.59

Phosphate 2.12 0.42 2.36 4.26 2.24 3.58buffer



EP05D,EP06Dand EP08Ddisplayed only slight differences. The solubilityof all three

forms ranged in the order: 0.01 N HCI> acetate buffer > MilliQwater > phosphate
buffer.

Table 6.36 Solubility values (in mg/ml) of EP05D, EP06D and EP08D in various

media at 37:t2°C

6

o

o EPOSD
o EP06D
. EP08D

O.OiNHel Acetatebuffer MiDiQwater Phosphatebuffer
Medium

Figure 6.40 Solubility profiles of EP05D, EP06D and EP08D in various media at
37:t2°C.
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EPOSD EP06D EP08D

Medium Solubility Solubility Solubility
0/0CV 0/0CV 0/0CV

(mg/ml) (mg/ml) (mg/ml)

0.01 N HCI 5.02 0.48 4.99 2.25 4.98 1.10

Acetate buffer 5.00 0.24 4.74 1.70 4.85 0.86

MilliQwater 3.09 1.96 2.99 0.49 2.97 0.97

Phosphate 2.90 2.71 2.84 2.97 2.93 1.89buffer



The aim of this chapter was to characterise the crystal forms obtained from 

recrystallisation with DMF, chloroform and dioxane. The influence of solvent inclusion 

on the physico-chemical properties of these forms was also investigated. 

EP05W was obtained from recrystallisation with DMF and was found to be a mixture 

of two forms, i.e. a sesquihydrate and a DMF solvate (1:l). Currently no DMF 

solvates have been documented in the literature. 

EP05D was an anhydrous form prepared by drying EP05W. The XRPD pattern of 

EP05D showed some resemblances to that of form omega and form I described in 

the literature (section 2.4.2-2.4.3). 

The dissolution profiles of EPOSW and EP05D were similar and Q after 30 minutes 

was 99% for EP05W and 98% for EP05D. Comparison of these two forms to the 

sesquihydrate form revealed that EP05W displayed a better dissolution profile fit to 

the sesquihydrate than EP05D. Both EP05W and EPO5D had Hausner ratios above 

1.6, which indicated that these forms had poor flowability and Cart's index indicated 

that EP05W exhibited slightly better flow properties than EP05D. 

Solvent inclusion did not have a profound influence on the dissolution or flow 

properties of these forms seeing that the dissolution profiles of these forms were 

similar and both forms displayed poor flowability; however other physico-chemical 

properties differed significantly. 

EP06W was obtained from recrystallisation with chloroform and was classified as a 

chloroform solvate (1:l). Currently no chloroform solvates have been documented in 

the available literature and EP06W could therefore be classified as a new 

pseudopolymorph of gatifloxacin. The XRPD pattern of EP06W displayed some of the 

characteristic peaks of form T1 described in the patents (section 2.4.4). 

EP06D was classified as an anhydrous crystal form, which was obtained from drying 

EP06W. The XRPD pattern of EP06D displayed similarities to that of form omega and 

form I described in the literature (section 2.4.2-2.4.3). 



Significant differences were observed between the dissolution profiles of EPOBW and 

EP06D, which indicated that solvent inclusion played a role in the dissolution 

properties of this crystal form. Q at 30 minutes was 83% and 1000/0 for EP06W and 

EP06D respectively. The dissolution profile of EP06W differed significantly from that 

of the sesquihydrate form, while the dissolution profiles of EPO6D and the 

sesquihydrate were comparable. Differences were observed between the flowability 

of EP06W and EP06D. EP06D exhibited fair flowability and EP06W displayed poor 

flowability. 

The desolvation of the chloroform solvate resulted in a crystal with better dissolution 

and flow properties compared to that of the solvated crystal form. 

EP08W was recrystallised from dioxane and was found to be a hemi-dioxane- 

monohydrate. This form displayed some of the characteristic peaks of form J 

described in section 2.4.1. No hemi-dioxane-monohydrates have been documented 

in the available literature and therefore EP08W could be classified as a new 

pseudopolymorphic form. 

EP08D was obtained by drying EP08W and was classified as a new anhydrous crystal 

form. The dissolution profiles of EP08W and EP08D differed slightly. Q after 30 

minutes was found to be 95% and 100% for EW8W and EPOBD respectively. The 

similarity factor (6 value) for these two forms indicated that the differences between 

the dissolution profiles of these forms might be considered to be insignificant. Both 

EP08W and EP08D displayed poor flowability. Solvent inclusion did not influence the 

dissolution or flow properties of this crystal form significantly. 

Overall the desolvated forms of the prepared crystal forms displayed better solubility 

properties than that of the solvated hydrated forms. 

From this chapter it became clear that solvent inclusion influenced some of the 

physico-chemical properties of the crystal. Seeing that minor changes in the physico- 

chemical properties of pharmaceutical solids may lead to problems during the 

manufacturing process, it is important to select a crystal form (solvated or 

desolvated) with the most desired physico-chemical profile. 



CHAPTER 7

Characterisationof a gatifloxacin commercial product

Introduction

The crystal form chosen for the development of a pharmaceuticalsolid dosage form is of

importance seeing that it may influencethe manufacturing process, stabilityand efficacy

of the dosage form. The most suitable and stable crystal form should be identified

during preformulationstudies to avoid possible polymorphicphase transitions during the

manufacturing or upon storage of the product.

Gatifloxacinis a broad-spectrum fluoroquinoloneantibiotic used in the treatment of a

range of eye, skin, respiratory- and urinary tract infections (see section 2.2.1).

Gatifloxacinis normally administered as tablets, injections or eye drops depending on

the indication.The sesquihydrate form of gatifloxacinis currently the preferred crystal

form used in commercialproducts, possiblydue to its thermodynamicstability.

Internationallyavailablegatifloxacinproducts includeZVMAR@(gatifloxacinopthalmic

solution 0.3%) manufactured by Allergan; Gatiflox@(gatifloxacin 400 mg tablets)

manufactured by Incepta Pharmaceuticals Ltd. (figure 7.1); and Gatiquin@(200/400 mg

tablets, IVinfusion,eye drops and eye ointment) manufactured by CIPLA.

--;.;:: -- ::;...-
--

GJSI!I

Figure 7.1 Gatiflox@(400 mg gatifloxacin)tablet packaging (Incepta Pharmaceuticals

Ltd., 2005).
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The only commercially available gatifloxacin product in South Africa is Tequin~ (200 mg

and 400 mg tablets, and injections) manufactured by Bristol-Myers Squibb (figure 7.2).

7eqtlilJ

Figure 7.2 Tequin@(400 mg gatifloxacin) packaging.

Various studies in the literature indicated that manufacturing processesinfluenced the

polymorphic form used during manufacturing, thus the polymorph present in the final

product is not the sameas the crystal modification used initially.

The aim of this chapter was to use a set of analytical techniques (Le. XRPD, IR

sPectroscopy, DSC and TGA) in an attempt to compare the crystal form present in the

commercial product (TequinlB»with the sesquihydrate crystal form.

7.1 Materials and methods

7.1.1 Materials

TequinlB>400 mg gatifloxacin tablets (Bristol-Myers Squibb) were obtained from a local

pharmacy. The batch number and expiry date of the tablets were as follows:

Batch number

Expiry date

: 427241

: April2006

The TequinlB>tablets were white to off-white in colour, almond shaped, biconvex and film

coated. The letters "BMS" were debossed on one side of the tablets and "TEQUIN" and

"400" on the other side.
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The tablets were powdered and analysed by means of XRPD, IR spectroscopy, DSC and 

TGA analysis in an attempt to possibly identify the crystal form present in the tablets. 

These techniques are discussed in chapter 3. 

7.2 Results and discussion 

7.2.1 X-rav -on O(RPD1 a n d a b l e  temwrilyre x-ray 

powder diffraction NT-XRPD) 

The XRPD pattern obtained for the powdered Tequinmtablets is shown in figure 7.3. 

The diffradogram of the powdered Tequin" tablets was compared to that of the 

sesquihydrate raw material. Table 7.1 lists the main XRPD peak angles ("20) and relative 

intensity values (1110) of the powdered Tequin' tablets and that of the sesquihydrate 

crystal form. 



10 20 

2-Theta - Scale 

Figure 7.3 X-ray powder diffractogram of powdered Tequin" tablets. 



Table 7.1 Main XRPDpeak angles (°29) and relative intensity values (1/10) of the

powdered Tequin@tablets and gatifloxacinsesquihydrate raw material

The peaks between 3-15°29 in the diffractogram of the powdered Tequin@tablets were

comparable to that of the sesquihydrate form, except for the peak at 14.8°29 that was

present in the XRPDpattern of the sesquihydrateform and not clearlyvisiblein the
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Main Teauin tablets Sesauihvdrate

peaks (°29) (1/10) (°29) CIllo)
1 6.2 13.6 6.3 5.8

2 7.7 22.2 7.8 10.0

3 9.1 79.5 9.1 100.0

4 9.7 37.7 9.7 22.6

5 10.4 35.1 10.5 16.0

6 11.5 9.9 11.4 14.6

7 12.4 35.4 12.3 12.7

8 12.9 100.0 13.0 33.8

9 13.4 54.3 13.5 18.1

10 14.3 60.6 14.3 14.8

11 - - 14.8 6.9

12 15.5 23.2 15.6 5.3

13 16.3 25.2 16.3 6.6

14 16.7 32.1 16.7 5.5

15 17.2 19.9 - -

16 - - 17.8 5.2

17 18.3 66.6 18.3 56.5

18 18.8 43.4 18.9 14.3

19 19.6 29.1 19.6 23.2

20 19.9 81.8 20.0 47.4

21 - - 20.2 18.5

22 20.7 57.0 20.8 21.2

23 21.1 76.5 21.1 37.0
24 21.7 35.1 21.8 15.2

25 22.2 45.4 22.2 7.2

26 - - 22.9 6.6

27 23.2 50.0 23.3 15.1

28 24.3 48.0 24.3 22.7

29 25.3 78.8 25.4 22.9
30 25.7 48.7 25.8 18.1
31 26.0 29.1 26.1 13.0
32 26.5 29.8 26.5 7.9

33 27.8 37.1 27.8 8.8

34 28.6 15.6 - -

35 - - 29.0 7.0

36 - - 29.3 9.4
37 30.4 26.5 30.4 15.4
38 31.5 18.2 - -

39 - - 32.3 6.3

40 34.4 15.9 - -



diffractogram of the powdered Tequin@tablets (these peaks are highlighted in table

7.1). The XRPD peaks between 15-35°2e showed resemblances,but due to the

presence of various amorphous excipients (seen by the drift in the XRPD pattern

baseline and halo-shape thereof) in the tablets the peaks were not easily distinguishable

and some of the peaks of the sesquihydrate could not clearly be identified in the

diffractogramof the powdered Tequin@tablets.

7.2.2 Infrared sDeCtroscoDYlIR)

An overlay of the DRIFr-IR spectra of the powdered Tequin@tablets and the

sesquihydrate raw material is shown in figure 7.4 and the main IR absorptions are listed

in table 7.2.

,
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Figure 7.4 Overlay of the DRIFr-IR spectra of powdered Tequin@tablets (red) and

sesquihydrate raw material (blue).
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Table 7.2 Main absorotions in the DRIFT-IR spectra of the powdered Tequinw tablets 
and the ;quihydrate k w  

Main 
absorptions 

1 
2 
3 



Table 7.2 continued 
f-i& 

Overall the spectra of the tablets and that of the raw material seemed to be similar. 

Small differences were observed which was possibly due to the presence of tablet 

excipients in the Tequin'tablets. 

Wavenumber (an-') 

The DSC thermogram of the powdered Tequin'tablets is shown in figure 7.5. A broad 

endotherm was observed at 50.95OC followed by a sharp endotherm at 91.23OC. These 

endotherms could possibly be identified as the dehydration of the sesquihydrate form 

used in Tequin'tablets. Melting of the sample caused an endotherm at 160.17°C, which 

was followed by a recrystallisation exotherm at 166.58OC. The final went in the DSC 

thennogram was the melting of the recrystallised sample at 184.96OC. 

Tequin" Sesquihydrate 
774 I 773 



Figure 7.5 DSC thennogram of the powdered Tequin@tablets. 

The DSC thermogram of the powdered tablets was comparable to that of the 

sesquihydrate. All the events observed in the thermogram occurred at lower 

temperatures in the Tequine tablets. This could be due to the presence of tablet 

excipients. Figure 7.6 displays an overlay of the DSC thennograms of the powdered 

Tequin" tablets and the sesquihydrate raw material. 



Figure 7.6 Overlay of the DSC thennograms of the powdered Tequin" tablets (a) and 

the sesquihydrate crystal form (b). 

The TGA thermogram of the powdered Tequin" tablets is shown in figure 7.7. TGA of 

the powdered Tequinmtablek revealed a weight loss of approximately 5.30%. This value 

was cwnparable to  the theoretical weight loss of a sesquihydrate, which is 6.87%. The 

difference between the experimental and theoretical values was possibly due to minimal 

dehydration that could have occurred during the manufacturing process. Drying 

processes in the manufacturing of the tablets could have caused the sesquihydrate 

crystal form to lose some water. 
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Figure 7.7 TGA thermogram of the powdered Tequin" tableh. 

The aim of this chapter was to compare the crystal form present in the commercially 

available product (Tequin') to Me sesquihydrate crystal form by means of 

characterisation techniques such as XRPD, IR spectroscopy, DSC and TGA. 

The XRPD pattern of the powdered Tequin' tablets showed strong resemblances to that 

of the sesquihydrate raw material. The x-ray powder diffractogram of the Tequin' tablet 

powder was less crystalline compared to that of the raw material passibly due to the 

presence of amorphous tablet excipients. The presence of tablet exciplents complicated 

the identification of the crystal form (sesqulhydrate) present in the 15-35O20 region of 

the XRPD pattern. 

The IR spectra and DSC thermogram of the tablet powder showed resemblances to that 

of the sesquihydrate crystal form. 



The physico-chemical properties of the gatifloxacln crystal form present in the Tequin' 

tablets were found to be comparable with that of the sesquihydrate crystal form. 

It can thus be concluded that the manufacturing process did not significantly influenm 

the crystal form used initially in the manufacturing process. 

From this chapter it became clear lhat the sesquihydrate crystal form seemed to remaln 

stable during the manufacturing process. Prospective studies will investigate the stability 

of the newly identified uystal forms discussed in chapters 5 and 6. 



CHAPTER 8 

Solvent inclusion properties of crystal forms recrystallised 

from absolute methanol and binary mixtures of methanol 

and water 

The aim of this chapter was to inwstigate the sdvent inclusion properties and 

thermodynamic behaviour of gatifloxaun crystal forms recrptallised from absolute 

mebhanol and binary mixtures of methand and water. Another aim of this chapter 

was to investigate the thermal induced phase transitions of form F using VT-XRPD. 

Fom F is a pseudopolymorphic form of gatitloxacin, which is obtained from 

recrystallisation with a mixture of methand and water (90:lO) (Niddam-Hildesheim 

et dl., 20W:7). This uystal form is characterised by XRPD peaks at 8.0°28, 14.2'28, 

18.7O28, 21.8O28 and 23.0°26 (rt0.2"26). Figure 8.1 displays the typical x-ray powder 

diffractogram of form F. 

Figure 8.1 X-ray powder dihctogram of form F (Niam-Hildesheim et a/., 

2004:4). 



Niddarn-Hildesheim eta/. (2004:7) described a method for the preparation of form F 

which included the following steps: prepare a heated solution of gatiRoxacin in a 

mixture of methanol and water (90:lO); c o d  the solution to ambient temperature; 

and isolate the suspended form F crystals. 

TGA results of form F provided in the literature ind i ted a total weight loss of 

14.78%, which was observed in two steps: 9.38% and 5.4% respectively (Niddam- 

Hildesheirn et a/., 2004:4). However, no KF results were supplied in the literature 

and no absolute classification of this form was thus provided. The TGA and DSC 

thermograms of form F are displayed in figures 8.2 and 8.3. 
" 
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Figure 8.3 DSC therrnogram of form F (Niddam-Hildesheim et a/., 20044). 

Niddam-Hildesheirn et a/. (20W:7) described another pseudopolymorphic form of 

gatifloxacin, form G, whlch was characterised by XRPD peaks at 17.2"20 and 17.6"20 

(*0.2"20). The typical x-ray powder diffractogram of form G is displayed in figure 

Figure 8.4 X-ray powder diffractogmm of form G (Niim-Hildesheim et al., 
2004:4). 



Niddam-Hildesheim eta/, (2004:7) stated that the drying of form F at approximately 

50% and atmospheric pressure for at least 20 hours resulted in the formation of 

form G. 

The I R  specbum of form G is displayed in figure 8.5. Form G displays characteristic 

absorptions at 1614 cm-' and 1267 un'' (Niddam-Hildesheim eta/., 2004:7). 

Figure 8.5 I R  spectrum of form G (Niddam-Hildesheim eta/., 20W:4). 

TGA results of form G indicated that this cTystal form was a solvate. A weight loss of 

5.70% was observed with TGA (Niddam-Hildesheim etal., 20047). The literature did 

not provide any KF results or an absolute classification of form G. The TGA and DSC 

thermograms of form G are displayed in figures 8.6 and 8.7 respectively. 



Fiiure 8.6 TGA thermogram of form G (Niddam-Hildesheim etal., 2004:4). 

'%A0 

Figure 8.7 DSC thermogram of form G (Niddam-Hildesheim eta/., 20W:4). 

It was also documented that the drying of form G at 120°C yields either form omega 

(anhydrous) or form RRP (hemihydrate) (Niddam-Hildesheim et at., 20048-9). The 

XRPD pattern of form RRP is displayed in figure 8.8. Various x-ray powder 

diffractograms of form omega were disclosed in the literature, only two of these are 

displayed in figure 8.9 and 8.10. 
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Figure 8.8 X-ray powder dlffmctogram of form R R P  (adapted from Raghavan et 

a/., 2002:l). 

Figure 8.9 X-ray powder diffractogram 1 of form omega (Vakil eta/., 2004:4). 
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Figure 8.10 X-ray powder diffractogram 2 of form omega (Vakil eta/., 20044). 

Gatifloxacin sesquihydrate raw material was obtained from Dr. Reddy's Laboratories 

Ltd., India. The details of the raw material used during this study are as follows: 

Batch number 

Manufacturing date 

Expiry date 

: GSOO2C05 

: March 2005 

: February 2010 

Table 8.1 summarises the analytical results obtained prior to the release and 

distribution of the raw material by the supplier (certificate of analysis, or CoA). 



Table 8.1 Certificate of analysis of gatifloxacin sesquihydrate raw material (Dr. 

Reddy's Laboratories Ltd., India, Certificate of analysis) 

Test 

Description of the raw 

material 

Water content 

Total impurities as 

determined by HPLC 

.Assay by HPLC 

Residue on ignition 

Heavy metals 

Spedfication 

White to pale yellow coloured crystalline 

powder 

520 ppm 

Result 

Complies 

7.00% 

0.24% 

100.30% 

0.09% 

Complies 

The absolute methanol (boiling point 64.70°C) used in the recrystallisations was 

obtained from Saarchem, South Africa. Purified water was used in the 

recrystallisation with binary mixtures of methanol and water. 

The crystal forms investigated in this study were reuystallised using the following 

method. Gatifloxacin sesquihydrate powder was added to small volumes of the 

recrystallisation solvent, whilst the solution was heated to the boiling point of the 

solvent under constant stirring by means of a magnetic stirrer until a saturated 

solution was obtained. The saturated solutions were prepared in glass beakers and 

covered with Parafilm"containing small holes to allow solvent evaporation at ambient 

conditions. 

The various solvents used and the reuystallisation products obtained are listed in 

table 8.2. 



The crystals of each product were removed from the mother solvent and dried on 

filterpaper for approximately 30 minutes to ensure that the samples were free from 

any surface solvent, prior to the analysis. The following analytical techniques were 

used in this study: XRPD, VT-XRPD, DRIFE, TGA, KF, and DSC. These techniques 

Table 8.2 Solvents used and recrystallisation products obtained in this study 

are described in chapter 3. 

The crystal form obtained from recrystallisation with absolute methar 

Solvent 

Absolute methand 

Methanol: water (7525) 

Methanol: water (5050) 

101 is referre 

Reaystallisation product 

Product A 

Product B 

Product C 

d to  
as product A. The XRPD pattern for product A is displayed in figure 8.11. This crystal 

form displayed an XRPD pattern comparable to that of form F, with the exception of 

some small peaks that are absent in the diffractogram of form F, such as the peaks 

at 7.3O20 and 21.1°20. 
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Figure 8.11 X-ray powder difiactogram of product A. 

- 



The DRIFT-IR spectrum of product A is displayed in figure 8.12.

3500 3000 z;OO :zoOo
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Figure 8.12 DRIFT-IRspectrum of product A.

TGAresults of productA revealed that this was a solvated crystal form. The TGA

thermogramof productA is displayedin figure8.13.
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Figure 8.13 TGAthermogramof productA.

The TGAand KFresults of product A are tabulated in table 8.3.
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Table 8.3 TGA and KF results of product A 

The % weight loss observed with TGA was 14.51% and Karl Fixher titrations 

revealed a moisture content of 8.30% for product A. This KF value is comparable 

%Weight losr 

Moisture oontent 

(KF) 

with the theoretical .water content of a dihydrate, which is 9.15%. The rest of the 

Pmduct A 

14.51% 

8.30% 

weight loss observed with TGA might have been due to loss of methanol 

incorporated into the crystal lattice. This weight loss was 6.21%, which is 

comparable with the theoretical weight loss (7.86%) of a methand solvate (1:l). 

Product A could therefore be classified as a possible hydrated solvate (2 water : 1 

methanol : 1 gatifloxacin) or a mixture of hydrated and solvated forms. 

The DSC thermogram of product A is displayed in figure 8.14. 

Figure 8.14 DSC thermogram of product A. 



Product A was exposed to ambient conditions for one hour after which it was 

analysed again. The XRPD pattern of this sample (referred to as product Az) was 

compamble to that of form F described in the literature, and is displayed in figure 

8.15. Figure 8.16 displays an overlay of product A and product Az. 
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Figure 8.15 X-ray powder difiactogram of product A2. 
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Figure 8.16 Overlay of the x-ray powder diffradograms of (a) product A and (b) 

product A2. 



The DRIFT-IR spectrum of productA2 is displayed in figure 8.17 and figure 8.18

displays an overlay of the DRIFT-IRspectra of product A and product A2.

.
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Figure 8.17 DRIFT-IR spectrum of product A2.
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Figure 8.18 Overlayof the DRIFT-IRspectra of productA (red) and productA2
(blue).
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The TGA and DSC thermograms of form F presented in the literature suggested that 

form F is a sohrated uystal form. This study confirmed that form F is indeed a 

solvated crystal form. Table 8.4 displays the TGA and KF resub of product A* (form 

F) . 

Table 8.4 TGA and KF results of product A2 

%Weight loss 

Moisture content. 

(W 

TGA results indicated a total % weight loss of it.=% and KF titrations displayed a 

moisture content of 13.02% for this sample, which is comparable to the theoretical 

moisture content of a trihydrate (13.74%). These corresponding results thus 

indicated that the solvent incorporated into the crystal lattice was water. Product A2 

may thus be classified as a trihydrate. A possible reason for this uptake of water 

could be that the crystals of product A was highly higroxopic (product A displayed a 

water content comparable to that of a dihydrate). The TGA and DSC thermograms of 

this crystal form are displayed in figures 8.19 and 8.20 respectively. 



" 

Fig 

Figure 8.20 DSC thermogram of product A2. 

Product B was rewystallised from a methawkwater mixture (75:25) and displayed 

an XRPD pattem comparable to that of form F. The X-ray powder diffractogram of 

this form is displayed in figure 8.21. The XRPD pattern of product 13 was comparable 



to that of product A2. Figure 8.22 displays an overlay of the XRPD patterns of 

product A2 and product B. 

20 

2-Theta - Scale 

Figure 8.21 X-ray powder diffractogram of product B. 
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Figure 8.22 Overlay of the x-ray powder difkactograms of (a) product A2 and (b) 

product B. 



The DRIFT-IRspectrum of product B is displayed in figure 8.23. Rgure 8.24 displays

an overlay of the DRIFT-IRspectra of product A2and product B.
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Figure 8.23 DRIFT-IRspectrum of product B.
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Figure 8.24 Overlay of the DRIFT-IRspectra of product A2 (red) and product B
(blue).
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The TGA and KF results for product B are summarised in table 8.5. TGA revealed a 

total weight loss of 13.09 % and the total moisture content of the sample (as 

determined by KF) was 13.38 %. This correlated with the theoretical moisture 

content of a trihydrate, which is 13.74%. The correlation between the KF and TGA 

results indicated that water was the only solvent incorporated into the crystal lattice 

of this form and product B may therefore be classified as a trihydrate. 

The TGA thermogram of prcduct B is displayed in figure 8.25. 

I 

Table 8.5 TGA and KF results for product B 

Rgure 8.25 TGA thermogram of product 8. 

%Weight loss 

(=A) 

Moisture content 

(w) 

M u d  B 

13.09 % 

13.38 % 

J 



The DSC thermogram of product B is shown in figure 8.26. Minor differences were 

observed between the MC thenograms of product A2 and product B. The 

differences between the two thermograms are mostly present in the region of the 

desolvation endotherms and up to 120°C. Possible reasons for the slight differences 

observed in the thenograms of these two forms include the following: Slight 

differences in the piercing of the sample pan lid or the crimping of the sample pan 

that could have led to differences in the dehydration environment thus influencing 

the dehydration process. 

Figure 8.26 DSC thermogram of product B. 

Figure 8.27 displays the x-ray powder difFractogram of product C, which was 

recrystallised from a binary methano1:water mixture (5050). The XRPD pattern of 

product C differed from that of product A2 and product B. The most noticeable 

differences were in the area between 3.0-10.0°28, the peak at 19.9O28, and the area 

between 24.0-26.O028. 
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Figure 8.27 X-ray powder difFractograrn of product C. 

The DRIFT-IR spectrum of product C is displayed in figure 8.28. 
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Figure 8.28 DRIFr-IRspectrum of product C.

The TGAand KFresults for this crystal form are displayed in table 8.6.

Table 8.6 TGAand KFresults of product C

Thermogravimetric analysis of the sample revealed a total weight loss of 13.12% and

the moisture content of the sample was determined as 13.07%. This value was

found to be comparable to the theoretical moisture content of a trihydrate (13.74%),

and this form may therefore also be classified as a trihydrate. The TGAthermogram

of this crystal form is displayed in figure 8.29.
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Figure 8.29 TGA thermogram of product C. 

The DSC thermogram of prdduct C is displayed in figure 8.30. Differences in the 

dehydration endotherms and up to 120°C were observed when compared to the 

thermograrn of form F. 

Figure 8.30 DSC thermogram of product C. 



Table 8.7 displays the main XRPD peak angles (O28) and relative intensity values 

(1110) of the various crystal forms obtained in this study. 

Table 8.7 The main XRPD peak angles (O20)  and relative intensity values (I/Io) of 

the various recrystallisation products investigated in this study 
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7 (continued) 
Pmduct A 

An overlay of the XRPD patterns of the various crystal forms is displayed in figure 

8.31. 



2-Theta - Scale 

Figure 8.31 Overlay of the x-ray powder diffractograrns of (a) product A, (b) 

product A2, (c) product 0, and (d) product C. 

Table 8.8 displays the main absorptions in the DRIFT-IR spectra of the various 

products in this study. 



Table 8.8 Main absorptions in the DRIFT-IR spectra of the various recrystallisation 

products obtained in this study 
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rable 8.8 (continued) 
Maln I Wavenumber (an-') 

Gatifloxacin was recrystallised in duplicate using absolute methanol as 

recrystallisation solvent. The first batch of crystals (referred to as product A) was 

harvested after 5 days and revealed an XRPD pattern comparable to that of form F 

(results discussed in section 8.2.1). 

The second batch of crystals was harvested after 30 days. These crystals (referred to 

as product A3) displayed an XRPD pattern (figure 8.32), which at first glance seemed 

to be comparable to that of form F. The TGA and KF results of product A3 are 

summarised in table 8.9 and figure 8.33 displays the TGA thermogram of product A3. 

The TGA and KF values of product A3 were slightly lower compared to the water 

content of form F prepared (products A2 and 8). A closer inspection of the x-ray 

powder diffractogram (of product A3) revealed that peaks at 17.2 and 17.6O20 

(characteristic of form G) had started to emerge. Thus it can be assumed that 

product A, consisted of a mixture of form F and form G (form F >>> form G). This 

could elucidate the lower water content of this sample, seeing that form G displayed 

lower TGA and KF values compared to form F. 



As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, form F can be transformed to form 

G. Thus from the results obtained it can be assumed that the aging of crystals 

(recrystallised from absolute methanol) could influence the crystal modification 

obtained for example: 5 days a h r  recrystallisation pure form F crystals were 

obtained, 30 days after recrystallisation a small fraction of form F crystals 

tramformed into form G, producing a mixture of forms F and G. 

2-Theta - Scale 

Figure 8.32 X-ray powder diffractogram of product A,. 



Table 8.9 TGA and KF results of product A3 

% Weight loss t-- 
The TGA and KF results of product A3 indicated that this was a hydrated uystal form. 

85.0C 
r 

50 01 100.0 1500 
Temp [C: 

Figure 8.33 TGA thennogram of product A3. 

Product A3 was exposed to ambient conditions for one hour and analysed. This 

sample is referred to as product Am. The x-ray powder diffractagram obtained 

suggested product Am to be a mixture of form F and form G (figure 8.34). Most of 

the characteristic peaks of form F (such as the peaks at 7.g028, 14.2O20, 18.8O20, 

and 21.8"20) were present in the diffractcgram, and the intensities of the 

~haracter i~c peaks of form G (17.2O28 and 17.6O28) increased significantly, 



suggesting that the form G fraction increased in the mixture (figure 8.35). Figure 

8.35 displays an overlay of the XRPD patterns of product A3 (mixture: form 

F>>>form G), product Am (mixture: form F & G) and product Aq (form G) (please 

note that product A, will be discussed later in this section). 

0 ; - , , , , , 'T, , , , , , , , , 
4 I0  m Yl  

2-Theta - Scale 

Figure 8.34 X-ray powder difFractogram of product A~D.  
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Figure 8.35 Overlay of the x-ray powder diffractograms of product A3(a), product

A3D(b) and product At (c). The characteristic peaks of form F present in the

diffractogram are highlighted in blue and the characteristic peaks of form G present

in the diffractogram are highlighted in yellow.

The TGAand KFresults of product A3,product A3Dand product At are tabulated in

table 8.10. The TGAthermogram of product A3Dis shown in figure 8.36.
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Table 8.10 TGA and KF results of product A3, product A~D, and product Aq 

Product displayed a weight loss of 6.88% (TGA), which correlated with the 

moisture content (KF) of the sample (6.82%). Table 8.10 revealed that the transition 

Moisture content 

(KF) 

of form F to form G was accompanied by dehydration as the decrease in moisture 

% Weight loss 

CTW 

content from product A3 to product 4 indicated. 

Product Am 

6.88% 

Product & 

11.53% 

10.65% 

Figure 8.36 TGA thermogram of product A3~. 

Product A,, 

3.17% 

Another fraction of the sample of product A3 was dried at 70°C for 4 hours and the 

XRPD pattern of the dried product was found to be comparable to that of form G. 

The typical x-ray powder diffractogram of form G, obtained in this study (referred to 

as product Aq) is shown in figure 8.37. 

6.82% 3.03% 
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Figure 8.37 X-ray powder diffractogram of product A+ 

The TGA and KF results of product are displayed in table 8.10. 



TGA results in the available literature indicated that form G was a solvated ctystal 

form (a weight loss of 5.70% was displayed in the TGA thermogram). However, no 

KF results of form G was provided and no absolute classification was made. The TGA 

results of product A, revealed a total weight loss of 3.17%, which differed from the 

5.70% documented in the literature. KF analysis revealed a moisture content of 

3.03% for this crystal form. The comparable TGA and KF values indicated that water 

was incorporated into the crystal lattice. The TGA and KF results were found to be 

comparable to the theoretical % weight loss observed for a hemihydrate, thus 

product A4 could be classified as a hemihydrate. The TGA thermogram of product A, 

is displayed in figure 8.38. 

Figure 8.38 TGA thermogram of product A,. 

8.2.6 Thermal induced ~hase transformations of aatifloxacin fonn F 

I n  the previous section it was observed that when a mixture of forms F and G was 

dried at 70°C for 4 hours, the fraction of form F transformed to form G. The thermal 

induced phase transformations of pure form F obtained were investigated using VT- 

XRPD. The variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms are displayed in figure 

8.39(a) and (b). 



4 10 20 
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Figure 8.39(a) Variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms of the 

recrystallisation product from absolute methanol (form F) in the temperature range 

25-100°C. 
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Figure 8.39(b) Variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms of the 

recrystallisation product from absolute methanol (form F) in the temperature range 

100-18O0C. 



An increase in crystallinity of the sample was observed between 25-45OC in the XRPD 

patterns. The x-ray powder difkactogram obtained at 45OC showed the greatest 

resemblances to that of form F. 

The XRPD pattern changed significantly between 45-65OC. The XRPD pattern 

obtained at 65OC was comparable to that of form G. This correlated with the 

literature, which stated that heating of form F results in the transition to form G (as 

stated in the introduction of this chapter). 

Further changes were observed in the diffractogram between 65-95OC. The XRPD 

pattern of form R R P  disclosed in the literature (figure 8.8) has a poor resolution and 

no peaklist was.available (no other physico-chemical data on this form was discussed 

in the literature). The XRPD pattern obtained at 95OC is comparable to that of form 

R R P .  These results were corresponding to the literature, which stated that drying of 

form G resulted in form R R P  (as discussed in the introduction to this chapter). 

The x-ray powder diffractograms of the sample changed noticeably between 95- 

100°C and only slight changes were observed in the temperature range of 100- 

170°C. The diffractogram obtained at 100°C was comparable to that of form omega 

(figure 8.10). The XRPD patterns obtained at 160°C and 170°C were comparable to 

that of form omega in figure 8.9. 

The final diffractogram in this study (at 180°C) displayed no peaks, which suggested 

that the sample had melted. 

This VT-XRPD study clearly indicated the thermodynamic transition of form F to form 

G and of form G to form R R P  and finally form omega (figure 8.40). Various 

intermediate phases were obtained between these forms. 



I F ~ r m  F ----* Form G - Form R R P  + Form fl -----+ Melting 

Figure 8.40 Thermodynamic transition of form F. 

Conclusion 

Various recrystallisation products were obtained from absolute methanol and binary 

mixtures of methanol and water. Three different crystal forms were obtained, namely 

a crystal form comparable to form F with the exception of peaks present at 7.3O28 

and 21.1°20 (figure 8.ll)(produd A), form F (product A* and B) and a trihydrate 

crystal form (product C). The results obtained for product A, B and C indicated that 

the crystal forms obtained from absolute methanol and binary mixtures of methanol 

and water favoured the incorporation of water into the crystal lattice rather than 

methanol. 

No absolute classification of form F was provided in the available literature. This 

study made it possible to classify form F as a trihydrated pseudopolymorph of 

gatifloxacin. Alternative preparation methods of form F have also been identified and 

discussed in this chapter. 

A second trihydrated form (product C) was also prepared in this study, which 

differed from form F (indicating polymorphic pseudopolymorphism). It is therefore 

important to distinguish between possible trihydrated crystal forms by means of 

XRPD, as TGA and KF data does not reveal significant differences. 

The influence of harvesting time after recrystallisation on form F was investigated. 

The results obtained indicated that longer hatvesting times resulted in a mixture of 

form F and G, while shorter harvesting times produced pure form F. These results 

revealed that solid state phase transformations are possible whilst the crystals are 

submerged in the recrystallisation solvent. 



As stated in the literature, form F transforms to form G, and form G to form R R P  or 

omega. A VT-XRPD study was performed to investigate these thermal induced phase 

transformations of form F. This study revealed the transition of form F to G, and 

clarified that form G first transformed into form RRP, and that form R R P  then 

transformed into form omega. 



Summary and Conclusion 

Gatifloxacin is a fluoroquinolone antibacterial agent with broad spectrum of activity 

against various gram-positive and gram-negative organisms as well as sane atypical 

organisms (Schaeffer, 2002:49S). Gatifloxacin exhibits an improved pharrnacokinetic 

profile over earlier fluoroquinolones and is often preferred over the preceding 

fluoroquinolone agents (Schaeffer, 2002:52S). 

Gatifloxacin displays polymorphism and pseudopolymorphism. Polymorphism occurs 

when the solid crystallises into different crystal packing arrangements with the same 

elemental composition. ~seudo&~mor~hism is a phenomenon where one or more 

solvents are incorporated into the crystal lattice of the s l i d  in either stoichimetric or 

non-stoichiometric amounts. Due to the tendency of gatifloxacin to crystallise into 

various crystal forms, polymorphic studies on this drug have become extremely 

important. 

This study investigated the solid state and solvent inclusion properties of gatifloxacin 

(figure 9.1). It was investigated whether gatifloxacin displayed solvent inclusion and 

how this influenced the physico-chemical properties of the various crystal forms. 

Figure 9.1 Chemical structure of gatifloxacin. 

A literature overview revealed various patents that are currently available claiming 

intellectual property of the various crystal forms of gatifloxacin. Various hydrates, 

solvates and anhydrous forms of gatifloxacin are described in the literature. 



However, insuffiaent physico-chemical data describing these various crystal forms of 

gatifloxacin are provided in the patents and one of the aims of this study was to 

comprehensively charaderise some of these crystal forms. 

A schematic overview of this study is displayed in figure 9.2. A thorough literature 

overview of polymorphism and pseudopolymorphism (solvent inclusion) was 

performed in chapter 1. The mechanism of solvent inclusion, the influence thereof on 

the physico-chemical properties of the pharmaceutical solid and the stability of the 

various crystal forms were investigated in chapter 1. 

Chapter 2 focused on the pharmaceutical and phanacdogical properties as well as 

the various patent claims of gatifloxacin crystal forms. These propelties along with 

choosing the best crystal form for manufacturing ensures that the final product is 

safe, effective and stable. 
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Figure 9.2 Schematic overview of this study. 



Chapter 3 describes the analytical techniques used in this study. These techniques 

(such as XRPD, IR, DSC, TGA, KF, powder dissolution studies, HSM etc.) were used 

to determine the physico-chemical properties of the raw material (gatifloxacin 

sesquihydrate), its anhydrous form, and the various crystal forms prepared in this 

study and the desolvation products thereof. 

The influence of solvent inclusion on the physico-chemical properties of the various 

crystal forms was investigated. The physico-chemical properties of these crystal 

forms and their dried products (i.e. desolvated forms) were investigated and 

compared. In  all the studies it was found that salvent inclusion influenced some of 

the physico-chemical properties. 

I n  chapter 4 the influence of the hydration of the crystal on the physico-chemical 

properties of gatifloxacin was investigated. This has achieved by comparing the 

physico-chemical properties of the sesquihydrate with that of the anhydrous form. 

Significant differences were observed in most of the physico-chemical properties of 

these crystal forms. 

The crystal forms recrystallised from the propanolic alcohols were investigated in 

chapter 5 and the influence of solvent inclusion on the properties of these forms 

were evaluated in this chapter. Recrystallisation from n-propanol yielded a hydrated 

solvate (% water : '12 n-propanol : 1 gatifloxacin) referred to as EP03W, and 

recrystallisation with iso-propanol yielded a hydrated solvate (1 water : '/2 iso- 

propanol : 1 gatifloxacin) referred to as EP04W. The XRPD patterns of both these 

crystal forms were comparable to that of form 3 described in the literature. The 

inclusion of different ratios of water and different solvents into the crystal lattice of 

this form did not result in significant changes in the ctystal structure thereof. 

Drying of EP03W and E P W  both resulted in an anhydrous crystal form with an 

XRPD pattern comparable to  that of form omega described in the literature. From 

this chapter it became clear that the absence of solvent did not have a profound 

effect on the dissolution properties of these crystal forms, seeing that the dissolution 

behaviour of the solvated and anhydrous forms did not differ significantly. However, 



other physico-chemical properties (XRPD, DSC, TGA, KF, etc.) of these crystal forms 

differed. 

I n  chapter 6 the physico-chemical properties of the crystal forms obtained from 

recrystallisation with DMF, chloroform, and dioxane were investigated. The impad of 

the solvent incorporation on the physico-chemical properties of these crystal 

modifications was investigated. 

Recrystallisation with DMF resulted in EP05W, i.e. a mixture of a sesquihydrate form 

and a DMF (1:l) solvate. Drying of EP05W resulted in an anhydrous crystal form 

(EPOSD). The XRPD pattern of EPOSD displayed resemblances to that of forms 

omega and I described in the literature. Solvent inclusion did not have a major 

influence on the dissolution or flow properties of these crystal forms. 

The crystal form obtained from recrystallisation with chloroform (EW6W) was 

classified as a chloroform solvate (1:l). This was a new pseudopolymorphic form 

seeing that no chloroform solvates have been documented presently in the available 

literature. Some resemblances were found between the XRPD pattern of EP06W and 

that of form T1 (a crystal form recrystallised from acetonitrile as described in the 

literature), which could indicate possible iso-structuralism between these two crystal 

forms. 

Drying of EP06W resulted in an anhydrous crystal form (EP06D) with an XRPD 

pattern comparable to that of forms omega and I described in the literature. 

Comparison of the physico-chemical properties of the solvated and anhydrous crystal 

forms (EPMW and EW6D) revealed significant differences. The anhydrous form 

displayed improved dissolution, solubility and flow properties compared to the 

solvated crystal form. 

Recrystallisation with dioxane yielded a hemi-dioxane-monohydrate, referred to as 

EPOIW. Currently no hemi-dioxane-monohydrates have been documented in the 

literature and therefore this could be classified as a new pseudopolymorphic form. 

The XRPD pattern of EPOIW displayed some of the characteristic peaks of form 3, 

indicating the possible iso-structuralism between these two forms. 



EPOSD was obtained by drying EP08W. This crystal form was found to be a new 

anhydrous form. Differences were observed in the XRPD, DSC, IR and other physico- 

chemical properties of EP08W and EWSD, however solvent inclusion (dioxane and 

water) did not cause significant differences in the dissolution and flow properties of 

these two forms (i.e. EP08W and EP08D). 

Chapter 7 focused on the stability of the crystal form (i.e. wuihydrate) present in a 

commercial product. The physico-chemical properties (XRPD, IR, DSC, TGA, etc.) of 

the crystal form present in the commercial product (Tquin" tablets) were found to 

be comparable with that of the sesquihydrate crystal form, thus signifying that the 

manufacturing process did not induce any polymorphic transformations of the crystal 

form (i.e, sesquihydrate) used initially in the manufacturing process. 

The solvent inclusion properties and thermodynamic behaviour of gatifloxaan crystal 

forms recrystallised from absolute methanol and methanokwater mixtures were 

investigated in chapter 8. Recrystallisation from absolute methanol resulted in 

product A, which displayed an XRPD pattern that was comparable to that of form F 

with the exception of a few peaks. This form was classified as a hydrated solvate (2 

water : 1 methanol : 1 gatifloxacin) or a mixture of hydrated and solvated forms. An 

exact classification will only be possible with the assistance of single crystal 

crystallography. 

Product A2 was obtained by exposing product A to ambient conditions for 

approximately one hour. Product A2 displayed an XRPD pattem that was comparable 

to that of form F and was classified as a trihydrate. 

Recrystallisation from a methanol: water mixture (75:25) resulted in product B, 

which was classified as a trihydrate. Product B displayed an XRPD pattern that was 

comparable to that of form F and product A*. Product C was obtained by 

recrystallisation with a methanol: water mixture (50:50). This form displayed an 

XRPD pattern, which differed from that of products A, A2 and B. Product C was found 

to be a trihydrate, suggesting a polymorphic pseudopolymorphic behaviour of 

gatifloxacin. 



Recrystallisation from absolute methanol and methanokwater mixtures resulted in 

crystal forms that favoured the incorporation of water into the crystal lattice rather 

than methanol, as the physico-chemical properties of product A, B and C indicated. 

Chapter 8 also indicated that form F was a metastable crystal form. The harvesting 

time of the crystals after recrystallisation influences the final crystal form obtained. A 

longer harvesting time (1 month) resulted in a mixture of form F and form G, and the 

pure form F was obtained after a short harvesting time (5 days). An VT-XRPD study 

was performed in this chapter to investigate the thermal induced phase transitions of 

form F. This study captured the transition of form F to form G, followed by a 

transition to form R R P  and finally a transition to form omega. The results obtained 

in this study thus revealed that water present in the recrystallisatior~ solvent may 

influence the recrystallisation product. 

This study could be deemed successful seeing that the set aims and objectives (as 

stated in aims and objectives) were pursued and achieved. 

As George B. Shaw (2006) once said: "5cience ... never solves a problem without 

creating ten morere': The questions and problems posed at the beginning of this study 

were answered, but not without raising new questions that created an opportunity 

for future research. 
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PURPOSE

BACKGROUND

METHODS

1be anhydrous form was prepared from the sesquI\yIhIe form: the sesquI1y\:hIe was dried \'or 4 hours In a
vacuum oven at 140"C and 15 mbar. 1be two forms were anaIysed using XRPD,TG\ ICF,Fr-IR,. DSC. 1M and
SEM photos. A soIubIIIly study was also concb:Ied to CDII1pIII'ethe solubiiity fA the two mentioned fi:Jnns. I'oU'
different media were used In the sOObIIIty study, I.e.: MIIII-QWiller, 0.01 M ItCI. acI!IaIe buIrer pH 4.5 and
phosphate buIrer pH 6.8.

RESULTS

1be physico-dJemk:a propertIeS fA the $I!SIJIIIydrate and Is dehydrattcn product cIIIBed Slgnlllcanlly. 1be ~
and KF values fA the sesquI1ydrabt and anhydrous forms are CXJII1PI,II'edIn Table 1. 1be ~ showed
an averiIge moIstIft c:ontI!nt fA 6.338'!It and 6.094'110using ICFand ~~, indicating the pre51!I1CE!fA
1.5 H20: 1 gaIItbczIcIn moIeades. 1be IM!I'IIgI!moIstII'e CDI1Ient\'or the anhydrous form was 1.359'110and
0.847% \'or ICFand ~ analysis respectively. These values are alhlpiloablt: to the IheoreIIcaI moIstII'e mntent
fa" these two forms.

1be solubiiity fA the two forms was CXJII1PI,II'edIn the abo..:, otb oed media. 1be anhydrous form was IOund to
be more soluble In aU the media. HaweYer, the dlft'erence In scUJlftty between the two forms. was especially
notIc:eabIe In watEr (fig 1).

The XRPD patII!rnS (fig 2), and the IR spectra (FIg 3) fA the two forms can be ub1lzledto distinguish between
these forms. These c:I1ariIdeIlsatIon methods display significant cIif'fi!rences fa" these two fi:Jnns.
The two forms also showed cIIferena!s In their DSC d... """" "'Do A dehydraIIon endcthenn at 97.21 "C was

present In the IIIernIc9am fA the sesquIrjdrcIb!d form. ~ amIysIs CUIfIrmed that this was a dehydration peS
(with a dehydratJcn onset and endset IImpI!rabe fA 74.27"C Ill02.67"C respectively). As ecpecIed, the
anhydrous form displayed no pei!b In thIS tEmperature range and ~ mnIirmed that no dehydration oaured
(Fig 4).

The morphology and IhennalIIeI1avtu fA the two forms were also investigated using SEM (fig S) and 1M
pIIOIDs.The 1M mLo A>yiI\A.. fA the sesquIhydraIe ~ revealed IdJbIes (at iIIJPIQ4.~ 98"C), due to
dehydration, when emerged In SlIIccnoil. The anhydrous form showed no activity at 98"C. The SEM showed
differences In the rnorphok)gy fA the two rams.

I:~
f~EIJ:IaII]~

0 0 __ .........,....--
fig 1. Solubility data fA gaU1Ioxadn sesquI/IydraIe
and lis dehydration pocb:t.

fig 3. Fr-IRspecIrafA~. sesquI1y\:hIe
(blue)and~ anI\yItaIe(red).

".

" -'",.--.---

fig 4. DCS theln/lOOodo...\'or the sesquI\yIhIe (blue) and anhydrous (red)
fonns fA gaIIIbcadn.

fig s. SEMpIIDIDsfA!IiIIIbKIn ~ (blue) and Is deh)draIIon
product (181).

CONCLUSION

SIqJIt , data on the ~ Ibnn and Is dehyd.atb. product ISpresented. As
ecpeded. there were sIgnIIIcantdIIft!rena!sIn the ~icaI pIq)I!ItIesfAthe two
rams. XRPD,Fr-IR, DSCand ~ were IdentIIIedas methods to dlsllngulsh between these
two rams. AIIDCIceiIbIedIII'en!nceInthe solubiiityfAthe two fonns In wab!r was I'ound.

. . ~ .', ,./- ._-"~ \.."'.: ~

fig :z.XRPDpatII!rnSfA~. sesquI\yIhIe
(blue) and gaUIbcadn anI\yItaIe (red).
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Solvent inclusion properties of crystal forms recrystallised 
from absolute methanol and binary mixtures of methanol 

and water 

Research Institute for Industrial Pharmacy. North-West Universily, 
PotchefStrmm Campus. South-Africa 

The &emal struchm of API's is determined by the orientation and configuralion of &e molecular 

units and may thus be classified as: amorphous or crystalline. Crystalline solids may be classified as 

polymo~phs or pseudopolymorphs. Solvent molecules can be included into the various crystal forms. 

This is called pseudopolymorphism [I]. If the solvent that is included into the crystal lattice is water, 

this crystal form is called a hydrate. If a solvent (other than water) is included, it is called a solvate 

P I .  

The aim of this study was to investigate the solvent inclusion properties and thennodynamic 

behaviour of gatifloxacin crystal forms recrystallid l?om absolute methanol and b i  mixtures of 

methanol and water and to investigate the thermal induced phase transitions of form F using VT- 

XRPD. 

Keywords: Solvafe, Gatifloxaci~ Solvent inclusion, VT-XRPD, 'Trihydrate. Pseudopolymorph 

1. Introduction 

Gatifloxacin, l-Cyclopropyl-6-fluo~1,~Ihydro-8-methoxy-7~3-m&yl-l-pipe~inyl~- 

0x0-3quinolinecarboxylic acid, is a synthetic broad-spectrum 8-methoxyfluoroquinolone 

antibacterial agent with activity against a wide range of --negative and gram-positive 

organisms [3]. A number of patents are currently available claiming intellectual pmperty of 

various crystal forms of gatifloxacin. 

Form F is a pseudopolymorphic form of gatifloxacin, which is obtained from 

recrystallisation with a mixture of methanol and water (90:lO) [4]. This crystal form is 

' Corresponding author. 



characterid by XRPD peaks at 8.0°20, 14.2'20, 18.7O20, 21.8O20 and 23.0°20 (H.2"20). 

Figure 1 displays the typical x-ray powder diEmctogrm of form F. 

Figure 1. X-ray powder diffractogram of form F [4]. 

TGA results of form F provided in the literature indicated a total weight loss of 14.78%, 

which was observed in two steps: 9.38% and 5.4% respectively [4]. However, no KF results 

were supplied in the literature and no absolute classification of this form was thus provided. 

Niddam-Hildesheim et al. [4] described another pseudopolymorphic form of gatifloxacin, 

form G, which was characterid by XRPD peaks at 17.2'28 and 17.6"28 (M.2O28). The 

typical x-ray powder diffractogram of form G is displayed in figure 2. 



Figure 2. X-ray powder diffractogram of form G [4]. 

~. 
Niddam-Hildesheim et al. [4] stated that the drying of form F at appmximately 50°C and 

atmospheric pressure for at least 20 hours resulted in the formation of form G. 

TGA results of form G indicated that this crystal form was a solvate. A weight loss of 

5.70% was observed with TGA [4]. The literature did not provide any KF results or an 

absolute classification of form G. 

It was also documented that the drying of form G at 120°C yields either form omega 

(anhydrous) or form T2RP (hemihydrate) [4]. The XRPD pattern of form T2RP is displayed 

in figure 3. Various x-ray powder difhctograms of form omega were disclosed in the 

literature, only two of these are displayed in figure 4 and 5. 

T 2  RP A 
0.0 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Degree 2 Theta 

Figure 3. X-ray powder difhctogram of form T2RP (adapted from [5]). 

. 



Figure 4. X-ray powder diffractogram 1 of form omega [6]. , 

=(*a) 
Figure 5. X-ray powder diffractogram 2 of form omega [6] .  

2. Experimental 

2.1 Materials 

Gatifloxacin sesquihydrate raw material was obtained from Dr. Reddy's Laboratories Ltd., 

India. The details of the raw material used during this study are as follows: 



Batch number : GSOO2CO5 

Manufacturing date : March 2005 

Expky date : February 2010 

The absolute methanol @oiling point 64.7OoC) used in the recrystallisations was obtained 

from Saarchem, South Africa. Purified water was used in the recrystallisation with binary 

mixtures of methanol and water. 

2.2 Reoystalisation method 

The crystal forms investigated in this study were recrystallised using the following method. 

Gatifloxacin sesquihydrate powder was added to small volumes of the recrystallisation 

solvent, whilst the solution was heated to the boilmg point of the solvent under constant 

stirring by means of a magnetic stirrer until a saturated solution was obtained. The saturated 

solutions were prepared in glass beakers and covered with pdlrn0wntaining small holes 

to allow solvent evaporation at ambient conditions. 

The various solvents used and the recrystallisation products obtained are listed in table 1. 

I Absolute methanol I Product A 1 
-- 

Table 1. Solvents used and recrystallisation products obtained in this study 

1 Methanol: water (75:25) 1 Product B I 
\ Solvent 

I Methanol: water (50:50) 1 Product C I 

Recrystallisation product 1 

The crystals of each product were removed from the mother solvent and dried on filter 

paper for approximately 30 minutes to ensure that the samples were free from any surface 

solvent, prior to the analysis. The following analytical techniques were used in this study: 

XRPD, VT-XRPD, DRIFTS, TGA, KF, and DSC. 

2.3 Analyrical Techniques and instrumentation 

2.3.1 D~ferential scanning calorimeny (DSC) 

A Mettler Toledo DSC (Mettler Toledo, Switzerland) instrument was used in this study. 

This is a heat-flux DSC instnunent. Samples weighing 2 4  mg were heated in aluminium 

sample pans with pierced lids. Samples were heated from 25-200°C at a heating rate of 

10°C/min, under a nitrogen purge with a flow of 30 mumin. 



A S h i i  TGA-50 instrument (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) was used. The sample weight 

varied between 5-10 mg each. Samples were weighed in an open platinum cell and the 

changes in mass upon heating were recorded. The samples were heated at a heating rate of 

1O0C/min under a nitmgen purge of 35 mllmin. Samples were heated to a maximum 

temperatwe of 160°C. 

The experimental weight loss, as determined by the TGA, was compared with the 

theoretical weight loss. 

- 
2.3.3. X-roy powder difiaction W D )  

The x-ray powder diffraction data for gatifloxacin crystal forms was obtained using a 

Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker, Germany). The measurement conditions were: , 

target, Cu; voltage, 40 kV; current, 30 mA, divergence slit, 2 mm; antiscatter slit, 0.6 mm; 

detector slit, 0.2 mm; monochromator, scanning speed, ZO/min (step size, 0.025"; step time, 

1.0 sec.). An aluminium sample holder was used, and approximately 200 mg of powdered 

sample was loaded into the sample holder. Care was taken not to introduce a preferential 

orientation of the crystals. 

XRPD analyses at ambient conditions and at increased temperatures, variable temperature 

x-ray powder diffraction (VT-XRPD), were performed on the crystals. The same conditions 

were used for both types of x-ray diffraction. For the VT-XRPD an Anton Paar TTK 450, 

low temperature camera (Anton Paar, Austria), was attached to the Bmker D8 Advance 

difiactometer (Bmker, Germany). A heating rate of 1O0C/cycle was used during 

determinations and all samples were heated to a maximum temperature of 180°C. 

2.3.4 Infrmed spectroscopy (IR) 

A Nicolet Nexus 470-FT-JR spectmmeter (Nicolet instrument corporation, Maddison, 

Wisconsin, USA) was used to record the lR-spectra, over a range of 400-4000 cm-'. The 

DRIFTS method was used. KBr was used as background. The samples were dispersed in 

KBr and the JR-spectra measured in a reflectance cell. 



2.3.5 Karl Fischer titration 

The moisture. content of the samples was determined with a Metrohm 701 KF Titrino 

autotitrator (Metrohm, Switzerland). Calibration of the instrument was performed using a 

predetermined mass of water and approximately 250 mg of sodium rarbare dihydrate 

dibasic powder. Approximately 50 mg of each sample was used for the moisture 

determination. The experiment was performed in duplicate for each crystal form. The 

percentage of water ( d m )  within the sample was then calculated. 

3. Results and diinssion 

" 

3.1 Recrystallisation product A 

The crystal fonn obtained h m  rocrystalliion with absolute methanol is referred to as 

product A. The XRPD pattern for product A is displayed in figure 6. This crystal form 

displayed an XRPD pattern comparable to t h a  of form F, with the exception of some small 

peaks that are absent in the diflkxtogmrn of form F, such as the peaks at 7.350 and 

21.1'20. 

TGA results of product A revealed that this was a solvated crystal form. The TGA and KF 

results of product A are tabulated in table 2. 

Table 2. TGA and KF results of product A 

Product A 

% Weight loss 

The % weight loss observed with TGA was 14.51% and Karl Fischer titrations revealed a 

moisture. content of 8.30% for product A. This KF value is comparable with the theoretical 

water content of a dihydrate, which is 9.15%. The rest of the weight loss observed with 

TGA might have been due to loss of methanol incorporated into the crystal lattice. This ' 

weight loss was 6.21%, which is comparable with the theoretical weight loss (7.86%) of a 

Moisture content 

(I0 
8.30% 



methanol solvate (1:l). Product A could therefore be classikd as a possible hydrated 

solvate (2 water : 1 methanol : 1 gatifloxacin) or a mixture of hydrated and solvated forms. 

10 m 

2-Theta - Scale 

Figure 6. Overlay of the x-ray powder diffractograms of (a) product A and (b) product A*. 



The DSC thermogram of product A is displayed in figure 7. 

Figure 7. DSC thermogram of: (A) product A, (B) product A2, (C) product B, (D) product C. 

Product A was exposed to ambient conditions for one hour after which it was analysed again. The XRPD pattern of this 

sample (referred to as product A2) was comparable to that of form F described in the literature, and is displayed in tigure 

6. 

The DRIFT-IR spectrum of product A and A2 is displayed in figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Overlay of the DRIFT -IR spectra of product A (red) and product A2(blue).

The TGA and DSC thennograms of fonn F presented in the literature suggested that fonn F

is a solvated crystal fonn. This study confinned that fonn F is indeed a solvated crystal

fonn. Table 3 displays the TGA and KF results of product A2(fonn F).

Table 3. TGA and KF results of product A2

TGA results indicated a total % weight loss of 12.58% and KF titrations displayed a

moisture content of 13.02% for this sample, which is comparable to the theoretical moisture

content of a trihydrate (13.74%). These corresponding results thus indicated that the solvent

incorporated into the crystal lattice was water. Product A2 may thus be classified as a

trihydrate. A possible reason for this uptake of water could be that the crystals of product A

was highly higroscopic (product A displayed a water content comparable to that of a

dihydrate). The DSC thennogram of this crystal fonn is displayed in figure 7(b).
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3.2 Recrystallisation product B

Product B was recrystallised from a methanol:water mixture (75:25) and displayed an

XRPD pattern comparable to that of form F. The XRPD pattern of product B was

comparable to that of product A2.

The DRIFT-IR spectrum of product B is displayed in figure 9.

T.

!500. . . °31500'. . '3DOo'. . 'zsOo' . . 0zX:.o'
'IIIw Dera(cm-1)

Figure 9. DRIFT-IR spectrum of product B.

The TGA and KF results for product B are summarised in table 4. TGA revealed a total

weight loss of 13.09 % and the total moisture content of the sample (as determined by KF)

was 13.38 %. This correlated with the theoretical moisture content of a trihydrate, which is

13.74%. The correlation between the KF and TGA results indicated that water was the only

solvent incorporated into the crystal lattice of this form and product B may therefore be

classified as a trihydrate.

Table 4. TGA and KF results for product B

Product B

% Weight loss

(TGA) 13.09 %

Moisture content
13.38%

(KF)



The DSC thennogram of product B is shown in figure 7(c). Minor differences were 

observed between the DSC thennograms of product A2 and product B. The differences 

between the two thennograms are mostly present in the region of the desolvation 

endotherms and up to 120°C. Possible reasons for the slight differences observed in the 

thennograms of these two forms include the following: Slight differences in the piercing of 

the sample pan lid or the crimping of the sample pan that could have led to differences in 

the dehydration environment thus influencing the dehydration process. 

3.3 Recrystallisation product C 

Figure 10 displays the x-ray powder diffractogram of product C, which was recrystallised 

from a binary methano1:water mixture (50:SO). The XRPD pattern of product C differed 

from that of product A2 and product B. The most noticeable differences were in the area 

between 3.0-10.0°20, the peak at 19.9O20, and the area between 29.626.0~20. 

Figure 10. Overlay of the x-ray powder diffractograms of (a) product A, (b) product Az, (c) 

product B, and (d) product C. 



The TGA and KF results for this crystal form are displayed in table 5. 

Moisture content 

m 

Table 5. TGA and KF results of product C 

Themogravimetric analysis of the sample revealed a total weight loss of 13.12% and the 

moisture content of the sample wm determined as 13.07%. This value was found to be 

comparable to the theoretical moisture content of a tribydrate (13.74%), and this form may 
, 

therefore also be classified as a trihydrate. 

%Weight loss 

WW 

The DSC thermogram of product C is displayed in figure 7(d). Differences in the 

dehydration endothems and up to 120°C were observed when compared to the thermogram 

of form F. 

Product C 

13.12% 

3.4 Thermal induced ohase transformations of eatiflosacin form F 

The thermal induced phase transformations of pure form F obtained were investigated using 

VT-XRPD. The variable temperature x-ray powder diffiactograms are displayed in figure 

11. 



Figure 11. Variable temperature x-ray powder diffractograms of the recrystallisation 

product from absolute methanol (form F) in the temperature range 25-180°C. 

An increase in crystallinity of the sample was observed between 25115°C in the XRPD 

patterns. The x-ray powder diffractogram obtained at 45°C showed the greatest 

resemblances to that of form F. 

The XRPD pattern changed significantly between 45-65°C. The XRPD pattern obtained at 

65°C was comparable to that of form G. This correlated with the literature, which stated 

that heating of form F results in the transition to form G. 

Further changes were observed in the diffractogam between 65-95°C. The XRPD pattern 

of form T2RP disclosed in the literature (figure 3) has a poor resolution and no peaklist was 

available (no other physico-chemical data on this form was discussed in the literatwe). The 



XRPD pattern obtained at 9S°C is comparable to that of form T2RP. These results were 

corresponding to the literature, which stated that drying of form G resulted in form TZRP. 

The x-ray powder diffractograms of the sample changed noticeably between 95-100°C and 

only slight changes were observed in the temperature range of 100-17O0C. The 

diffractograrn obtained at 100°C was comparable to that of form omega (figure 5). The 

XRPD patterns obtained at 160°C and 170°C were comparable to that of form omega in 

figure 4. 

The fmal diffractogram in this study (at 180°C) displayed no peaks, which suggested that 

the sample had melted. 

This VT-XRPD study clearly indicated the thermodynamic transition of form F to f o h  G 

and of form G to form T2RP and fmally form omega (figure 12). Various intermediate 

phases were obtained between these forms. 

~ o r m  F +rm G U R R P  + Form n P Melting 

Figure 12. Thermodynamic transition of form F. 

4. Conclusion 

Various recrystallisation products were obtained from absolute methanol and binary 

mixtures of methanol and water. Three different crystal forms were obtained, namely a 

crystal form comparable to form F with the exception of peaks present at 7.3O20 and 

21.1 "28 (product A), form F (product A1 and B) and a trihydrate crystal form (product C). 

The results obtained for product A, B and C indicated that the crystal forms obtained from 

absolute methanol and binary mixtures of methanol and water favoured the incorporation of 

water into the crystal lattice rather than methanol. 

No absolute classification of form F was provided in the available literature. This study 

made it possible to classify form F as a trihydrated pseudopolymorph of gatifloxacin. 



Alternative preparation methods of form F have also been identified and discussed in this 

article. 

A second trihydrated form (product C) was also prepared in this study, which differed from 

form F (indicating polymorphic pseudoplymorphism). It is therefore important to 

distinguish between possible trihydrated crystal forms by means of XRPD, as TGA and KF 

data does not reveal significant differences. 

As stated in the literature, form F transforms to form G, and form G to form T2RP or 

omega A VT-XRPD study was performed to investigate these thermal induced phase 

transformations of form F. This study revealed the transition of form F to G, and clarified 

that form G first transformed into'fok T2RP, and that form T2RP then transformed into 

form omega. 
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